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The computer system
that won't give you
any arguments at

home.

$995
Computer complete with
BTeen screen VDU (GT64).

Computer complete with
colour monitor (CTM640).

CPC464
complete

with

monitor

datacorder



It's eight in the evening. The
weekly soap is about to start

on the box. And you're in the

middle of a program.

Either way, there's going to be
trouble.

The new CPC464 gets round
the problem very neatly.

It comes complete with its

own colour monitor or green
screen VDU. Yet it costs

around half the price of a
comparable home micro
system.

That's not all. As well as the monitor,

the CPC464 includes a built-in

cassette data recorder, 64K of RAM
(42K available), 32K of ROM,
typewriter style keyboard and a very

fast extended BASIC.

And it comes complete and ready to

go. Just plug it in.

High resolution graphics.

Stereo sound.

The quality of the graphics on the

CPC464 screen beats the

micro/domestic TV combination out of

sight.

That's because our monitor drives

each colour on the screen directly

from the computer. Nothing gets in

the way of the best possible picture.

And you won't have tuning problems.

It sounds good, too. Especially when
you feed the 3-voice, 7-octave stereo

output through a hi-fi amplifier and
speakers.

64KRAM
With 64K of RAM there's plenty of

room for sophisticated and complex
programs.

Over 42K is available to users, thanks

to the implementation of ROM overlay

techniques. Dollar for dollar, other

micros simply can't match the

CPC464's memory.

Green screen VDU
Perfect for data management, high

resolution screen, 80 column display

and up to 8 text windows.

An optional power supply modulator
(MP-1) is available for use with a
colour TV.

CPC464 green screen VDU (GT64)

Amsoft. Exciting software range.

Video games, educational programs
and business applications are all

designed to utilise the CPC464's
impressive graphics, sound and
processing abilities.

A rapidly expanding range of

programs is already available. High
quality software that takes advantage
of the CPC464's high specification and
speed-loading capability. Which
means even complex programs can
be loaded quickly.

Amstrad. Join the club.

As a member you'll enjoy regular

magazines, competitions for valuable

prizes and contact with other

Amstrad users.

Whether you're a games fanatic or

interested in serious commercial
applications, you'll want to join the

club.

CPC464.
Unlimited scope for expansion

We're with you all the way. This is

why there's a built-in parallel printer

interface. A low cost optional disk

drive system including CP/M* and
LOGO. A joystick port. And the

virtually unlimited potential of the

Z80 data bus with sideways ROM
support.

Optional disk drive
DDI-1 including
interface CP/M*
and LOGO $795.

Optional 80 column dot matrix printer

DM. Offers high performance
computerised text process for

only $695.

TVade mark Digital

Research

GRflnDimnD

AMSTRAD
I'd like to know more about the quite exceptional CPC464 complete computer system.

Please send literature right away.

NAME

ADDRESS

POST TO Grandstand Leisure Limited. C.P.O. Box 2353, Auckland,

21 Great South Road. Newmarket. Auckland. Ph: 504-033.
Res CA „

I
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Compare these specs before you buy..

RITEMANC+ vs. COMMODORE PRINTERS

FEATURES

RITEMAN C + COMMODORE PRINTERS

ACTUAL PRINT MPS 801 MPS 802 MPS 803 VIC1525 VIC1526

PRINT SPEED (CPS)

BIDIRECTIONAL PRINT

(COLUMN WIDTH)

40 CHARACTERS PER LINE

80 CHARACTERS PER LINE

66 CHARACTERS PER LINE

132 CHARACTERS PER LINE

(PAPER HANDLING)

FRONT LOADING FOR

EASY PAPER SETTINGS

BUILT-IN PRINTER STAND

PRINT ON POST CARDS

(WARRANTY)

ONE-YEAR WARRANTY

(SOFTWARE COMMANDS)

DOUBLE STRIKE

EMPHASIZED

COMPRESSED

UNDERLINE

SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS

ITALICS

DOUBLE DENSITY BIT IMAGE

(CHARACTERS)

9X9 FONT

TRUE OISCENDERS

ITALICS

COMMODORE GRAPHICS

(OTHER FEATURES)

SINGLE DENSITY BIT IMAGE

EXPANDED

REVERSE

105

YES

YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES

4-0 CPL
80 CPL
6<b CPL
132 CPL

DOUBLE STRIKE
EMPHASIZED
COMPRESSED

UNDERLINE
Bur" uBSCRIPTS
ITALICS
c;=t

abcg jpqyabc
ITALICS
*#* .-. ^%0*-H -Ht T

EXPANDED
aaaBMraa

50

NO

YES
YES

60

YES

YES
YES

60

YES

YES
YES

50

NO

YES
YES

60

YES

YES
YES

YES

YES
YES
YES

YES

NO
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES
YES

YES

NO
YES
YES

Available only from

The Computer Experience
and Einsteins

Einstein's ph. 64-108
154 Broadway, Palmerston North.

Einstein's ph. 851-055
1 77 Willis Street, Wellington, or 844-353

The Computer Experience ph. 730-348
James Smiths. Cuba Street, Wellington.

The Computer Experience ph. 81 -969
at D.I.C. Garden Place, Hamilton.

Computer Experience ph. 66-442
Shop 41, Cashfields Mall, Cashel Street, Christchurch.

Einstein's ph. 85-528
Corner Kinq & Egmont Streets, New Plymouth.

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED. EASY PAYMENT TERMS.
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When a Company
like Mitsui

says it is

committed, big

things happen.
Last year, in New Zealand alone,

the turnover of Mitsui and Co. was
over NZ$400 million. Worldwide, this

diverse trading corporation posted a

turnover in excess of NZ$170 billion. A
large proportion of that turnover came
from Mitsui's increasing involvement in

the industries of the future.

In New Zealand, as in the rest of
the world, that meant becoming
involved with innovators such as Sord
Computers, one of the fastest growing
companies in Japan's history.

Sord already has something of a

technological edge. Add Mitsui's

commitment and the future impact on
the New Zealand computing scene is

likely to be
big indeed.

MITSUI COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
15-19 WIGAN STREET WELLINGTON. RO. BOX 9447 COURTENAY PLACE TEL. 848-069 TELEX MITSUI NZ3555

DMM 8712
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FEATURES
Printer roundup
The time of our annual printer round-up has come again.

Shane Doyle has been running the rule over more than

100 printers.

We begin with a batch of dot matrix printers.

Hardware reviews
The Spectravideo SV728 is aimed at the top end of the home
market, according to the promotion. Check how it measures up

to this claim with Gordon Findlay.

NCR is the latest to join the ever-growing queue of IBM
look-a-likes. Peter Ensor tells us how he sees the PC 41 fitting into

the bunch.

16

32

NCR PC 4i 35

Communications
Darryl Roots provides an introduction to the secrets and skills

of networking . . . what it is, how it works, what you can get

out of it.

New Zealanders now have access to more than 1000 databases

around the world, covering everything from the day's news
to daily updates of tendering opportunities in Japan. Dave Keet

tells you how to tap into the system.

Beginners
Gordon Findlay provides a few hints on the hard decisions

that have to be made when it comes to changing computers.

COLUMNS
New this month: A series which sets out to develop programming

techniques for use in all manner of programs. Gordon Findlay opens

his toolbox of routines for the first time.

Apple: Asian pirates crack the Apple lie. John MacGibbon tells how.

Atari: Michael Fletcher struck "beaut double trouble" in the midst

of the immortal World World 1 flying game, "Blue Max".
BBC: Pip Forer goes "mousing about".

An importer replies to Bernard Gunn's comments on BetaBase

Commodore 64: Joe Colquitt continues his series on drawing sprites.

Commodore: Games galore. . . reviewed by Andrew Mitchell.

Machine language: Using ML from BASIC with Joe Colquitt.

Spectravideo: Barbara Bridger explains how the Spectravideo

is nicely in tune with music macro language.

Spectrum: Gary Parker looks over some recent software. . .

Personal Banking System, Ultimon, and a cassette magazine.

Tandy: A program which inverses all the graphics characters on

the screen.

REGULARS

42

44

51

47
54

66
55
56
61
58
50

57

65

Advertiser index
Book Club
Books

76 Classified advts
71 Micro moments
68 Micro news

76
7
7

Printer roundup 16

Spectravideo SV728 32
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Growing
pthyour

eeds
Buy this NEW Personal Compute
with more confidence,because.

r

Only theNEW£
NCR model PC4i

Provides- ^
Unique 12-month Guarantee*
Proven, 'self-teach' free tutorial

programme* 'Help' aid on all

functions Full operational

compatability with industry-standard
software* New Easy-use keyboard

Powerful, expandable RAM with
virtual memory One-piece
VDU/disc drives High
resolution screen (even on
monochrome graphics)*

Manufactured with 100
years' tradition for quality.

BACKED BY A NATION-
WIDE, LONG-ESTABLISHED
SERVICE NETWORK*, UNIQUE TO NCR
"Features which answer user priorities, as surveyed

by Hoby & Assoc. 1984.

You can always grow with

NCR
NCR (NZ) Ltd, 46 Wakefield St, Auckland, P.O. Box 5945, Wellesley Street

Telephone 796-920, Telex NZ2621 NPW9425
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Meetings made easy
ICL New Zealand has introduced a

software package designed to solve
the problems of storing and
retrieving information from meeting
minutes and related documents.
The Committee Minutes System is

described by ICL's senior product
manager, Andrew Mason, as the
answer to speedy management of

board meetings or town council
meetings.

Data is easily entered through an

ICL terminal or word processor and

then held centrally on a mainframe

computer. Text markers can be

inserted to identify the key

components of a meeting such as

date, title, those attending and

associated reports so that CMS can

index the information stored on the

mainframe.

TANDY COMPUTERS
DISCOUNTED!

MOLYMERX MAIL-ORDER PRICES and TANDY Computers
The best combination in New Zealand

Model
Computer

Relail Piice MOLYMERX COMPUTING
MAIL-ORDER PRICE

DOLLARS SAVED

TANDY 1000
IBM PC Clone
128K RAM %33#frm
1'360K Disk Drive

Expandable 10 640K
and Hard Disk Dr
IBM "extras'

1 such as
parallel printer port.

Colour graphics, mono, adapter.

are supplied FREE as is

MSDOS & GW BASIC
MOLYMKHX supplies FREE-
a useful INTEGRATED SOFTWARE package
Model 1000 - 2 Drives SA54*fltr
Green, Amber Mon £380^0"

S3489.00 S315.00

S3996.00
S 279.00

S514.00
S 83.00

TANDY 1200
IBM XT Clone
10 Meg Hiird Disk
+ 1*360KF1. Disk JiiOSSrfttT S8290.00 S 795.00

TANDY 20(10

The stale of Ihe an!
8Mhz 80186 MSDOS computer
2 • Disk Dr i26WrtKr
10 Meg Hard Disk
Built-in 512^+0700-

$ 7080.00 S610.00

S 1 1 ,473.00 Save an astonishing S 1337.00

TANDY 100
(Portable Perfeclion)

8K il*W^»0 $1280.00
24K &2WWOT S 1690.00

S 410.00
S410.00

SOFTWARE AVAILABLE from MOLYMERX COMPUTING
OPEN ACCESS. LOTUS 123. MULT1PLAN. MULTIMATE, pis SERIES, DB II. DB III. HOME ACCOUNTANT. PC DRAW etc

SYBIZ ACCOUNTING. CHARTER ACCOUNTING. MODEL 100 ROM SOFTWARE
I You'll like our prices for Ihese too)

HOW TO ORDER THESE BARGAINS
MOLYMERX COMPUTING HASA 24 HOUR ORDER LINE for

PHONE ORDERS (Answerphone) - Ph.AUCK (9| 817-4372

Advice Line is (9) 836-9873

VISA. BANKCARD. BANK DRAFTS & CHEQUES accepted as are
Personal Cheques (bul see THE FINE PRINT below).

Written Orders to P.O. Box 60-152 (IS Okewa Rd.l Tilirangi Auck.
Teles: 60657

THE FINE PRINT

Cheques Not cashed or Cards
debited until goods are dispatched.

Personal cheques must be cleared

prior to dispatch. Freight is exlra eg
Model 1000 to Wellington is about
$75. Any delay in dispatch order
beyond 24 hours will be notified

personally to allow you the option

of cancelling your order.

AND WHO THE HELL IS MOLYMERX?

We have been selling Mail order software

mainly for Tandy and System 80 computers in

New Zealand for 3 years. We have an

Australian subsidiary and thousands of well

served and satisfied customers in both

Australia and New Zealand.

We can offer Iher AMAZING hardware prices

because we have excellent contacts in the

USA and England who trust us to act well on
their behalf and who can buy in the enor-
mous numbers to allow them to sell lo us at

prices New Zealanders have only dreamed
about until now.

1985 is the year when Sales Tax is

down and the goods tax not yet
introduced. Buy mail order NOW if

you know what you want and
demand the best prices. It will
never be less expensive!

BITS & BYTES is published monthly,
except January, by Bits & Bytes,

Ltd.

Advertising and Editorial

Top floor, Daytonc House, 53 Davis Cres. P.O.
Box 9870, Newmarket, Auckland. Telephone
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Khandallah. Telephone 797-193.
Christchurch - Dion Crooks. Telephone 66-566

Merchandise
Book club and software manager: Dion Crooks.
Telephone 66-566.

Subscription
Subscription rate: $16 a year 111 issues! adults

and $14 a year for school pupils, subscriptions

being from the issue of Bits & Bytes after the
subscription is received.

Overseas subscriptions:

Surface mail — $27 a year.

Airmail - Australia and South Pacific, S49 a

year: North America and Asia, S76 a year;

Europe, South America, the Middle East, $98 a

year.
Subscription addresses: When sending in

subscriptions please include postal zones for the

cities. If your label is incorrectly addressed please
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Disclaimers
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New printer range
The Seikosha range of computer

printers is being marketed in New
Zealand by the recently formed New
Zealand Peripheral Distributors. (P.O.

Box 9447, Wellington).

The Seikosha range includes the

BP5420, high speed, dot matrix
printer which costs $3509 (including

tax).

It has a maximum print speed of

420 characters per second, eight

print fonts which can be altered by a

switch on the front of the printer,

even during operation, and a built-in

1 8K-byte (about seven pages) buffer

to accept new data while printing.

It has built-in parallel and serial

interfaces, selectable by one
external dip switch, and works
quietly. It can be IBM-PC compatible,

comes with traction and friction feed

options and offers either a

replaceable ink pad on a cassette or a

reloadable cassette.

The middle-of-the-range SP-800
prints at 80cps. The GP-700A is a

seven-colour dot matrix bidirectional

printer with a speed of 80cps;
costing $1089 (including tax), and
the small GP-50A, costing $303
(including tax), is a parallel printer

with a speed of 40cps.

Ratebook swap
AMP agents around the country

are swapping their life insurance

ratebooks for hand-held computers.

Nearly a third of the reps are using

'
'''<

1

The Seikosha BP-5420
Hewlett-Packard HP 7 1 -B computers
to provide clients with "instant
answers". Calculations can now be
made on the spot instead of a client

having to wait two or three days
following consultation while the
local office calculates costs.

Stuart Nichol, publicity officer at

the AMP's head office in Wellington,
says the time saving is "amazing".
He says the initial suite of

programs, which were in cassette
form, included Investment Link — a
replacement for the agent's rate

Add Graphics Capability

-Hi yrh&okfii, LUcl'j-

MICROGRAPHICS division

HI PAD
Digitiser

WWWV^

DMP-29 A3/A4 plots

.001" step speed 22ips max
8 pens/colours highly inielligenl 21 functions

EDMP-II & EDMP II AAfor Autocad

LrT](o)QJ]©l^(o)Ln] insTrumen
"the recorder company"

DMP-40 — A3/A4 plots.

Single pen drum plotter .005" step

[Full intellieence as DMP 29.

book. Additional programs included

an education fees plan and a capital

needs analysis. All programs were
written at the AMP's Sydney
headquarters.
The HP 71-B has a 64-byte

enhanced BASIC operating system
which supports seven file structures,

providing high calculation speeds. It

combines the power of a computer
with the size of a calculator — 1 9 by
9.7cm. It has built-in user memory
capacity of 17.5K. Up to four 4K
memory modules can be plugged in

to boost accessible user memory.

Q-Link launched
Up to eight microcomputers of

assorted makes can be linked on the
Q-Link network's shared disk

launched by Quorum Computers in

England.
Q-Link provides the operating

environment for sharing its fixed disk

between multiple personal computer
users. It is multi-tasking and multi-

access but not multi-user.

Each microcomputer on the
network can have up to 16
directories with between 0.5 and 16
Mbyte on the shared fixed disk and a

supervisory program allows up to 64
directories to be created on the fixed

disk. Directories can be designated
as private and read/write or as public

to store programs and contain read
only information.

FOR COST
EFFECTIVE
Recording Plotting:!

N.Z. REPRESENTATIVE

S.D.MANDENO ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENTCO.
10 WOODHALL ROAD, EPSOM, AK 3. PH 600-008. TELGRMS 'NUCLEONIC"

Buy computer
books today
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USUALLY

CPA-80 DOT MATRIX PRINTER

WITH THIS COUPON

*495
Present this coupon at any D
give you $200 off your

For the best in dot matrix printing you
need this superb CPA-80 budget printer.

Features:
• 100 characters per second printing
• 40, 80 and 180 columns (selectable)
• Sprocket feed (for fanfold paper)
• Friction feed (for single sheets)
• Wide range of print styles
• Graphics capability

• Precision all metal construction
• Centronics interface.

NFW ZEALAND'S BEST VALUE
DOTMATMX PRINTER
UNDER $900

ick Smith Electronics store and we wil
purchase of a CPA-80 dot matrix printer

Cat X-3281

VALID UNTIL 30/6/85
OR WHILE STOCKS LAST

WITH THIS COUPON

APPLE COMPATIBLE DISK DRIVE,
Now you can have almost unlimited
data storage capacity for your Apple
compatible computer.
Features:
• Quality direct drive JVC motor
• Stores up' to 1 65K bytes
• Half height - super quiet
• Complete with cable

MSKKSSSSFANTASTIC
! Present this coupon at any Dick Smith Electronics store and we wi
give you $1 50 off your purchase of any Apple compatible disk drive

I

NZI56ja

.
A

Cat X-7506

VALID UNTIL

30/6/85
OR WHILE

STOCKS LAST

STORES THROUGHT NEW ZEALAND• AUCKLAND OoQ
NEWMARKET 98 Carlton Gore Road. Ph:54 7744
PAPATOETOE 26 East Tamaki Road. Ph:278 2355
AVONDALE 1795 Great North Rd. Ph:88 6696
DOWNTOWN Cnr Fort & Commerce Sts. Ph:38 9974

HAMILTON 450Anglesea Street. Ph:39 4490
CHRISTCHURCH Cnr Victoria St & Bealey Ave. Ph:50 405
WELLINGTON 1 54 Featherstone Street. Ph:73 9858
DUNEDIN Cnr Manse & Stafford Sts. Ph:74 1096

Also available egley electrical
«-»M . 13 Hopper St
rrom. Wellington Ph: 850 603

ORDER ON OUR SPECIAL
NO WAITING' ORDER LINE

UNITED ELECTRONICS
137 Rangitkei St
Palmerston North Ph: 72 249

SHORELINE ELECTRONICS
Porter Drive
Havelock North Ph: 77 6351

KANE AGENCIES
304A Hardy St
Nelson Ph: 84 066

SEARLE ELECTRONICS
27 Cameron St
Whanqarei Ph: 82 445

(09)54 9924 ( ORDERS ONLY ON THIS NUMBER
ENQUIRIES TO (09) 50 4409)

RUSH YOUR COUPON WITH PAYMENT TO: DSXpress MAILORDER CENTRE.NEWMARKET.

BITS & BYTES - June 1985 - 9



COMPUTERS JliaOK

BUY A TANDY
1200 HD OR
TANDY 2000 AND
WE'LL GIVE YOU
A TRS 80 POCKET
COMPUTER,
MODEL PC 2
WORTH $499

Tandy 1200HD
Save with the 1 200HD.
It's a mirror image of the

PCXT. Compatible with all

hardware and software
including Lotus 1-2-3.
Features floppy disk drive

and 1 Megabyte hard
disk drive. Just compare
our Prices.

Our price S8495
including Monitor,

Monochrome Board.
MSDOS & Basic.

Tandy 2000
2 - disk 256K Tandy 2000 out
performs competitors in speed,
storage and graphics. High
performance makes MSDOS
software even more powerful.

Our price S7995 including Monitor,

MSDOS & Basic.

AVM ELECTRONIC — We're the sole Tandy
Radio Shack Dealer in Wellington and the South
Island. In our Wellington and Christchurch
showrooms, we stock the complete range of

Tandy - Radio Shack Business Computers and
provide a complete range of software and
peripherals, first class back up, free operator
training and finance plans. Whatever your
computer requirements talking to us could save
you a lot of money.

Also Available from our Wellington Shop

P.O. Box 2823 P.O. Box 864
149 Hereford St. Dominion Building

CHRISTCHURCH Cnr. Mercer & Wakefield Sts.

PH. 797-279 WELLINGTON PH. 731-097

MICRO N€UUS

Keep it clean

AWA New Zealand Ltd (P.O. Boxl

50-248, Wellington) is distributing

range of products formulated t

clean computer screens, keyboard
and tape drives.

A cleaning kit, which contains

40g bottle of screen clean, a 40
bottle of key clean, 1 lint-free wipes

and 10 cleaning wands, costs

$17.50. Products can also be bough
individually.

The products have been develope
locally, but the manufacturer ha

recently secured an export order t

Japan and in New Zealand they a

available from all AWA branches,

computer and stationary suppliers.

anc

high

and

The cleaning kit

Japanese peripherals

New Zealand Peripheral
Distributors (P.O. Box 9447,
Wellington) has established links

with several large Japanese
companies. Its agencies include
Seikosha and Mitsui printers, Esprit

terminals, ITS electronic ma
communication equipment
various brands of CAD
resolution screens, digitisers

plotters.

It is likely the company will soon
be handling a laser printer from one
of its Japanese associates.

Ada compiler

Sperry Corporation has signed an
agreement with Intermetrics Inc,

Cambridge, Massachusetts to

develop an Ada programming
language processor for use with
Sperry Series 1100 large scale
computers.
Ada has been developed by the US

Defense Department as the standard
higher order programming language
for all services mission critical

systems.

10 BITS& BYTES - June 1!



The Great
^T^t "

20, C64, C16

Commodore
Software
^^^^j . 9 . ^ in each catec

Gompetitioii

Write a Commodore program and you
could win.

Prizes worth $5000 to be won.
Special prize for school/class entries.

Write your own program to run on a Vic
Plus 4, CBM 4000, or CBM
8000; and enter in any of three

categories:

Best Game.
Best Education Program.

Best Home/Business Program.
Best School/Class Entry.

Winners in each category will receive

Commodore equipment or software of their

choice from the Commodore Computers NZ
range to the value of $1000. The runners up
in each category win Commodore equipment

or software worth $200.

And three consolation

prizes of book packs worth

$50 will be awarded in each
category.

There's a separate prize for the best

specialist program, and the best school class

entry, plus 5 spot prizes of $50 book packs,

drawn at random.
In all, over 20 prizes, worth a total of

$5000 can be won.
You can forward as many entries as you

ike, until August 12, 1985, when the

competition closes.

All entries must be on the Official Entry
Form, available only from your Commodore
Specialist Dealer. ^

Get along to him fast, and you could write

your own prize list.

^commodore
Everywhere yougo there^s aCommodore.

CMP27

BITS & BYTES - June 1985 - 1 1
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1,8 CPS 25 CPS 40 CPS 55 CPS

C.Itoh Daisies
What a bunch of characters!

Such personality. C.Itoh Daisy Wheel printers

always make the right impression. In a wide range

of fonts. Enhanced with bold, shadow and

underline. And proportional spacing, incremental

line and character spacing. Print-out

speeds of 18, 25, 40 and 55

Characters Per Second. Friction feed,

tractor feed - or add a

Sheet Feeder for

100% automatic word
processing.

'Hie options

offered by the C. Itoh

range of Daisy Wheel
printers go on and on.

And so do the

printers. Every

model takes a full computer workload. Because

they're all designed and built as computer printers

- not hopeful extensions of typewriter technology.

So with C.Itoh printers you get solid performance,

vow noise operation. High quality print.

And, as New Zealand's biggest selling

microcomputer printer, C.Itoh offers you a

choice of interface to work with word
processors or computers. So you can bike

your pick of the bunch. Through New
Zealand's biggest dealer network. Contact us

now for a stockist near you.

45 Nomianbv Road. Ml Eden. Auckland 3. P.O. Box 68-474,

Auckland. N.Z. Telex NZ61102 'Uatasys' Phone (09) 600-687.

CLAUDE 14438



FOR FLOPPY DISKS...

Datalife

THINK VERBATIM®
THE WORLD'S BIGGEST SELLING FLOPPY DISK

VERBATIM NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
NOW IN WELLINGTON

SERVING NEW ZEALAND BETTER
Telephone (04) 858-615

P.O. Box 11-591, Wellington

\ferbatim )Jm
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MICRO N6UJS

Videotex terminals
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A new range of colour videotex

terminals which can be adapted to

existing and future communications
developments and requirements is

being marketed by Precision

Technology Ltd. (P.O. Box 9040,
Wellington).

Manufactured by Barco Industries,

of Belgium, the new CV 33-2 range

consists of three models.
The basic model CV 33 S Mark 2,

costing about $4000, offers

standard videotex protocol in

accordance with Prestel speci-

fications. It has a high quality tube,

accepts frames with 24 line 40
characters per line format and has a

four or 16 page video memory.
The CV 33 HE Mark 2 "Super-

editor" is designed for serious

editing work with its high resolution

tube, 16 page memory, filter

supplied as standard, intelligent

functions and editing package.
The CV 33-TTY Mark 2

multipurpose offers a high resolution

picture tube suitable for operation

with a 24 x 40 or 24 x 80 display,

The operator can select the required

screen format manually or it can be

determined automatically by the

database. It also retrieves

formation from external data bank
and can be used as an electronic mail

terminal and as an asychronous data

processing terminal.

HARRIS memmrnm-
• We specialise in the conversion of overseas computer &

video tape recorders to NZTV channels. (Any quantities from
individual units to large production runs.)

• Stockists of Commodore computers, hardware & software.

• Monitors repaired and aligned.

• We stock PAL and NTSC Monitors, also quality new and
used TV's.

653 Manukau Rd, Epsom. P.O. Box 84-017, Logan Park.
Phone (09) 658-416 The CV 33-TTY terminal

SAMS.
NOW AVAILABLE FROM

PITMANS PUBLISHING NEW ZEALAND
8088 ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMING: THE IBM PC

There is lite after BASIC. This book gives you a
comprehensive introduction to writing

machine-language software for use with the

IBM PC. Functionally describes the 8088
microprocessor and furnishes detailed

information about the PC's internal structure.

Some programming experience required. Do
your own program loading or save time and
effort with the pre-packaged Combo Pack with

disk included. Willen and Krantz.

Book: 240 pages. 8x9'.., softbound
ISBN 0-672-22024-5, 1983 ......

THE CAD/CAM PRIMER
Computers have always been good at

generating reams of alpha-numeric printed

information. Computer graphics allow us to

condense this multitude of print-outs into neat
little pictures that can be easily understood.
Learn the basics about CAD CAM and its

probable impact on our lives. Daniel Bowman.
1 60 pages, 8V2X1 1 softbound.
ISBN0-672-22187-X 1984

$41.95

COMMODORE 64 PROGRAMMER'S
REFERENCE GUIDE

A Top 1 best-seller since its introduction, this

programmer's working tool and reference

source is packed with professional tips and
information on exploring your C-64. Includes a
complete, detailed dictionary of all

Commodore BASIC commands, statements
and functions. BASIC program samples then
show you how each item works. Mix machine
language with BASIC and use hi-res effectively

with this easy-to-use guide. Commodore
Computer. 486 pages, 5'Ax8'A comb-bound,
ISBN 0-672-22056-3, ' 1982

SPECIAL PRICE $29.95

Write for your free catalogue to

PITMAN PUBLISHING NEW ZEALAND
P.O. BOX 38-688

PETONE
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COMMODORE 64

BARGAIN PACK
For a very limited time we are offering you
this Commodore 64 plus disk drive for

'V.

1399$
$250 Deposit

$15 Weekly

trLi \J iD we will give you L IlLu the following

SOFTWARE PACKAGE to get you started

Flight Simulator

Raid over Moscow or Beachhead
39 other programmes including chess, home
accounts, computer tutor. Stockbroker game
and others too numerous to list.

10 educational programmes
FREE membership of our software club
FREE 10 software rentals

500 educational programmes FREE (all you do
is supply blank discs)

Full guarantee for three months.

BE QUICK OFFER ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST!

Name . .

Address

.

Phone No

Quantity

Please send me . . . Commodore 64 & Disk Drive •**

I enclose my cheque/money order for
•*

Please charge to my credit card No:

Type of card:

Expiry date:

Signature of Cardholder:

1399 00

Send to

SUPATECH ELECTRONICS
430 Mt Eden Rd, Mt Eden, Auckland.
PH 605-216 or 602-123 Visa, Bankcard, Amex, Diners Welcome.

BITS & BYTES - June 1985 - 15



PRINT6R ROUNDUP
By Shane Doyle

On re-reading my introduction to last year's printer roundup (June 1984), I

realised little can be added to what I wrote then. There has not been much
change in the technology, but the trend has been for previously up-market
features to creep down the range - apparently by revamping the driving

electronics - to give under $ WOO units such goodies as letter quality print

mode and IBM PC graphics compatibility. Figure 1 illustrates LQ mode on a

Star SG-10 ($1135).
I remain unimpressed by the print quality of low cost thermal transfer

printers - OK for program listings but they lack the features and quality for

more ambitious users. There are more colour printers around overseas, but
they are a bit slow in getting here, and only two or three new ones have yet
been released in New Zealand.
A few notes of clarification of some of the items in each entry may be

useful.

Print speed is always the maximum possible at standard Wcpi pica font
mode, and this reduces in other print modes, drastically when compressed or
double strike modes are used. Characters/line is the maximum available in

compressed mode (usually 15-I7cpi), standard values at lOcpi are 80
characters for Win printers and 136 for 15 in units.

While most printers have both friction and tractor feed capability, few of
the lower priced units feature true removable tractor feeders, and in those
cases, there is an optional accessory.

This round-up by no means represents all printers available in New
Zealand, but covers those importers who replied to our questionnaire within

the requested publication time frame. Future questionnaires will be
presented in an update in a future issue.

STAR SG-10 DOT MATRIX PRINTER
SAMPLE OF LETTER QUALITY MODE
Star SG-10 Dot Matrix Printer
Sample of Letter Duality Mode
STAR SG-10 DOT MATRIX PRINTER
SAMPLE OF LETTER QUALITY MODE

Figure 1

^^^^^^^:^:-:*ffi^v^'vX^^;v'^^^v^v^,^OTW>Wx

Dot matrix

under $1000

Commod ore MPS-802
Prim speed: 80cps

Max. chars/line: 80
Paper width: 10in
Paper feed: Friction/tractor
Buffer size:

Ribbon type: Cassette
Graphics modes:

Interface: CBM serial

Features: Bidirectional logic

seeking
Business quality print

Options:
Retail price: S749

Agent: Commodore Computer
NZ Ltd

Commodore MPS-803
Print speed:

Max. chars/line:

Paper width:

Paper feed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:
Graphics modes:

Interface:

Features:

Options
Retail price

Agent

60cps
80
10in
Friction

90 bytes
Cassette

CBM serial

Tractor feed $75
$549
Commodore Computer
NZ Ltd

CTI CPA80
Print speed: 100cps

Max. chars/line: 142
Paper width: 10in

Paper feed: Friction/tractor

Buffer size: 1 17 bytes

Ribbon type: Cassette
Graphics modes: 64/128 dots/inch

Interface: Parallel

Features: Pica/elite/italic fonts

Options: Serial interface $100
Hispeed (19200bps)
interface

Expandable RAM
buffer

Retail price: $799
Agent: David Reid Electronics

^*v^

Epson RX80
Print speed: lOOcps

Max. chars/line: 137
Paper width: lOin

Paper feed: Tractor
Buffer size:

Ribbon type: Cassette
Graphics modes: 48/64/72/96/120 dpi

Interface: Parallel

Features: Quiet mode
Super/subscript/under-
lining

Options: Basic serial interface

$96
IEEE 488 interface

$225
Intelligent serial

interfaces

Retail price: $948
Agent: MDL
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GREAT LOOKALIKES

Einstein Lookalike

Lett school Age 9
Works as caretaker in glue factory

Failing Memory
Likes a arink

Maxell Floppy Disk Lookalike

One of several floppy aisks on the market

Inferior proauction techniaues

Unreliable characteristics

Prone to losing aata
Deceptive Appearance

ARE NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE
GENUINE ARTICLE

Take floppy disks for instance there are a lot of

them around and they all look like Maxells, but

there's only one MAXELL FLOPPY DISK.

MAXELL are acknowledged experts in the field of

magnetic media because MAGNETIC MEDIA IS ALL
THEY DO.
As a result of their long-standing, technological

experience in this area, their superior know-how
and rigid inspection standards, MAXELL produce
Floppy Disks of an unparalleled performance and
reliability which is widely recognised by computer
manufacturers around the world.

Unfortunately these important distinctions are
sometimes disregarded when choosing a floppy or

floppy disk replacement from the wide selection

available.

As one floppy disk looks much like another, scant

regard is sometimes paid to the type being used
with your equipment. When something goes wrong,

as it always does, your irreplaceable data can be
lost for ever.

Assure yourself of Quality, Durability, Range,
Interchangeability and Capacity. Make sure it's a
genuine MAXELL FLOPPY DISK, not just another
lookalike.

AWA New Zealand Limited
Data Systems Division

Head Office: P.O. Box 50-248 Porirua

AUCKLAND
P.O. Box 1363

(09)760-129

WELLINGTON
P.O. Box 830

(04)851-279

CHRISTCHURCH
P.O. Box 32054

(03)890-449 maXBll. Floppy Disk

AWD 2857



PRINT€R ROUNDUP
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OKI Microline 82A
Print speed:

Max. chars/line:

Paper width:

Paper feed:
Buffer size:

Ribbon type:

Graphics modes:
Interface:

Features:

Options:

Retail price:

Agent;

120cps
132
lOin
Friction/pin

80 bytes
Spool
72 dots/inch

Parallel/serial

Heavy duty low cost
printer

Apple compatible
Bidirectional logic

seeking
Hispeed RS232
interface $98
Tractor feed unit

S158
IEEE-488 Interface

$203
$852
AWA NZ Ltd

Panasonic KXP1090 Panasonic KXP1091
Print speed:

Max. chars/line:

Paper width:

Paper feed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:
Graphics modes:

Interface:

Features:

Options:

Retail price:

Agent:

96cps
158
10in
Friction/tractor

1 Kbytes
Cassette
58/115 dots/inch
Parallel

Bidirectional logic

seeking
RS232 interface $206
4K print buffer
$797
MEC Dealer Products

Print speed:
Max. chars/line:

Paper width:
Paper feed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:

Graphics modes:

Interface:

Features:

Options:

Retail price:

Agent:

120cps
132
10in
Friction/tractor

1 kbytes
Cassette
48/58/64/72/96/192
dpi

Parallel

IBM PC compatible
IMLQ mode from front

panel
RS232 interface $206
4K print buffer

$911
MEC Dealer Products

SV3000 SV 3100
Print speed:

Max. chars/line:

Paper width:
Paper feed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:
Graphics modes:

Interface:

Features:

Options:

Retail price:

Agent:

80cps
142
10in
Friction/tractor

Cassette
64/128 dots/inch
Parallel

Sub/superscript/italic

modes
Bidirectional logic

seeking
Built-in graphics
symbols
RS232 interface $250
4K buffer

$675
Computer Distributors
Ltd

Print speed:
Max. chars/line:

Paper width:

Paper feed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:

Graphics modes:
Interface:

Features:

Options:
Retail price:

Agent:

100cps
142
10in
Friction/tractor

Cassette
64/128 dots/inch
Parallel

Sub/superscript/italic

modes
Bidirectional logic

seeking
Built-in graphics
symbols
RS232 interface $250
$699
Computer Distributors

Ltd

SV3200
Print speed: 130cps

Max. chars/line: 142
Paper width: 10in
Paper feed: Friction/tractor

Buffer size:

Ribbon type: Cassette
Graphics modes: 64/128 dots/inch

Interface: Parallel

Features: Sub/superscript/italic

modes
Bidirectional logic

seeking
Built-in graphics
symbols

Options: RS232 Interface $250
4K buffer

Retail price: $795
Agent: Computer Distributors

Ltd
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QIC-60 Product Line
QIC-60 is a high-performance
family of tape and disk products
which provides up to 60
megabytes of tape backup and
up to 20 megabytes of hard disk

storage for the IBM PC, XT, and
AT computers.

FEATURES

Mirror image backup and restore

Puts a mirror image of your
disk data out to tape. During
restore, QIC-60 detects bad sec-
tors and remaps data around
them, resulting in perfect
restores to any identically for-

matted disk.

File-by-file backup and restore

Offers file selectivity during
restore. Defragments long disk
files by restoring them as con-
tiguous file blocks. The result is

significantly faster disk opera-
tions.

QIC-60 is fast!

10 megabytes can be backed
up in 2:00 minutes using Mirror

Image backup or in 5:00 minutes
(typical) for a file-by-file backup.

User-friendly software

Graphic menus and scrolling

directories make QIC-60 easy to

use. HELP screens are available

to answer questions. Simple
function key commands backup

and restore data with just a few
keystrokes. Command-line con-

trol offers advanced users the

speed and power to customize
backup programs. QIC-60 soft-

ware works equally well with PC
DOS 2.0. 2.1, and 3.0.

Status LED's

Indicate QIC-60's power and
status and show the current

tape track number.

Automatic power detection

QIC-60 automatically detects
loss of CPU power and instan-

taneously locks the write lines

to ensure against data corrup-
tion. Power can be applied to the
QIC-60 before powering up the

computer without worrying
about accidental data loss.

Tape readability

The exclusive closed loop
tape head positioning used on
the QIC-60 ensures that data
recorded on one QIC-60 can be
read on any QIC-60. Allows easy
sharing of data or software bet-

ween computers.

Cost Sharing

The QIC-60H uses a low cost
host adaptor. By installing extra

host adaptors in each PC
needing backup, a single QIC-60
can be easily moved from PC to

PC, plugged into the back panel
and quickly used. In this way.
costs may be spread over
several workstations.

CONFIGURATIONS
Par! No. Product Description

811603 Q60-H 60 Meg lape in

a cabinet

811608 Host

Adaptor

Adaptor for

Q60-H

811604 O60-AT 60 Meg tape in

PC AT

811601 060-W20 60 Meg tape
with 20 Meg
Winchester disk

in cabinet

811611 Q60W20AT 60 Meg tape
with 20 Meg
Winchester disk

in cabinet for

PC AT

8116014 Q60- AT 20 Meg
Winchester disk

in PC AT

SPECIFICATIONS
Tape Drive Specifications

Storage Capacity:

up to 60 megabytes
Recording Form:

9 track serpentine

Tape Speed:
90 inches per second

Data Transfer Rate:

90 Kbytes per second
Start/Stop Time:

300 mSec maximum
Soft Error Rate:

less than 1 in 10" bits

Hard Error Rate:

less than 1 in 10'° bits

Tape Drive Environment

Temperature
Operational:

+ 5 to +45 degrees C
Non-operating:

-30 to +60 degrees C

iOUTHmqRH ELECTRonio ltd
1 71 Grafton Road PO Box 3407 Telex NZ 60074 Telephone 798005 Auckland



PRINTER ROUNDUP

Dot matrix
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$ 1 000-2000

Epson FX80+

Commodore 8023P
Print speed: 1 50cps

Max. chars/line: 160
Paper width: 15in

Paper feed: Tractor
Buffer size:

Ribbon type: Cassette
Graphics modes:

Interface: IEEE 488
Features: Enhanced characters

Paging on/off

Reversed image
printing

Options:
Retail price: $1695

Agent: Commodore Computer
NZ Ltd

Print speed: 1 60cps
Max. chars/line: 137

Paper width: 10in

Paper feed: Friction/tractor

Buffer size: 3 Kbytes
Ribbon type: Cassette

Graphics modes: 48/58/64/72/96/192
dpi

Interface: Parallel

Features: 10 graphics modes
Roman/Sanserif fonts
IWP cardl

Proportional mode &
Hex dump
Download character
set
Front panel font

selection

Options: Interfaces as for

RX80
Word Processing card
S373
Single bin sheet
feeder $1067

Retail price: $1849
Agent: MDL

Epson RX80 F/T
Print speed: 100cps

Max. chars/line: 137
Paper width: 10in
Paper feed: Friction/tractor

Buffer size:

Ribbon type: Cassette
Graphics modes: 48/64/72/96/120 dp

Interface: Parallel

Features: Cut sheet feeder
$1118
Quiet mode & hex
dump facility

NLQ mode with

^ special card
Options: Interfaces as for

RX80
Tear Bar $39 Roll

holder $54
NLQ font card $436

Retail price: $1311
Agent: MDL

Epson RX100 OKI Micro line 83A
Print speed:

Max. chars/line:

Paper width:
Paper feed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:
Graphics modes:

Interface:

Features:

Options:

Retail price:

Agent:

100cps
233
15in
Friction/tractor

Cassette
60/80/90/120/240
dpi

Parallel

Quiet mode & hex
dump facility

Super/subscript/under-
lining

Interfaces as for

RX80
NLQ fonts card $436
$1849
MDL

Hewlett Packard Thinkjet
Print speed: 150cps

Max. chars/line: 142
Paper width: 9in

Paper feed: Friction/tractor

Buffer size: 1 Kbytes
Ribbon type: N/A

Graphics modes: 96/192
Interface: Parallel

Features: Quiet printing 4
pitches/underline/

bold face
Roman 8 font
Printable control

codes
Portable (battery)

version

Options:
Retail price: $1374

Agent: Hewlett Packard

Print speed:
Max. chars/line:

Paper width:

Paper feed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:

Graphics modes:
Interface:

Features:

Options:

Retail price:

Agent:

1 20cps
224
16in
Friction/tractor

136 bytes
Spool
Block graphics only
Parallel/serial

Heavy duty low cost
printer

Apple compatible
Bidirectional logic

seeking
Hispeed RS232
interface $1 50
IEEE-488 interface

$203
$1420
AWA NZ Ltd
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Ifyou've just spent a
packet on a

letter-quality printer

getyourhanky out*
You're about to discover an extraordinary new range of dot-matrix, near

letter-quality printers that cost only a fraction of what you would have expected to have

to pay in the past.

It's the EPSON' 1

"Plus" series. The EPSON FX-100+ and the FX-80+.

Their print quality is superb. They will print near letter-quality pages,

quick drafts, even complex graphics, with a definition that's seldom equalled in any

price range. And you can vary between different typestyles.

Their speed has been enhanced, not by increasing the number of characters

per second (in this case, up to 160 cps), but by speeding the rate of paper throughput.

The result is an effective overall speed which rivals that of printers

costing much more.

As well, the EPSON "Plus" range of printers have provision for optional

cut sheet feeders, will suit all popular brands of

computers, and feature optional serial and intelligent

IEEE 488 standard interfaces.

If you've just spent a packet on a letter-

quality, dot-matrix printer, you won't want to read

this — but there's just been a new standard set in

inexpensive printing.

The EPSON FX-100+ and the FX-80+.

EPSON
MICROPROCESSOR
DEVELOPMENTS LTD
100 Pah Road. Royal Oak. Auckland 3
P.O. Box 24159 Phone (09)653-119

Telex NZ60613

WELLINGTON BRANCH- 1ST FLOOR. WELLINGTON TRADE CENTRE, STURDEE STREET. P.O. BOX 570 WELLINGTON. TELEPHONE (04) 851-318. 851-917

CHRISTCHURCH BRANCH: 173 CASHEL ST. P.O. BOX 2589. TELEPHONE (03) 798-318



PRINTER ROUND-UP
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OKI Microline 92A
Prim speed:

Max. chars/line:

Paper width:

Paper feed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:

Graphics modes:
Interface:

Features:

Options:

Retail price

Agent

160cps
136
10in
Friction

256 bytes
Spool
72
Parallel

Near letter quality

mode
Heavy duty medium
speed unit

Download character

set
Bidirectional logic

seeking
Tractor feed unit

$158
Hispeed RS233
interface $146
$1234
AWA l\!Z Ltd

9 i
i

OKI Microline 93A
Print speed: 1 60cps

Max. chars/line: 233
Paper width: 16in
Paper feed: Friction/tractor

Buffer size: 256 bytes
Ribbon type: Spool

Graphics modes: 72 dots/inch

Interface: Parallel

Features: Near letter quality

mode
Heavy duty medium
speed unit

Download character

set
Bidirectional logic

seeking

Options: IBM compatible
graphics $50
Hispeed RS232
interface $185

Retail price: $1715
Agent: AWA NZ Ltd

Olympia Electronic IMP

Print speed:
Max. chars/line:

Paper width:
Paper feed:
Buffer size:

Ribbon type:
Graphics modes:

Interface:

Features:

Options:
Retail price:

Agent:

165 cps
136
10in
Friction/tractor

256 bytes
Cassette
48/64/96/1 28/1 92
dpi

Parallel

IBM PC compatible
Near letter quality

mode
RS232 interface $295
$1195
Montek Equipment

Panasonic KXP1092
Print speed:

Max. chars/line:

Paper width:

Paper feed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:

Graphics modes:
Interface:

Features:

Options:
Retail price:

Agent:

ISOcps
132
10in
Friction/tractor

7 Kbytes
Cassette
48/64/72/96/192 dpi

Parallel

IBM PC compatible
NLQ/proportional
spacing
Easy paper loading

RS232 interface $206
$1422
MEC Dealer Products

Star SD10
Print speed:

Max. chars/line:

Paper width:

Paper feed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:

Graphics modes:

Interface:

Features:

Options:

Retail price:

Agent:

160cps
132
10in
Friction/tractor

2 Kbytes
Cassette
60/72/80/90/1 20/240
dpi
Parallel

100% IBM PC
compatible
Letter quality mode
Every possible feature

for a dot matrix
printer

RS232 interface (4K)

$180
Additional 4K buffer

$155
$1750
Genisis Systems Ltd

^FJgk

.

Sta r SG10
Print speed: 120cps

Max. chars/line: 132
Paper width: 10in
Paper feed: Friction/tractor

Buffer size: 2 Kbytes
Ribbon type: Spool

Graphics modes: 60/72/80/90/120/240
dpi

Interface: Parallel

Features: 100% IBM PC
compatible
Letter quality mode
Every possible feature
for a dot matrix
printer

Options: RS232 interface $120
4K buffer $162

Retail price: $1135
Agent: Genisis Systems Ltd
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Olympic Comes out tops for

performance, quality and value

for money!

Judge 'or yourself.

These weds have oeen printed by on OLVMPIA f Ipct'omc
Compact NP printer. As you can see, it produce* «>S fin© a printing
Quality as you can e-per. t *rom a rjot-matri* printer, even a mucn mere
e-oensive one.

But that -. ju*t one o* the many features tn,.t mat-e this Dlyhpia
tne ideal multi-purpose romputer printer <or small DusinfcM use.

For w"ra pr oc fusing , en tne 01 her nana, ynu C4« t go past the
cr i^u dailyWhS* I L-lter auatl.ty o* the OLYMPIA Electronic Compact PO.

<r>t "v/\/i* *ms\ » • i * -.
• t . i >i n( >i ».< :\ . Tsl I *

OLYMPIA ELECTRONIC COMPACT NP

• High speed drail mode (165 characters per second).

• Pushbutton Near Letter Quality mode for word processing

use.

• Wide range ot pnnt fonts and pitch options (In tact, the

Olympia is PC code-compatible

)

• Full graphics capability.

• Extremely quiet operation, essential m the modem oifice

environment.

• And best o! all is the price

ONLY $1195!

Available from dealers throughout New Zealand,

backed by Montek Equipment Limited's total

commitment to customer service:

• Unmatched 12 month unconditional warranty

• Information and technical service

Post the coupon lor more information or to arrange a

demonstration, to;

MONTEK
Montek Equipment Limited
6 MacKelvie Street, Grey Lynn.

P.O Box 78 1 18, Auckland New Zealand.

Telex NZ2549 'MONACO'
Telephone 789.956

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

OLYMPIA ELECTRONIC COMPACT RO

• Cnsp 'typewnter' quality print for word processing

• Interchangeable daisywheels have 100 characters and
are compatible with Olympia Compact Typewriters.

• Wide range of typestyles and pitch options.

• Extremely quiet operation.

• Standard fnction platen and integrated tractor paper

feeds.

• Represents outstanding value for money

ONLY $1395.

yp C
|

I want the word on what Olympia printers' outstanding
1 " °' performance, quality and value can do for me!

Please send me more information and a list of my nearest

dealers.

Please ask my nearest dealer to call on me

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS .

.
TELEPHONE

L_
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Star SG10-C Star SG15 SV3300
Print speed: 1 20cps Print speed: 1 20cps Print speed: 130cps

Max. chars/line: 132 Max. chars/line: 233 Max. chars/line: 272
Paper width: 10in Paper width: 15in Paper width: 1 5in
Paper feed: Friction/tractor Paper feed: Friction/tractor Paper feed: Friction/tractor
Buffer size: 2 Kbytes Buffer size: 16 Kbytes Buffer size:

Ribbon type: Spool Ribbon type: Spool Ribbon type: Cassette
Graphics modes: 60/72/80/90/120/240 Graphics modes: 60/72/80/90/120/240 Graphics modes: 64/128 dots/inch

dpi dpi Interface: Parallel

Interface: Parallel Interface: Parallel Features: Sub/superscript/italic

Features: 100% Commodore Features: 100% IBM PC modes
compatible compatible Bidirectional logic

Letter quality mode Letter quality mode seeking
Every possible feature Every possible feature Built-in graphics
for a dot matrix for a dot matrix symbols
printer printer Options: RS232 interface $250

Options: Options: RS232 interface S90 4K buffer
Retail price: Price on application Retail price: S1640 Retail price: SI 095

Agent: Genisis Systems Ltd Agent: Genisis Systems Ltd Agent: Computer Distributors

Ltd

Dot matrix - $2000-4000

Casio FP6016S Commodore 8024
Print speed 1 60cps

Max. chars/line 233
Paper width 1 Bin

Paper feed Friction/tractor

Buffer size 3 Kbytes
Ribbon type Cassette

Graphic modes Bit image capability

Interface Parallel

Features Bidirectional logic

seeking
IBM PC compatible

Options Serial interface $387
IEEE interface $387

Retail price $2095
Agent fytetitek Equipment

Print speed 160cps
Max. chars/line 132

Paper width 15in Dataprodm 802
Paper feed

Buffer size

Tractor
Print speed: 180cps

Ribbon type
Graphics modes

Interface

Cassette

IEEE 488

Max. chars/line:

Paper width:
Paper feed:

132
15in
Friction/tractor

Features Double width Buffer size: 2 Kbytes

characters Ribbon type: Cassette

6/8 lines/inch Graphics modes: 84/168 dots/inch

Self test

$3495

Interface: Parallel/serial

Options
Retail price

Features: IBM PC compatible
Menu driven soft

Agent Commodore Corr

NZ Ltd

puter

Options:
Retail price:

Agent:

setup
Letter quality mode
Self loading single

sheet

$2451
MEC Dealer Products
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Epson FX100
Print speed: 1 60cps

Max. chars/line: 233
Paper width: 16in
Paper feed: Friction/tractor

Buffer size: 3 Kbytes
Ribbon type: Cassette

Graphics modes:
Interface: Parallel

Features: 10 graphics modes
Roman/sanserif fonts
(WP card)
Proportional mode &
hex dump
Download character
set
Front panel font

selection
Options: Interfaces as for

RX80
Word processing card
$373
Single bin sheet
feeder $1067

Retail price: $2495
Agent: MDL

Epson JX80 Lear Siegler Versaprint 500

Print speed: 160cps
Max. chars/line: 160

Paper width: 10in
Paper feed: Friction/tractor

Buffer size: 3 Kbytes
Ribbon type: Cassette

Graphics modes: 48/58/64/72/96/192
dpi

Interface: Parallel

Features: 7 colour text/graphics

printer

Proportional mode and
hex dump
Download character

set
Front panel font

selection

Options: Interfaces as for

RX80
NLQ font card $436
Roll paper holder $54

Retail price: $2424
Agent: MDL

Print speed:
Max. chars/line:

Paper width:
Paper feed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:

Graphics modes:
Interface:

Features:

Options:
Retail price:

Agent:

180cps
224
16in
Tractor
2.5 Kbytes
Cassette
72/144 dots/inch
Parallel/serial

Near letter quality

mode
Front panel setup
switches
Sound supressing
acoustic design
4 colour ribbons

$3180
AWA NZ Ltd

NEC Pinwriter P3

NEC Pinwriter P2
Print speed: 180cps

Max. chars/line: 136
Paper width: lOTn
Paper feed: Friction

Buffer size: 3.5 Kbytes
Ribbon type: Cassette

Graphics modes: 120 dots/inch

Interface: Parallel

Features: Near letter quality

mode
Sub/superscript;

underlining

Download character

set
Proportional
spacing.'selftest

Interchangeable
interfaces

Options: RS232 interface $514
Tractor unit $1 74
Bidirectional tractors

$351
Retail price: $2075

Agent: Scollay Computers Ltd

Print speed: 180cps
Max. chars/line: 233

Paper width: 16in
Paper feed: Friction

Buffer size: 3.5 Kbytes
Ribbon type: Cassette

Graphics modes: 120 dots/inch
Interface: Parallel

Features: Near letter quality

mode
Sub/superscript'

underlining

Download character
set
Proportional

spacing/selftest

Interchangeable
interfaces

Options: RS232 interface $514
Bidirectional tractors

$403
Cut sheet feeder
$943

Retail price: $2370
Agent: Scollay Computers Ltd

E*
tm "a

OKI Microline 84
Print speed: 200cps

Max. chars/line: 233
Paper width: 16in

Paper feed: Friction/tractor

Buffer size: 256 Kbytes
Ribbon type: Spool

Graphics modes: 72 dots/inch

Interface: Parallel

Features: Heavy duty low cost

printer

Near letter quality

mode
Proportional spacing
Bidirectional logic

seeking

Options: IBM compatible
graphics $50
Cut sheet feeder

$829
Hispeed RS232
interface $252

Retail price: $2093
Agent: AWA NZ Ltd
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Star SD15 Star SR15
Print speed:

Max. chars/line:

Paper width:

Paper feed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:

Graphics modes:

Interface:

Features:

Options:
Retail price:

Agent:

160cps
233
15in
Friction/tractor

16 Kbytes
Cassette
60/72/80/90/120/240
dpi
Parallel

100% IBM PC
compatible
Letter quality mode
Every possible feature

for a dot matrix

printer

RS232 interface $85
$2300
Genisis Systems Ltd

Print speed:

Max. chars/line:

Paper width:

Paper feed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:

Graphics modes:

Interface:

Features:

Options
Retail price

Agent

200cps
233
15in
Friction/tractor

16 Kbytes
Cassette
60/72/80/90/120/240
dpi

Parallel

Auto single sheet

insertion

Letter quality mode
100% IBM PC
compatible
All features required in

a dot matrix printer

RS232 interface $65
$2995
Genisis Systems Ltd

Our
printer
roundup
continues
next
month

Dot matrix - $4000-plus

C.ltoh CI300 C. Itoh CI600 Dataproducts DP8050
Print speed:

Max. chars/lino

Paper width
Paper feed
Buffer size

Ribbon type
Graphics modes

Interface

Features

Options:

Retail price:

Agent:

3001pm
222
15in
Tractor

3.5 Kbytes
Spool
24 Dots/inch
Parallel/Serial

Quiet compact heavy
duty unit

Stand $750
Stacker $150
$11,610
MEC Dealer Products

Print speed:
Max. chars/line:

Paper width:

Paper leed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:

Graphics modes:
Interface:

Features:

Options:

Retail price:

Agent:

6001pm
222
15in
Tractor

3.5 Kbytes
Spool
60-200 dots/inch

Parallel/serial

Quiet compact heavy
duty unit

Stand $750
Stacker $150
$14,835
MEC Dealer Products

Print speed
Max. chars/line

Paper width
Paper feed
Buffer size

Ribbon type
Graphics modes

Interface
Features

Options:
Retail price:

Agent:

200cps
225
15in
Tractor

5 Kbytes
Cassette
84/168 dots/inch
Parallel/serial

Auto sheet feed
Proportional spacing
Letter quality mode
Download character

set
Lotus 123 compatible
colour
Colour $501
$4674
MEC Dealer Products
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LETTER QUALITY,
LASER QUIET
LIGHTNING QUICK

nzEi

The new LaserJet Professional PC
Printer from Hewlett-Packard. Mixes

different type styles on a single page.

Does graphs, charts and illustrations.

Quickly— eight pages a minute. Quietly.

And cost-effectively. HP 150 and IBM
PC compatible, too.

Come in for a demo today.

LaserJet—The Professional PC Printer

from Hewlett-Packard.

Setting You Free.
Hewlett-Packard Personal Computers

For further information, call or write to Hewlett Packard.

Wellington — P.O. Box 9443, Telephone 877-199

Auckland — P.O. Box 26-189, Telephone 687-159

ta HEWLETT
PACKARD
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Dataproducts DP8070
Print speed: 400cps

Max. chars/line: 225
Paper width: 15in
Paper feed: Tractor
Buffer size: 5 Kbytes

Ribbon type: Cassette
Graphics modes: 84/168 dots/inch

Interface: Parallel/serial

Features: High speed print

Letter quality mode
Proportional spacing

Options: Colour $501
Retail price: $5925

Agent: MEC Dealer Products

Epson LQ1500
Print speed: 2O0cps

Max. chars/line: 272
Paper width: 16in
Paper feed: Friction/tractor

Buffer size: 2 Kbytes
Ribbon type: Cassette

Graphics modes: 816x8 to 2448x24
dpi

Interface: Parallel

Features: 24 pin printhead (3
col. x 8)

Single & double sheet
feeders
10 graphics modes
Download character
set
Automatic paper load

Options: Single sheet feeder
$1594
Serial & IEEE 488
interfaces

NLQ sanserif font card
$441

Retail price: $4694
Agent: MDL

Hewlett Packard Laserjet

Print speed: 8 pages/minute

Max. chars/line: 188
Paper width: Oin

Paper feed: Friction

Buffer size: 59 Kbytes
Ribbon type: Cassette

Graphics modes: 75 dots/inch

Interface: Serial

Features: Quiet operation
Multiple fonts per

page
Compact (18x16x1

1

inches)

Up to 8 A4
pages/minute

Retail price: $10,183
Agent: Hewlett Packard

IMDK Prip+c+or Rrt9R

Print speed: 180cps OKI 2350
Max. chars/line: 163

Paper width: 15in Print speed: 350cps

Paper feed: Friction Max. chars/line: 233
Buffer size: 400 bytes Paper width: 16in

Ribbon type: Cassette Paper feed: Tractor

Graphics modes:
Interface:

Buffer size: 2 Kbytes

Parallel Ribbon type: Cassette

Features: 24 pin head for letter Graphics modes: 60/72 dots/inch

quality

IBM PC/QUME
Interface: Parallel/serial

Features: High speed heavy

compatible duty printer

Download character Bidirectional logic

set option seeking

Options: 16K buffer $694 Automatic platen gap

Tractors $260 adjust

RS232 interface $197 2 colour printing

Auto sheet feeder Options: Black/red ribbon $56

$1827 Retail price: $5006
Retail price: $4200 Agent: AWA NZ Ltd

Agent: MEC Dealer Products

OKI 2410
Print speed: 350cps

Max. chars/line: 233
Paper width: 16in

Paper feed: Tractor

Buffer size: 2 kbytes

Ribbon type: Cassette
Graphics modes: 60/72/120/144

dots/inch

Interface: Parallel/serial

Features: Correspondence
quality mode
2 colour printing

Automatic platen gap
adjust
Bidirectional logic

seeking
Options: Single bin sheet

feeder $824
Black/red ribbon $56

Retail price: $5345
Agent: AWA NZ Ltd
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From
this

to this

Nobody puts
ideas on paper
so many ways.

Dataproducts computer printers.

For 22 years, they've been something of a secret

shared by a cadre of high-technology customers
— mainly the leaders of the computer industry.

Dataproducts makes more different kinds of

computer printers than any other independent
printer company in the world.

Dataproducts have learned more about when
and where and how people use their computer
printers. What jobs they need them to perform.

For example, if you're using your printer with a
personal computer, you probably need one that

can handle a variety of functions.

The pint-sized Dataproducts printer in the picture

costs about as much as one good software

package.
It prints spreadsheets, graphics and illustrations,

labels, multi-part forms— even letters that look like

they were typed.

The printer on the right finishes a full computer
printout page in less time than it takes to sneeze. At

2,000 lines a minute, it prints much faster than you
can see.

In between these two special-duty

Dataproducts printers are whole families of other

Dataproducts printers.

No matter what it is you will use your computer
printer for, we ought to get acguainted.

WfS
DEALER
PRODUCTS

THE MICROCOMPUTER ELECTRONIC CO LTD,

27 GREAT SOUTH ROAD, NEWMARKET, AUCKLAND.
P.O. BOX 9224, AUCKLAND 1 . NEW ZEALAND.
TELEPHONE (09) 504-774. TELEX NZ 60721 MEC.

.
--

,
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Our
printer
roundup
continues
next
month

Qantex 7065

COMPUTERS
FOR PEOPLE

Prim speed:
Max. chars/line:

Paper width:

Paper feed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:
Graphics modes:

Interface:

Features:

For imYM-iU Portable
Sales and Support
35 Taranaki St, Wellington
Phone 847-668, 847-628

69a Rutherford St, Lower Hurt

Phone 664-069

Options:
Retail price:

Agent:

30Ocps
231
15in

Friction/tractor

4.7 kBytes
Cassette
60/72/120/144
dots/inch
Parallel/serial

Also includes 20mA
interface

Front and bottom
paper feed
Epson compatible
control codes
Rugged construction
designed
for 24 hour operation

$5996
MDL

Toshiba P1351
Print speed:

Max. char/line:

Paper width:

Paper feed:

Buffer size:

Ribbon type:

Graphics modes:
Interface:

Features:

Options:

Retail price:

Agent:

192cps
136 std 226 max
4in to 1 5in

Friction/pin

4K
Cartridge

180/180 dots/inch
Centronic/Parallel or

RS232 serial

24 pin printhead

Letter quality 24x24
Draft quality 16x11
Optional
downloadable fonts

may be specified

Tractor feeder
Sheet feed

Southmark Electronics

Ltd

MICROWARE (N.Z.)
IMPORTERSAND DISTRIBUTORS OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

ZX SPECTRUM HARDWARE
Saga 1 Emperor (Full size keyboard 67 Keys)
Saga Duslcover (Vinyl cover for Emp.) .

Saga Soundboost (Spectrum sound through TV)
Saga Flexicable (Extends add-ons at rear)

Saga Carry Case (Vinyl case, foam padded)
For carrying Spectrum when attached lo Emp.

Kempston Joystick Interface . .

Kempston Pro Joystick Interface

(Kempston. Cursor & Int. Two protocols)

Kempston Centronic Interlace (EPROM version)
With Hi-res Screen Dump software

$199.00
$19.00
S39.00
S49.95

S99.00
$49.00

$79.00

S185.00

Q.L, SOFTWARE
Chess (Psion version — 3D graphics)

West (Adventure game)
Lost Kingdom ol Zkul (Adventure game)
Coming Soon: —

O.L. Assembler; Bridge; O.L. Toolkit

$105.00
$105.00
S105.00

BBC HARDWARE
SIDEWAYS RAMS & S0LIDISKS (Solidisk Technology U.K.)
Each unit comes with Vols 1 & 2 ol Iree soltware.

Coming Soon:—
New Saga Keyboards (Saga 2+ & Saga 3 Elite)

Saga Graphics Tablet
Disk Interlaces & Drives

SINCLAIR Q.L. HARDWARE
Q.L. Computer
Centronics Printer Interface

RS232 Lead
Colour Monitor (RGB 640x585 Pixels) .

32K SWR
128K Solidisk

32K to 128K Upgrade

$1695.00
$149.00
$39.00

$1250.00

DISK INTERFACES (Solidisk Technology U.K.)
DDFS (Double Density Filing System)
Many Features. Acorn compatible

DFDC (Dual Floppy Disk Controller)

For use if Acorn DFS also required

Coming Soon:—
Disk Interfaces and Drives; Modems

IEEE488 Interface; RAM Expansion

Selected items mailablefrom:—
Manawalu TV & Sound Lid (Palmerston North);
Microslyle Computers Lid (Pelonc);

Whitcoulls Ltd (Wellington);

Eclipse Radio & Computers Ltd (Duncdin)

DISK DRIVES (Opus Supplies Ltd U.K.)

5802 Double sided. 80/40 Track Switchable
Complete with leads and utilities disk

5802SD As above but single drive in dual
case with enclosed power supply ....

Or Directfrom the importers:—

Microware (N.Z.)
P.O. Box 6309
Wellington

$239.00
$599.00
$369.00

$165.00

$199.00

$769.00

$910.00
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ITT isnow •

theNewZealand
headquarters

forQume
Good news for dealers

If you are not already aware of the

outstanding merits of Qume, now
could be your opportunity to stock

this excellent low cost range of letter

quality printers, and terminals —
backed by the ITT nationwide

service network. Existing dealers can

now enjoy even better margins

and support.

Printers &
Terminals

Good news for current
service contract holders
If you presently operate Qume
terminals and printers, under contract,

be assured that ITT will now take

these over and give you expert care

and attention.

Good news for
newcomers
If you plan to install terminals or

letter quality printers, now is the time

to see what ITT has to offer in the

unbeatable Qume range.

Qume^ A Subsidiary of ITT

Quite simply, more for less

EH? STC DATA PRODUCTS (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED
AUCKLAND PH 500-019. WELLINGTON PH 857-985

P O Box 26-064 Auckland, P O Box 40-140 Wellington

The best ideas are the I 1 1 nil
ideas that help people. I I I
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SPECTRAVIDEO 728

'Room to grow in to'
By Gordon Findlay

The SVI 728, Spectravideo's
latest entry in the home computer
stakes, was released in New Zealand
for the first time at the recent Bits

and Bytes PC 85 show in Auckland.
The 728 is an MSX standard machine,

and any review of it must be very much a

review of MSX itself. The MSX standard

was formulated by several Japanese
manufacturers, in conjunction with
Microsoft, who wrote both the BASIC
and the operating system. Spectravideo
has subsequently adopted it.

The aim of the standard is to make
software for computers in the home
market available to more than one
machine. Any MSX machine should run

software from any other, subject only to

the provision of sufficient memory
(RAMI, and appropriate peripherals.

The hardware of the MSX standard
requires:

• A Z80A eight-bit microprocessor,
with 3.6MHz clock rate;

• the Texas Instruments TMS 991 8A
video controller, which provides colour
graphics and supports sprites;

• The General Instruments AY-3-8910
programmable sound generator, which is

a very versatile chip providing three

voices, covering eight octaves and a

white noise generator;
• 40-column display, with 24 lines;

• 1 6-colour capacity;
• Support for cassette storage;
• Expansion slots for cartridge and an

The Spectravideo 728

add-on disk drive;

• Standard keyboards;
• Joystick port;

AMSTRAD, ATARI, BBC, COMMODORE VIC 20, 64, PLUS, AND 1 6,

COMPUTERS OWNERS
NOW KIWI COMPUTERS HAS MAIL ORDER

SOFTWARE FOR MOST HOME COMPUTERS!

AMSTRAD, ATARI, BBC, COMMODORE VIC 20, 64,
PLUS, AND 16, DRAGON. ELECTRON. MEMOTECH,

MSX, ORIC, QL, SPECTRUM AND TEXASI
WE HAVE ACCESS TO THOUSANDS OF CASSETTES, CARTIDGES AND DISKS ! !

For your FREE software catalogue, fill in the form below or write to:-

(NO STAMP NEEDED!)

EREEPOST No. 13

KIWI COMPUTER SERVICES
COMPUTER SOFT. 1)1 V.,

P.O. BOX 822.
TAUPO.

PLEASE send me Kiwi Computer's catalogue for the

(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLOCK CAPITAL)
'

Name:

Address

bVb'jN&S I
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• 32K of ROM, with MSX BASIC
resident;

• at least 8K of RAM.
The Spectravideo incorporates this

requirement in a light, white plastic unit,

405mm by 21 5mm, and 72mm high, but
with 80K of RAM. Of this, 1 6K is video
RAM, for graphics use, and 64K is user
RAM. Basic programs have over 28K to

play with.

The keyboard unit is compact yet
versatile. The keyboard itself has a
numeric pad, with a numeric pad, cursor
movement keys, special editing keys and
five function keys. These may each be
used shifted, giving 10 programmable
functions. The keyboard is a full-stroke,

typewriter style, with a rather firm
stroke.

The keyboard unit is compact yet
versatile. The keyboard itself has a
numeric pad, cursor movement keys,
special editing keys and five function
keys. These may each be used shifted,
giving 10 programmable functions. The
keyboard is a full-stroke, typewriter
style, with a rather firm stroke.

The various switches and sockets are
distributed around the keyboard unit. On
the right side is the on-off switch, and
the socket for the power cord. The left

side has two joystick connectors;
cartridges (mainly games programs I

expect) and some expansion cards plug
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Microcomputer Summary
Name: Spectravideo 728
Manufacturer: Spectravideo International, Hong Kong
Microprocessor: Z80A 8-bit

Clock speed: 3.6MHz
Memory: RAM 64K (excluding 16K screen RAM); ROM 32K.
Input/Output: TV, video, audio, tape, cartridge, parallel printer,

joysticks, disk drives.

Keyboard: 90 key, 10 programmable, numeric pad, cursor
control.

Display: 24 x 40
Graphics: 256 x 192, 16 colour

Languages: MSX BASIC and perhaps others
Sound: Programmable sound generator, no internal speaker
Cost: Computer unit $695; Cassette recorder S89; Joystick

$29.95; disk drive $995; 80 column card $375.
Reviewer's ratings Ease of use 4; documentation 4; languages 5;

(5 the highest): expansion 5; value for money 5.

1Review unit supplied by Computer Distributors Ltd, Auckland).

in a slot in the top of the main unit. On
the rear panel are sockets for TV,
monitor, audio, cassette unit, disk drive,

and printer.

The graphics display is 256 x 192
pixels, and both text and graphics

displays may use 1 6 colours. The quality

of the display on a colour television was
exceptionally good - steady, with good,
saturated colours and no herring-bone

bars. A variety of special characters,

such as lines, blocks and card pips, are

supplied. These may be typed directly

from the keyboard, using two special

"shift" keys, labelled "graph" and
"code". Text display was good, but the

font used doesn't accommodate
descenders on lower case characters as
well as some.
Graphics displays may make use of up

to 32 independently programmable
sprites, again with 16 colours. The
programmable sound generator is

extremely versatile, and relatively easily

accessed from BASIC, using a sort of

music macro language, written as BASIC
strings, and used as input for a PLAY
statement.
The built-in MSX BASIC interpreter is a

version of Microsoft BASIC, with
substantial additions, mainly in the
graphics, sprite and sound areas.

Commands allow for trapping of events
such as a joystick button being pressed,

a key being depressed, sprite collisions,

or at a given time interval. The program
being executed may jump to a given line

number when one of these trapped
events occurs.

Graphics commands include PSET, to

set a point, LINE to draw a line, CIRCLE,
PAINT (to fill an area), commands to

define the patterns carried by sprites,

and many others. The DRAW command
draws whole figures, defined in a

graphics macro language, on the screen.

Many other statements and commands
are included, and I did not notice any
significant gaps.

Tape is used as the primary storage
medium, and was trouble free and
reasonably fast, with the supplied

Spectravideo datasette. It is not
necessary to use the special recorder -

any standard cassette should do - but

the supplied one was convenient.

On-screen editing of BASIC programs
was very simple and rapid, using the

cursor and editing keys. Rudimentary
debugging tools only are incorporated -

why doesn't Microsoft do something
about the TRACE command?

Provision for printers is a parallel

output port, with an "MSX-standard"
plug - a small D-plug, which is rather

uncommon, so special cables will be
needed. Apart from this need, any
parallel printer should be fine. Addition of

a disk drive, and an 80-column display

card, gives access to two disk operating
systems, CP/M and MSX-DOS. CP/M is

an old faithful of course, MSX-DOS is

rather similar, but with some (limited)

ability to read MS-DOS data (not

programs of course!). The disk drive

plugs into the rear; the 80-column card

into the cartridge slot. The disk drive has
a capacity of 320K.
Various other peripherals are listed in

the catalogue - extra memory, serial

output, a modem and so on. The addition

of these peripherals and a printer could

make a small business machine.
In use, the computer behaved

flawlessly. The manuals are clear, with
both introductory and more technical

material covered in a readable, easy to

follow style. There did seem to be a lot of

plugs and cables, and a separate

transformer in the power cables of the
computer, the disk drive and the

cassette recorder did increase the
clutter.

The 728 is aimed at the first time

computer buyer, but with lots of "room
to grow in to". This puts it in the top of

the home computer bracket. Naturally,

the success of the machine is entirely

SPECTRAVIDEO
SETS THE PACE
WITH THE FIRST

MSX
PERSONAL COMPUTER

IN NEW ZEALAND

SVI-MSX. A giant leap forward

in Computer Compatibility

MSX is the most important advance in personal computer

technology lo arrive inNew Zealand A completelynew stand-

ard developed by Microsoft and Spectravideo MSX assures

100% compatibility ot softwareand componentsalike And the

computer that inspired the MSX revolution was the Spectra-

video 728 II is totally expandable, loaded wilh performance

features unmatched by any other computer in its price range,

and handlesthe most demanding taskswith professional ease

and results

Lei your authorised Spectravideo dealer demonstrate this out-

standing machine lo you today

WrraMSXTTiEFUTUBElSNOW

SVI
SPECTRAVIDEO

THE TOTAL
DIMENSION

Available NOW from

CUSTOM
COMPUTERS

LIMITED

247 SAWYERS ARMS RD,

CHRISTCHURCH 5.

PH 596-074
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dependent on the supply of software.

Many titles - around 180 - are listed

overseas, including many games,
utilities, languages and semi-business
software. The use of the standard should
help make more software titles available.

Current SV-318 and 328 owners may

be interested in a soon-to-be-here device

to allow some degree of compatibility

between their machines and the MSX
standard.

This is a very suitable machine for the

home user, with lots of good points, and
lots of room for expansion.

KIWI COMPUTERS - SELECT 1 - COMPUTER RECORDS, ALIENS-

SPECTRUM OWNERS
HAVE YOU JOINED KIWI COMPUTER'S RENTAL CLUB?
Best rates available on the latest Spectrum software and

special purchase discounts on new software
BE QUICK, JOIN UP NOW AND -

B1-: IN TO WIN
IN OUR LATEST AND GREATEST COMPETITION

with

Brand new software prizes, second hand software prizes,

booby software prizes!

WITH A RETAIL VALUE (new, off the shelf) OF WELL OVER
$1000.00!

Get your details on the hirage club and how to win some great prizes.

Just fill in the form below, or write and post to - (NO STAMP NEEDED)

l-REEPOST NO. 13

KIWI COMPITER SERVICES
SPECTRUM RENTALS DIN'.,

P.O. BOX 822.
TAUPO.

PLEASE send details of Kiwi Computers hirage scheme and how to win some great prizes to:-

(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLOCK CAPITALS)

Name:

Address:

SW31SAS nasdwvo — aiu aaisvw Nvaoo — onom idosaivis

TELL US WHAT
YOU THINK
The producers of BITS & BYTES
are interested in getting reactions,

suggestions, and criticism from
readers. We want to know what the

micro enthusiasts want. So put pen
to paper or hook up the printer and
send your comments to:

Freepost No. 125
BITS & BYTES

Box 827
Christchurch

You don't need a stamp if you
address your envelope carefully in

this way.

IMPORTANT
Please include your name

and address with ALL
subscriptions and back copy
orders.

If you haven't received any
copies of BITS & BYTES it

could be because we don't

have your address!

More
printers
next
month

BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS!
for home computerists to business users even James Martin fans

NEW ZEALAND'S LARGEST RANGE OF COMPUTER and ELECTRONIC BOOKS

If it's in print we can get it - because we have access to publishers throughout the world.

Visit our store or Write or phone your request to

BelVs Techbooks Ltd.
P.O. Box 5006 Dunbar Sloane Building, Maginnity St, Wellington.

PHONE 728-544
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NCR joins the queue
By Peter Ensor

NCR is the latest to show its name
on the ever-expanding range of IBM
look-a-likes or - as NCR prefers to

call it - industry standard machines.
NCR is well known for its range of

business machines and for it to

produce a 16-bit machine is no
surprise.

NCR New Zealand is promoting
two main versions of the unit. The
first has a monochrome screen with

a 10Mb hard disk while the second
machine is supplied with a colour

screen and a minifloppy drive in

place of the hard disk. Both units

have a second mini-floppy drive

supplied as standard as well as 256K
of RAM, MS-DOS and GW-BASIC.
Seven industry standard

expansion slots are available but the

unit is already supplied with a

Centronics parallel port and a serial

RS-232C port.

The first thing you notice when
collecting the unit is its weight. The
colour version weighs over 22kg -

which makes you think twice about
moving it from desk to desk or into

the car.

Included in the carton is a set of

keytops for use with other

languages. The keyboard is set out in

a conventional manner with the keys
grouped (from left) in function keys,

QWERTY, cursor control and finally,

a numeric and dedicated function

keyboard.
Turn the power on and the unit

starts performing a self-test of the
memory before loading the operating
system off the disk. Both disk drives

on the unit supplied were noisy.

Good resolution
The screen gave good resolution

with the character font easily

readable. The 640 by 400 pixels
resolution is the level to which IBM
recently stated it would be upgrading
its machines. To maintain
compatibility with the software
between the two machines, the
software in the NCR machine will fill

out the standard IBM resolution so
that the pictures appear on the NCR
machines as they do on other
machines.

Of the software supplied with the
unit, two are of special interest to
the first-time buyer.
INSTRUCTOR is a tutorial program

The NCR PC 4i

that takes the user through the keys
and explains their uses. The package
is extensive and well worth the time

if you have not used a computer
before. For those who have not used
an MS-DOS machine before, the

package also deals with using the

function keys to edit the command
lines.

The second package takes two
disks and is a tutorial program
dealing with the operating system
and the utilities that go with it.

Once the tutorials have been
mastered, there is a good level of

documentation, with chapters

included in the front on how to care

for the computer system and the
disks.

Special interests
A further three manuals are

available for those with a particular

interest - a programmers manual
which includes the macro assembler;
a technical manual; and a service
manual.
The standard unit has three more

disks.

A diagnostics disk contains a

package to test out the internal

portions of the unit including the
keyboard. The second disk is the
programmer's tools, containing the
linker, debugger and associated
programs. No assembler however -

that comes with the programmer's
manual. Booting off this disk

produced what appeared to be a

German error message which didn't

make any sense - something that

won't happen again, according to

NCR.
The final disk contains the BASIC

and the DOS 2 utilities, plus a

program to demonstrate the use of

the RAM disk that could be enabled.
The speed increase using it was
significant, with the RAM disk being
about 1 3 times faster than the
floppy. In addition, the second
floppy disk was also faster than the
first, no matter which way the disk

drives were located. This may have
been due to internal buffering as it

did not happen on a second machine
in the showroom.
Another catch with the RAM disks

is that if they are set up as shown for

the demonstration, there is not
enough room left for the BASIC to

load. The local dealer would be able

to show you how to change this, or
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alternatively, more memory could be
added.

Help program

This disk also has a help program
which gave good full explanations of

the commands as chosen from a

menu.
The additions and upgrades

available for this machine include
extra disk drives, both hard and flexi,

memory expansion boards, co-

processors and a DLC com-
munications package.

Like others already on the market,
this machine is competing for the
same user wanting an industry
standard piece of hardware. As NCR
is late coming onto the market, it will

be interesting to see how it fares.

Certainly, the tutorials are going to
make an impression on the first-time

buyer and those with staff who have
not been introduced to a computer
before. Other than this, the other
major selling point is that NCR has
been around for a while and would
be able to give good support, such as
a 12 month warranty and back-up.

Microcomputer summary
Name: NCR PC 4i

Manufacturer: NCR
Processor: 8088, 8087 co-processor optional

Clock speed: 4.77MHz
RAM: 256K bytes expandable to 640kB
ROM: 8kB
Input/Output: Parallel Centronics: serial RS-232C; serial

keyboard; expansion slots

Keyboard: 10 function keys; QWERTY; cursor control;

numeric/dedicated function

Display: 80 by 25 lines, 16 colours

Graphics: 640 by 400 pixels

BASIC: GW-BASIC
Cost: Dual flexi-drive and colour $8760 (including tax);

10mB hard disk, monochrome $12,910 (including

tax).

Options: Disk drive (10mB) $4160; adapter $1980; memory
expansion (64kB) $750; 64kB increment $220;
DLC communications adapter $575; 8087
arithmetic co-processor chip $485.

Reviewer's ratings (5 the Documentation 5; ease of use 3; language 4;

highest): expansion 5; value for money 3; support 5.

(Review unit from NCR Auckland).

UNLIMITED SOFTWARE
FOR

IBM PC's AND COMPATIBLES
Access to over 8,000 packages and utilities in the U.S.

CHECK P.C. POWER'S RANGE — COMPARE THE PRICE.

Symphony 1730.00 Turbo Pascal 195.00
Lotus 1-2-3 1195.00 Concurrent PC DOS 995.00
d Base II 995.00 DR Draw 850.00
d Base III 1565.00 Backup 450.00
Chartmaster 895.00 Catalog 295.00
Signmaster 695.00 Flight Simulator 145.00
Sidekicks 205.00 Master Type 99.95

T.K. Solver 892.50
Wordstar 2000 895.00
Practiword 295.00
A.T.I. Training Packages CALL
Sargon III (chess) 149.95
Energraphics 1295.00

Software Importers
P.C. Power has a large range software and
utilities for IBM PC's and Compatibles.
— If we haven't got it we'll get it.

SERVICE & HELP GUARANTEED
CONTACT P.C. Power Ltd. 1 st Floor, Apex House

Cnr. Queens Drive & Laings Rd.

P.O. Box 44-161,

Lower Hutt. Phone (04) 693-050.

THIS MONTHS SPECIAL
The future belongs to those who can type.

To make best use of your P.C. you need to

know how to type.

The Typing Tutor III'" program is the best and
most enjoyable way to learn how to type. The
program senses weaknesses and modifies

lessons accordingly.

Typing Tutor III includes Letter Invaders'", a

touch-typing game that keeps improving speed
skills and is fun to play.

Typing Tutor III. the new best-seller, is available

for the IBM PC and compatibles, Apple
ll/lle/ll+ /lie and the Commodore 64.

Tutorn
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HI!!

The time of the year is perfect for home computer fans— the nights have drawn in

and there are none of the distractions caused by lots of sunlight late at night!

This month we look at some stunning new programs for the COMMODORE 64.

We look at another game for the VIC-20.

And we introduce more new titles for the COMMODORE 16 and the PLUS/4.

SUPER HUEY UH-1X. This was one of the featured games last month. SUPER HUEY is NOW IN STOCK!! The first

helicopter flight simulator for the COMMODORE 64. The Rescue mode challenges you to rescue men stranded in

the mountains using a special homing device, the Explore mode allows you to map uncharted country, the
Instructor mode actually teaches you to fly the helicopter and the combat mode allows you to fly a mission into

enemy territory to do battle against enemy helicopters with rockets and machine guns.

SUPER HUEY is in stock NOW!!

SUPER HUEY UH-1X from U.S Gold on cassette for the COMMODORE 64. Rec. Retail $29.95.

While we are up in the air I will tell you about another flight simulation for the COMMODORE 64.

SPITFIRE 40. This is not only the closest you're likely to come to flying one
of the most famous aircraft of all time — it is a spectacular war-time

adventure as well!!

Taking the part of a young Spitfire pilot in 1 940, you must undergo thorough
training in the techniques and practice of flying a Spitfire before going into

practice combat and then full combat for real! You will discover the special

capabilities of the Spitfire and as you learn, you can save your growing
experience on disk or cassette. You can save your combat experiences as

well, allowing you to rise through the ranks of the RAF towards the coveted
position of Group Captain, VC, DSO and DFC.

Included with the programme is a booklet not only explaining the theory of
flying the SPITFIRE in practice and in combat, but also telling the history and
background of this famous aircraft. Superb graphics and realism make this

one that must be seen to be believed!

SPITFIRE 40 from Mirrorsoft on cassette for theCOMMODORE 64.

Rec. Retail $29.95.

Another arcade classic has been translated for the COMMODORE 64. This is—
POLE POSITION. With POLE POSITION you are in the driver's seat on a Grand Prix track. You can either race the first

lap against the clock to try to achieve the Pole Position or you can race eight other cars on your choice of four

circuits! To help you achieve your aim there are high and low gears with terrific sound. To test your skill oil slicks and
road signs appear at various intervals. With the realistic scenery and graphics ifs enough to make you want to try

your hand at Formula 1 racing!!
poLE pOSmON from UA Go ,d on cassette

for the COMMODORE 64. Rec. Retail $29.95.

The mysteries of the night sky are revealed with—
STAR SEEKER. This is a fascinating introduction to astronomy for the
beginner with no previous knowledge or a useful reference guide and
practical tool for the amateur astronomer. STAR SEEKER accurately plots on-
screen the position of more than 500 ofthe most prominent stars in the night

sky. It will map the sky seen from any point on Earth at any day and time in

this and the next century! You can access information on any selected star

or one of 53 constellations. In addition, the rotation ofthe Earth is simulated,

so that you can watch the stars change position as the night progresses
and much more. Star maps and charts can be printed out via a printer.

Also included is a companion program SOLAR SYSTEM which locates the
planets in the sky and plots their orbits relative to the sun and each other.

You can obtain the rising and setting times of your chosen object, and



much more. Information on the sun and moon is also included. SOLAR SYSTEM also plots the course of Halley's Comet,
last seen in 1910 and due in our skies in 1 985 and 1 986. The manual accompanying the package provides detailed

information on using all the options within the programs, and some ideas for using the program itself. The manual also

includes the necessary background information on the science of astronomy, latitude and longitude tables,

constellations and star names included.

Both STAR SEEKER and SOLAR SYSTEM were written by Dr Paul Phillips of the London Planetarium. All in all, a magnificent

package for anyone who is even vaguely interested in the night sky.

STAR SEEKER from Mirrorsoft on cassette for the COMMODORE 64. Rec. Retail $29.95.

Two NEW titles have become available for the
COMMODORE 1 6 and the PLUS/4.

ESCAPE FROM PULSAR 7. You are alone on a gigantic space-ireighte

The rest of the crew have died horribly at the hands of a mutated Zoo
specimen. Your only chance of escape is to reach the frail shurtlecraft. Buj

the lurking Monster is hungry and you are the only food it has left!!! A text

adventure from Mysterious Adventures!

ESCAPE FROM PULSAR 7 from Channel 8 on cassette for the C
and Plus/4. Rec. Retail $29.95

AIR COMBAT EMULATOR (ACE). This is more than a flight simulation!

This is an emulation ofthe excitement of aerial combat! All your comrades
have been shot down in the face of overwhelming odds. You are the last

fighter pilot pitched against multiple waves of enemy fighters. They will try

to evade you and reach their target. You must shoot them down before

they get YOU! You are the last hope! Are you good enough to be called

ACE?
ACE is yourchance to feel the thrill of flying a jet fighter in high speed aerial

combat. Dive, climb, roll— find and destroy the enemy with conventional

and heat-seeking rockets using radar and visual contact. With ACE you
have the choice of daytime, dusk or night flying, a pause feature, intelligent

and cunning opponents and much more!!

AIR COMBAT EMULATOR from Cascade on cassette for the C16
and Plus/4. Rec. Retail $29.95

For the VIC-20

CRAZY KONG. Kong has gone mad and captured your girlfriend! He has taken her to the top of his

steel fortress. To save her you must first cross the elevator, avoid the custard pies and conquer the fortress.

While climbing the ladders to your loved one, be careful not to be killed by the barrels which Kong is

hurling down at you from his fortress. Remember, before getting to the top of each screen you must

collect all of the diamonds, for they are a girl's best friend!!

CRAZY KONG from Computer Classics on cassette for the VIC-20. Rec Retail $24.95

THIS MONTH'S TOP SELLING SOFTWARE

For theVIC-20 For the COMMODORE 64

1. Gorf(cart) 1.

2. Jupiter Defender (cass) 2.

3. VideoVermin (cart) 3.

4. Sargon Chess II (cart) 4.

5. Maths Beginners (cass) 5.

Raid Over Moscow (cass)

Beach Head (cass)

Bruce Lee (cass)

International Soccer (cart)

Zaxxon (cass)

That's all for this month.
So till next time—
HAVE FUN AND

GOOD COMPUTING!!!

JENNI TURNER.

Fountain Marketing Limited,

P.O. Box 5029,

Auckland.
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Networking: an introduction
By Darryl Roots
The objective of modern

communication technology is to

provide the fastest, most efficient

and cheapest method of transmitting

ever-increasing amounts of

information.

Data communications encom-
passes the methods used in

exchanging information between
computer systems. The connection
— whether physical or logical — of a

number of computer systems results

in the creation of a network.
Networks evolved during the

1 970s in the transition from batch to

on-line processing systems. A
network consisted typically of a

computer with a number of terminals

attached to it. The sophistication and
efficiency of such systems varied

between manufacturers, but the

principle remained the same.
Computers became less expensive

yet had greater processing power
and more terminals could be added.

It was possible for a company with

a large central computer to allow its

user departments, often from many
different locations, access to

corporate databases and application

systems.
The means of data transmission

mainly involved access to existing

public telephone networks. Digital

data was encoded and decoded
into/from analog signals by modems
at either end of the telephone line.

Limitations

Since existing telephone networks
are designed to carry voice trans-

mission and not data, there are

limitations in terms of speed, quality

of transmission and efficiency.

Telephone conversations take
place over relatively long periods,

whereas data communication occurs
in rapid bursts. Because calls are

charged from connection to

disconnection time, the user pays for

the line even when data transmission
is not taking place.

This makes a permanent
connection between computer
systems over the telephone network
an expensive business. In answer to

this, a number of alternatives have

been developed including the use of

public packet switched networks
which will be discussed later.

Of course, the addition of more
and more terminals to the network
often created bottlenecks and
overheads which resulted in

unacceptable response to users. The
computer was spending a large

portion of its time controlling the

network, and less and less time
processing user data.

To reduce these overheads,
computer vendors produced data

communication hardware and
software to manage the network,
leaving the processor free to work on
application systems. In fact, in some
cases, the network would be
transparent to the application

system, and the application program
would not be concerned with the

physical requirements of

transmission to the electrical

interfaces, the use of multiplexing,

multidropping, etc.

This capability allows for very

large, efficient networks. But since a

lot of companies could not afford the

BREAKING
BARRIERS
IPOLY 2 LEARNING SYSTEM

BREAKING THE LEARNING BARRIERS— Across all levels of Education and Training

BREAKING THE TECHNOLOGY BARRIERS- Being able to create your own courseware
without specific computing skills

BREAKING THE COST BARRIERS— The combination of technical superiority and cost

efficiency, delivering maximum return to its Users

Manufactured in New Zealand and guaranteed by POLYCORP New Zealand Limited, a division of PROGENI.

For further information Write or Call:- Katharine Moody Alan Depree John Gale
PO Box 30243 PO Box 5420 PO Box 13027

Lower Hull Auckland Christchurch

Ph. 666014 Ph. 796977 Ph. 795453
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necessary equipment or expertise,

many purchased smaller, less

expensive computers to be sited

locally. Each of these smaller

systems would control its own
network of terminals.

Distribution

This had the advantage of

distributing the load across a number
of systems but meant each site often
had to store and maintain the same
data. Information at the corporate
level was often out of step with that

at the remote site. It was also
difficult to exchange data with the
corporate system in an orderly and
timely fashion.

A number of larger computer
vendors have developed networking
architecture to overcome this

problem.
Each computer is regarded as a

separate entity, yet it can exchange
data (and in some cases, devices
such as terminals) with other hosts
in the network. In this way, a
terminal connected to Host A may
access application systems and data
at Host B as would any of Host B's
local terminals. Again, this is usually
across public telephone networks
with their inherent limitations.

The implementation of these
architectures meant computers from
different vendors could often
communicate with each other, and
this requirement helped start the
development of public network
architectures such as X.25.
From about 1 978, public networks

using the X.25 standard were
introduced in a number of countries.
Data from X.25 capable devices is

assembled into "packets", also
containing destination address
information, which are passed to the
network.
A virtual call is established with

the destination node and the packet
is passed to it. Users pay only for the

data volume transmitted, and this

may represent great savings for

larger networks. It also gives users

of different equipment the

opportunity to freely communicate
with each other as each type of

system must meet the X.25
standard.

Emergence
In parallel with the development of

data communications for larger

computers came the emergence of

the microcomputer into the business

world. This allowed smaller
companies to access the new
technology previously beyond their

financial means, and since
departments of larger companies
could afford their own, a

proliferation of different micros could

be found in large organisations, each
chosen for their benefits to each
department.

No longer did user-departments
have to wait to have local

applications implemented; they
could do it themselves quickly, and
usually inexpensively on their own
system.
The could also make use of the

many readymade packages,
spreadsheets and office automation
tools. Of course, many departments
would have liked to share common
data but in many cases this was
beyond the capability of their

equipment. Not only was data being
duplicated on their mainframes, but
also on their micros.

This forced the development of

micros that could share information
while still acting as independent
workstations. They can share disk,

and peripherals such as printers, and
allow the implementation of

common office automation software
across the entire organisation.

These networks of micros, or local

area networks (LANs) as they have
become known, are available on a

A

number of micros from different]

vendors. Their architecture however,
is quite often similar.

There are two main network
types: baseband and broadband.
Baseband networks allow only one

message to be sent over the

communication line at one time and
usually at a single frequency,
single protocol is used which
controls access to the line. Baseban
networks are best used when onl\j

one type of data will be transmitted,
Broadband networks allow the

simultaneous transmission of

different types of information such
as data, voice, and even images
over multiple frequencies on a single!

line. Multiple protocols can be used
because the line is split into multiple

frequencies.

Protocols

There are three main protocols
use by LANs today. The protocol
defines the rules for the transmission
of data over a line.

1 . Carrier Sense Multiple Access
(CSMA). In this environment,
every station can see signals

passed down the line. Each
station ignores messages that do

not have the address attached.
Each station competes for

access to the line and must wait

until the line is free before it can
send its message. Because of

the time it takes for messages to

go along the line, it is possible for

a station to sense no activity on

the line, and thus send its

message when a station at the

other end has already

transmitted its message.
In this case, a collision would

occur and there are a number ot

ways of managing this problem.:
• CSMA/CD (collision detect)

requires the first station

detecting a collision to stop the

line so that no more messages

COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE
for

BUSINESS AND HOME
We stock the following models!

BONDWELL - COMMODORE - SPECTRAVIDEO
AMSTRAD - ATARI

— Many specialised software applications available

— Many other products — games, computer furniture, joysticks.

.COMPUTERS LTD.
1 98 Jackson Street, Petone. P.O. Box 38-479
Telephone: 686-963. OPEN SATURDAYS.
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can be sent. The two users who
transmitted the conflicting

messages must wait for a certain

amount of time before they can
resend their data.

• CSMA/CA (collision avoid)

avoids collision by requiring

stations to listen to the line for a

random time period before

sending a message. If collisions

occur, they are solved by a

CSMA/CD.
• CSMA/FA (fast acknowledge-

ment) requires stations to

acknowledge messages received

before other stations can access
the line.

CSMA networks are subject to
downgrading of response if every
user is trying to send messages at
the same time, and constant
performance cannot be guaranteed.
They are best suited to environments
where random usage of the network
is expected.
2. Token Passing. An electronic

token is passed in turn from user
to user. Stations cannot transmit
messages until they see an
"empty" token. After the
station has sent its message, it

waits for a positive acknow-
ledgement before allowing other
stations to transmit messages.

XvXOXvX-xo:vX':-XvX'X'XvXvxvx-x-x-xvX'Xv:
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Data is sent in packets of a
fixed size; some networks allow
the station to send only one
packet at a time so it can take
some time before a long
message is completely delivered.

Token Passing is relatively slow
compared with CSMA, but it

does not downgrade as much in

situations of heavy usage.
3. Polling. Each station connected

along the communications line is

assigned a unique address and
polled by a control station in turn
to determine if it has a message
to send. If this is the case, it

accepts the message and carries

on to the next station in turn.

This protocol is similar to that
used by large computers.

Daryll Roots is data
communications specialist to

Burroughs NZ Ltd).

Subscribe

today

Macintosh Word

Microsoft has released a word
processing package for the
Macintosh. Word uses the Mac's
features to allow full visual
representation of text and graphics
on-screen. Standard edit functions
— cut, copy, paste — are used for
moving and copying text, including
between documents.

Standard features include the
"UNDO" facility, allowing the user
to reverse the last change made;
"HELP" so that the user can access
information about a command rather

than refer to the manual; "See What
You Get" facility enabling users to
set sections in modes such as bold,

subscript, special fonts, shadows
with text actually appearing as
specified on the screen rather than
waiting until the document is

printed.

This package will sell at $535 in

New Zealand.

Bits & Bytes — the reader-friendly magazine

OSBORNE VIXEN
A smart new computer from the company that introduced

the first portable business computer.

$3978 complete with productivity software

The first Osborne computers started the "portable"
revolution. VIXEN is the essence of the Osborne concept.
Yet' improved in every respect.

VIXEN has the best features of existing Osbornes in a smaller

case, with a bigger, 80-column display, high capacity 390
Kbyte disc drives, and even faster response time. Result —
the most powerful portable in the class. At a price that

continues the Osborne tradition of true value for money.
With plenty of software including WORDSTAR V3.3,

SuperCalc2, Media-Master, Mbasic and lots more. If you
need a compact, powerful, general purpose computer for

word processing, spreadsheets, accounting, programming,
having fun, or whatever, you must check out VIXEN.

CONTACT YOUR NEAREST OSBORNE DEALER

irjus
I Systems

Sinus Systems Lid, Auckland, Ph 836-3784.

P B Billing Ltd, Hamilton, Ph 393-734.

Thames Radio & Electronics Ltd. Ph 86-768.

Lakeland TV & Stereo, Taupo, Ph 88-888.

Compusales Ltd, Wellington, Ph 844-146.

Peanut Computers, Wellington, Ph 791-172.

Ross & Staig TV Services, Nelson, Ph 80-397.

Eclipse Radio & Computers, Dunedin, Ph 778-102.

NZ Distributors: Sirius Systems Ltd, PO Box 83-118, Edmonton, Auckland 8.
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Turning on the taps
By Dave Keet
New Zealanders now have access to

well over 1000 electronic databases
around the world, including USA,
Europe, and Australia. They cover
everything from the content of the

world's major newspapers to daily

updates of tendering opportunities for

Japanese government purchases.
Access to these databases is

increasingly becoming necessary for

New Zealand businesses if they want to

stay competitive, and for New Zealand
scientists, horticulturists and agricul-

turists to gain access to banks of

scientific information and marketing
intelligence.

This article is about the databases, and
how to access them.
A year after Rob Fullerton wrote his

article, "The link with DIALOG" (Bits

and Bytes, Sept 1 983), the Post Office's

packet switched network (PSN) began
commercial operation. Almost
immediately, it was connected to the
international packet switching service

(IPSS). Anyone in New Zealand with a

telephone and the necessary (relatively

cheap) equipment and with the
appropriate passwords can dial-up

databases all around the world, and gain

access to vast quantities of stored

HI—RES MONITORS

You will enjoy the real magic of

Roland 80-Character green and
amber screens: The choice of

professionals for the detailed,

steady, restful image that beats

fatigue.

Twelve models include composite
or IBM-compatible screens, and
Hi-res RGB with crisp brilliant

colour, ideal for IBM, Tandy
Canon, Apricot, BBC, Apple etc.

Roland prices are magic, too.

ROLAND MONITORS & PLOTTERS:

made by

Roland DG
ROLAND DG CORPORATION

N.Z, Distribution and Service

Concord Communications Ltd.

1 Ngaire Avenue. Epsom. Phone (09) 504-046
P.O. Box 36-045. Auckland, 9.

information.

Pre-PSN, the Post Office's OASIS
service was used for this purpose in the

main centres. (See Pat Churchill's article

"OASIS: a pool of information" — Bits

and Bytes, Sept 1983). The old service

operated at 300 bits per second. Both

300 and 1200 bits per second speeds
are accommodated by the new service.

The databases and databanks
(databases are usually defined as text-

based, while databanks contain
numerical and statistical information) are

made available for information searches
by database "hosts" in the different

countries. DIALOG is one example, with
more than 200 databases available.

They can be divided into different

categories; DIALOG divides them into

category 1 — business, category 2 —
chemistry, etc.

Most of these databases have
abstracts (short summaries) of articles in

them — which can be searched using the
host's "search language". This article is

followed by a copy of such a search.

Although originally predominantly
scientific (DIALOG started in 1972 with

three scientific databases), the
databases now cover a much broader
field, with emphasis lately on business
and marketing information. The growth
rate has been phenomenal. From the
three in 1972, there were about 300 in

1 975 (with more than 1 million searches
performed on them) to more than 700
databases available on a worldwide basis

in 1981. The number of searches in

1981 was estimated to be 6,900,000.
The last figures I have seen show there

were well over 200,000 users by 1982,
spending over $US2 billion per year.

Here's how
Paperwork:
(a) Contact the Post Office (address

below) for an application form for

a PSN password, called a NUI
(network user identifier).

(b) Write to the database hosts of

your choice, asking for a

password to their system. This is

usually free and is accompanied
by a newsletter and brochures.

Hardware:
(a) Terminal — you will need a

computer __. terminal (or

microcomputer!) asynchronous,
ASCII, and capable of operating
at 300 baud speeds and,
preferably, 1200 baud. The
terminal can be either a VDU, or
printing; it is usually wise to be
capable of keeping a printed copy
of your searches.

(b) Modem -A 300 or 1200 baud
modem. These can be hired from
the Post Office, or bought. The
Post Office will have to make
alterations to your telephone

accessing 1 200 online database
DIALOG reportedly grosses over S!

million per year. More than 100 millk

records are available through DIALOG
databases, alone.

Of interest among these,
microcomputer users, are micrl

computer "software directories" su<

as the BRS hosts SOFT databas
ORBIT's Microsearch covering main
hardware and services, and DIALOG
Microcomputer Index, among sever

others.
The three largest database hosts

DIALOG, ORBIT and BRS - are in US/1

Each has its own search' languagi
pricing and "stable" of databases with

substantial number available on moi
than one host.

In Europe, we have access to the ESl
IRS (European Space Agency) systen

with a search language similar

DIALOG. ESA has many of the majl
scientific or technical databasi
available in USA, and some unique on(

such as PASCAL, the French databasi
and World Transindex, a database
translations into English and tl|

European languages.
In Britain, Pergamon-lnfoline hasl

number of unique databases availabH
such as a database of patents from moi

than 48 countries, called INPADOC.
Australia, AUSINET has an increasiij

number of databases availabli

especially business related ones.
That's the background — vast storJ

of information, explosive growtl

expanding use. If knowledge is powe
then New Zealanders had better get inl

the act!

connection in most cases. Tl

Post Office also has termina
available for hire at most ma
centres,

(c) Microcomputers — of coursl
microcomputers can be used; tl

simplest way is to emulate
terminal. However, it is possin
to use the microcomputer's moi

sophisticated capabilities,

either case, you also need
Software — cheap software
available for most micros whi|
enables them to operate as a "dumi
terminal. An example of such I

program for a BBC micro follows tt

article. More sophisticated softwa
allows data to be captured onto dis

and is available commercially. Tha
programs also allow "searc

command lists" to be sent from tl

disk to the online host computer, tlj

saving time and expense. An exami
is CROSSTALK, which costs abfl

$640 or 'Mite-86'.
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How to do it

So you have your passwords, your
terminal and modem hooked up. What
now? When you get your NUI back from
the Post Office, you will be given a small
AID CARD which tells you to dial various
numbers for different services,
according to the region you are in.

For example, to dial in to the PSN in

the Wellington region at 300 baud, you
dial 08740 (for 1200 baud access it's

08741).
After ringing the appropriate number,

the phone usually rings about three times
before the PSN replies with the normal
computertone. At this point the terminal

begins communicating with the PSN (if

you are using a modem you switch to

data mode). If you are using 300 baud
transmission speed, then you type an
"H" followed by a carriage return. At
1200 baud, this is not necessary. PSN
types onto your terminal or screen
PACNET. The various passwords or

codes are then typed in, for example:

?NAABB1 234-031 1041 500020

which will connect you to DIALOG. (The
codes between the ? and the - are not
echoed on the terminal, and are different

for each user, being your NUI. The
second part is the NUA (network user
address, for DIALOG).

The costs
The Post Office's basic charge is $4

per two months for one NUI. Additionally

each call is charged at a rate calculated

from the number of characters passed
back and forth, and the number of

seconds using the PSN. In my
experience, a rule of thumb is that

searching at 300 baud works out about
$25 per hour, for communication (PSN)
costs. In the OASIS days, we calculated

that a normal use of the system under
the same conditions worked out at $30

per hour.
A typical search of several BRS

databases used about 10 pages of

printout and about half an hour seach
time. In this case, the PSN charge was
just over $14.
The BRS search charges would depend

on the databases searched, but could be
expected to cost in the region of

$NZ25-50 for 15 minutes.
So the charges are not small.

Training & manuals
The DIALOG and ORBIT hosts have

training sessions scheduled in the major
cities regularly each year. These are

announced in their newsletter. BRS has
no training sessions in New Zealand as
yet.

Introductory courses usually last a day
and cost between $ 1 00 and $ 1 50. If you
are intending to search the databases for

other than casual purposes, attending a

course is definitely worthwhile.

DIALOG and ORBIT also hold
"advanced user" courses which
concentrate on particular subject areas.

Numerous manuals can be obtained to

help you use the systems. Some are

absolutely necessary, others not. Host
"system user manuals", which detail

the search language and commands you
can use to search the databases, and
some information about the databases
on the host, fall into the first category. If

you intend to search particular

databases, buy the "database chapters"
which are quite detailed treatments of

each database.
Some database producers publish their

own manuals for searching their

particular database.
A useful guide to manuals held at its

library, has been published by the DSIR
Central Library.

I i

End-user" systems
Both DIALOG and BRS have

introduced "user-friendly" services
aimed at the "end-user" of the data —
the actual consumer of the information
as opposed to "search intermediaries"
such as librarians. The BRS/After Dark
Service is available only in USA and
Canada. It features cheaper access after

hours and a simplified "menu-driven"
search language, suitable for casual
users. This has apparently gained- quite
wide acceptance in USA. It is expected
that BRS will shortly introduce BRS/After
All service which will offer the menu-

driven approach during the day, but at
normal rates during working hours. This
makes it likely that the service will be
available here.

Microcomputer "search software"
packages such as DIALOG'S Insearch are
another approach, with menus and
online help for the micro user. However,
they do not work in New Zealand as yet.
Coverage by overseas databases of

New Zealand is nowhere near
comprehensive. The subject of

"information colonialism" has been
identified as a problem in Canada and

Australia; the same situation applies here
(if not to an even greater extent!)

However, there is some movement in the
direction of a local database industry.

This will be covered in next month's Bits

and Bytes.

Help & advice

Most main centres host occasional
seminars and discussion groups of local

users of online systems, for mutual help
and advice. Information about these
groups will usually be available from the
reference librarian at local universities.

For help on technical subjects, local

DSIR libraries have librarians trained to
search technical databases. Their
addresses are included at the end of this

article.
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MICROPAC MAILWARE
FLEXIBLE DISKS and TAPES
Many years ot guaranteed reliable data
storage with our too brands ol diskettes.

VERBATIM DATALIFE 5". •
, n library case.

hub rings.

Single sided, single/double density

10 disks $62.60
Double sided, single/double density

10 disks $82.00
MAXELL 5'/4

M
in library case, hub rings,

guaranteed lor 10 years!
Single sided, single/double density

10 disks $62.60
Double sided, single/double density
10 disks $82.00

SPECIAL OPENING OFFER
3 boxes ol 10 disks 10% discount.

VERBATIM DATA CASSETTES
100m each $13.45 box of 10 S129.90
A musl tor reliable dala storage:

HEAD CLEANER KIT lor 5H" drives $18.16
DISK MINDER: Looks good on your desk.
Holds and protects 50 5W" diskettes. Makes
an excellent gilt too $42.95

PAPER and LABELS
11x10" plain or gold bar

3000 sheets S70.56
1500 sheets $39.96
11x10" plain, perlorated tor WP 2000sh.

$63.60
Address Labels, selt-adhesive 90x23mm on
pin teed base, box ol 1000 labels $13.26

ORDERING INFORMATION
Add $2 p&p for each order. All merchandise
Is brand new and guaranteed. In-stock items
will be shipped within 24 hours. Send your
name, address, phone number, lype of

computer/printer and your money order,

postal order, cheque or credit card
specification to:

MICROPAC MAILWARE
FREEPOST 88 (no stamp required)

P.O. Box 935. Hastings.

Holders of a valid credit card (not Visa) can
order by telephone Auckland (09)
775-4*12 anytime. Orders and Inquiries (070)
66-451 (business hours).

Please debil my credit card
IJBankcard UAmex Mastercard

Card Number (sotry no Visa>

Name

.

Expiry Dale

.

Signature

HAPPY COMPUTING!
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EXAMPLE O" BRS/SFAFCH SYSTEM ONLIS'E SEARCH

PACNE?
7-031X831500823

COM
BBS
ENTER 8P.S PASSWORD
HHHHKHHHH
EWER BRS PASSWORD

ENTER SECURITY PASSWORD

THE BROADCAST MESSAGE WAS LAST UPDATED ON 03/06/85 AT 12.42

ENTER Y OR N FOR BROADCAST MESSAGE. : _Y_

CUSTOMER SERVICE HAS A NEW PHONE NUMBER. NOW YOU JUST DIAL:
********** 1-800-345-4BRS **********

THIS EASY-TO-REME«BER NIP1BER IS AVAILABLE IN CANADA, THE
VIRGIN ISLANDS, PUERTO RICO AND ALL STATES EXCEPT ALASKA.

IN ALASKA, CALL COLLECT: 518-783-7251
*******

..SDI AND ..EDIT NOT AVAILABLE TODAY.
*******

FOR SORTING OFFLINE PRINTS PLEASE ENTER SO= NOT SORT=
ENTER DATABASE NAME_: n"-so

•SIGN ON 20:22:4? 1 1/.17/85

PTSP FEB 1985 (ISS 06)

BRS SEARCH MODF - ENTER OUERY

1_: ZEALA^P OR MEW-ZEALAND
RESULT 2230 DOCUMENTS

2_: SOFTWARE
RESULT 10708 DOCUMENTS

3_: 1 AND 2

RESULT 5 DOCUMENTS

4_: ..p 3 TI/DOC=ALL
1

TI Wirtschaft: ACT/Barson: Joint venture in Austral ien.

TI New Zealand ^leconmunication System Support Centre {New Zealand) is|

a new software designer.

TI Philips Data Systems, subisidary of NV Philips Gloeilampenfabriekenc
Eindhoven (Netherlands) , will market Diebold automated tell*

nachines worldwide.

TI Inasc (US),

liquidation.
a company set up to sell UK software, has gone into

..P 3 ALL/noC-2END OF DOCUMENTS IN LIST_
2

AN 913132 PROMT, 8308, Entry Date: 83/05/26.
SO datamation. Issue: 83/33/00 pp 74-79.

YR 83..
°N *computer-software (PC7372fl00)

.

EN *marketing (EC24R)

.

CN "California (CC1906)

.

TI foreign software developers are finding California an attractive

entry point for US markets.
AB Holland Automation chose California as headquarters for its US

marketing operations due to the size of the California market. United

Software Systems & Services, which markets products of 6 French

software marketers, chose Los Angeles as its headquarters because w
Coast companies are not afraid to be first to try an advanced

product. They plan to establish themselves on the w Coast and then

move into E Coast markets. Progeni Systems, which sells Mew Zealand-
developed software programming aids for Burroughs mainframes, found

an 'existing inertia in the Fast. For example, Detroit's technology

is 20 yrs behind the times,' according to Pres G Mann.

END OF DOCUMENT

TI Foreign software developers are
entry point for US markets.

finding California an attractive

ENTER DOC""FN"' SELECTION. : ..0"
*C0MNPCT time 0:06:09 HH:"M:SS 0.103 DEC HRS SESSION 1169

EST PTSP COST: C-HRS DB-ROY CIT-ROY COW TOTAL
S2.06 S6.70 S2.22 S.00 S10.93

•SIGN OFF 20:28:03 03/07/85

CLP PAD

Online access aid pages
Addresses:

Packet switched network, modem
connections etc. nearest New Zealand
Post Office regional engineer's office.

(In Wellington it's P.O. Box 293,
Wellington.)

DIALOG DIALOG Information
Services Inc

3460 Hillview Avenue
Palo Alto

CA 94304
USA

ORBIT SDC Systems
Development Corporation
P.O. Box 439
Milson's Point
N.S.W. 2061
Australia

Everybody's talking about it. Find out

for yourself— write to Freepost 1 33,

Box 61 86, Dunedin, for details on our

latest software for the Apple II family.

otakou software

BRS Bibliographic Retrieval

Services
1200 Route 7

Latham
New York 12110
USA

AUSINET AUSINET
P.O. Box 42
Clayton 3168
Australia

Pergaman- Pergaman-lnfoline Ltd

Infoline 12 Vandy Street

London EC2A 2DE

ESA ESA Information Retrieval

Service
ESRIN Via Galileo Galilei

00044 Frascati

Italy

Network User
Addresses
These are some of the numbers. The list

is by no means comprehensive.

DIALOG 03011041500020;
03011041500048;
03110213000170

ORBIT 031102130003301;
03106001509

BRS
AUSINET

ESA

Pergaman-
lnfoline

0311031500020 BRS;
0505235420000;
0235421000
0234219201156;
0208075000394;
02222620021
031109400247;
0234219200190

DSIR library addresses
The Reference Librarian

DSIR Central Library

1 6 Kent Terrace (P.O. Box 9741

)

Wellington Ph. 858-939

The Librarian

Southern Industrial Division
DSIR
20 Southward St,

Christchurch Ph. 62-369

The Librarian

DSIR
Palmerston North Research Centre
Private Bag
Palmerston North Ph. 68-019

The Librarian

Auckland Industrial Development
Division

1 1 Albert St,

Auckland 1. Ph. 34-116.
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TOOLBOX

What, why and how
By Gordon Findlay
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My aim in this series is to develop programming
techniques by writing programs as if you were reading
over my shoulder, and I was explaining to you as I write.

The programs will be of as wide a variety as I can dream
up, but with the underlying purpose of developing
routines which might be of use in other situations —
toolbox routines, in fact.

Whenever programs are written, the problem of which
language to use, and which dialect of the language,
arises. For the most part, this series will be in Microsoft
BASIC, so conversion to whatever machine you have
should be relatively easy. Every so often, I'll get the
editor to run a little list of reminders about some
troublesome areas of program conversion.
Toolbox routines are intended to be sufficiently

general to be reused in a variety of programs. Routines
can be garnered from all over — books, magazines, other
programs. Some sources are very erudite, as anyone
who has looked into Knuth's collection will tell you;
some are just collections of subroutines such as the
justly famous books in the "Subroutine Sandwich"
series.

Bridge dealing

To illustrate what I mean about a toolbox routine,

consider my sort routine. Every second program I write

needs a sort routine, and who can be bothered writing a

sort time and again? So I dug into some books, and found
a description of a quicksort routine, which I've coded in

BASIC, and thoroughly tested. Since then, I've never
typed another.

There are two versions in my disk library, one for

sorting numbers, and one for strings; and another

version in Pascal for use at school. Every time I need to

sort in a program, in goes this subroutine from disk, and
it's done. No more repetitive coding, no more typing, and
I know the sort will run — even if the rest of the

programme is faulty.

As toolbox routines must be easy to use, they will be
subroutines or procedures. They will need to have
certain variables set up before they are called — entry

parameters. They will sometimes need to communicate
success or failure back to the program which called

them, so may need to set flags. Other than these, the
subroutines must be self-contained, and be prepared to

check their input carefully.

How could a bridge deal be
generated by computer? A deal is

four hands — North, South, East and
West — with 13 cards in each. The
program should generate the hands
at random, and print them out in a

reasonable facsimile of the way that
bridge hands are published. The
program must shuffle, deal and print

out the hands.
The first, and most vital, decision

is how each card should be
represented. Some languages,
notably Pascal, C and even (in a way)
COBOL would allow the card to be
handled as a suite (clubs, hearts,

spades, diamonds) and a value (A, 2,

3 . . . K). But this is pretty messy in

BASIC. The most practical way of

representing the deck is as an array

of 52 integers. The numbers, one to

52, represent the cards, in the order
A, 2, 3 ... K of clubs, followed by
the diamonds, hearts and spades in

the same order.

In this arrangement, if we
represent the deck by the array CD,
and CD(1) is 15, the top card in the
deck is the two of diamonds. As you
will see, this representation has been
chosen to make the programming
relatively easy — this is the key to
the whole program.
How can the hands be generated?

One "obvious" way is to choose a
card at random, and assign, it to the
first hand, say North. Then another
card is chosen, and provided it

hasn't already been used, assign it to

North's hand. This can continue for

all 52 cards. But this may be a very
long process. The sting is in the
phrase "provided it hasn't already
been used".

Spades
Hearts
Diamonds
Clubs

K 6 4
Q 5 3
KQ 10 3
10 6 2

Once a lot of cards have been
dealt, the checking this implies takes
a long time and may have to be
repeated — if one card is chosen and
found to have been dealt already,

another must be chosen, and
checked from scratch again. And so
on it goes. A rough attempt using
this approach took several minutes
to deal — too long.

A better algorithm here is to

shuffle the deck, or arrange it in a

random order, then take the top 13
cards as North's hand, the next 13
as East's and so on. Provided the
random number generator is a good
one, and some are very poor, this will

give a suitably random deal.

How to shuffle? Start with the
cards in order:

1000 fori =1 to 52
1010 CD(I| = 1

1020 Next

Now shuffle:

1030 FOR I =1 to 52
1040 J= INT(RNDIO) • 52) + 1

1050 TEMP = CD(I)
1060 CD(I) = CD(J)
1070 CD(J) = TEMP
1080 NEXT
1090 RETURN

Line 1040 chooses a random card
— by picking a random number
between 1 and 52. Lines 1050 -

1070 swap two cards — CD(I) and
CD(J). Line 1030 starts a loop, the
effect of which is to swap each card

in turn with a random card.

Depending on what happens (which
random numbers are chosen), a card

may be swapped several times, and
the cards end up in a random order.

This is a very efficient form of

shuffle.

So the cards are shuffled. Now to

print out the hands. North's hand is

cards 1-13, East's is 14 - 26,

South's is 27 - 39, and West has
cards 40 - 52. But the display

format is not programmer friendly:

this the style we want:

(If the computer being used has
the symbols for the card pips they

can be used instead of the words.)

We've four hands to output, so a

subroutine seems to be in order. The
things which change for each hand
are the starting place in the card

array, and the player's name, so
these become the "parameters"
passed to the subroutine, N$ and ST
(for start):

100 N$
110 N$
120 NS
130 NS
2000

= "North" : ST = 1 : GOSUB 2000
= "East" : ST = 14 : GOSUB 2000
= "South" : ST = 27 : GOSUB 2000
= "West" : ST = 40 : GOSUB

Now all we need is the subroutine

at 2000! First get the cards for the
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hand being output, into a separate

array where they can be handled
more easily (the array will be reused
every time the subroutine is called):

2000 FOR I = 1 TO 13
2010 HD(I) = CD(ST + 1-1)
2020 NEXT

The arithmetic in line 2010 simply

ensures that as I becomes 1, 2, 3
... 13, the correct elements of the

array are extracted, starting, when I

is 1 , with number ST.

Now sort the hand. If you check
back, you will find that the

numbering of the cards was such
that the higher ranked suites are

given higher numbers, so sorting the

hand into descending order will

automatically get the suits in the

right order as well. So the next line

must be:

2030 N= 13 : GOSUB 3000

At 3000 we will place my sort

routine, which needs to know how
many entries it has to sort, hence the

N = 13.

At this stage, we have a collection

of 13 random numbers, in

descending order, representing the

cards of one hand. To print them in

the usual format, we pass through
the array printing all the spades, then
the hearts, then diamonds and clubs.

Let's hear it
What do you think? We'd like to hear

from you about the programs developed
in it.

• How have you used parts of them?
• Have you built on one?
• Can you see better ways to handle

some parts?
We would also like your suggestions

for future issues, programming, puzzles

or questions generally.

We are also interested in your
programming ideas and hints. Please

send your bright ideas, clever pieces of

code and novel approaches. Any
language, any machine, but make sure

they work!
We are looking for the novel, elegant,

short piece of code, of general interest.

Of course, any we use will be paid fori

Send hints, ideas, questions and
comments to:

Gordon Findlay,

cl- Bits and Bytes,

Box 9870,
Auckland.

To keep track of where we have
reached in the array we use CU (for

"current card").

£•040 CU = 1

£050 PRINT N$;":"
£070 PRII\!T"Spades "

;

£080 IF HD(CU) < 40 THEN GOTO £100
£030 N = HD(CU):S0SUB 4000
£035 CU = CU + 1: IF CU <= 13 THEN
GOTO £080

£100 PRINT

-o

-o

o
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16 New Bond St., Kingsland
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CHANNEL FIVE PH 89164
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NORTHLAND
GARNET KEENE PH 84-999
36-40 Rathbone St.. Whangarei
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This looks more complex than it is

After printing the name of the ham

(line 2050), and the suite (lira

2070), we look at the current card,

it is not a spade, we may move on.|

it is a spade, we get its value, as

and print out the value, (GOSUl
4000), then move to the next car

(line 2095) and if we haven'

finished the whole lot, go back an|

see if the next card is still in spades
This may be repeated for t™

remaining suits. For the last suit wl

needn't check to see whether thj

next card is still in the same suit ol

not — once one club is found the resl

of the cards must all be clubs

Putting two more chunks like thi

spades routine, and a modificatioi

for clubs, gives us:

2110 PRINT"Hearts ";

2120 IF HD(CU) 27 THEN GOTO 2151

2130 N = HD(CU):GOSUB 4000
2140 CU = CU + 1: IF CU =13 THEI

GOTO 2120
2150 PRINT
2160 PRINT"Diamonds ";

2170 IF HD(CU) 14 THEN GOTO 220C
2180 N = HDICU) :GOSUB4000
2190 CU = CU + 1: IF CU 7 = 1 3 THEI

GOTO 2170
2200 IF CU 13 THEN RETURN
2210 PRINT
2220 PRINT"Clubs ";

2230 FOR l =CU TO 13
2240 N= HD(l):GOSUB 4000
2250 NEXT
2255 PRINT:PRINT
2260 RETURN

The main thing to watch is that C(

isn't allowed to exceed 13.

This subroutine which is missing i

to output just the value of card N

Here is what it looks like:

)993 REM output the value of one card

,000 IF N > 13 THEN N=N-13:G0T0 4000
1010 IF N = 1 "HEN PRINT "fl "; : RETU

K020 IF IM= 11 THEN PRIN" "J "
; : RETURN

1030 IF N = 1£ THEN PRINT"Q "::RETURN
h040 IF N = 13 THEN PRINT "K " : : RETUfl

1058 PRINT N;

t060 RETURN

Line 4000 takes advantage of th

ordering of the cards, subtracting 1

repeatedly until the value is in tn

range 1-13. Then there are

special cases: A, K, Q and J whic

are handled individually, and the res

of the cases just involve printing th

number.
I have used multi-statement lines

lot in this program. There are goo

reasons for not using them, but hei

the main reason is to avoid a lot c

redundant GOTO statements, and i

these cases I prefer the forms abovf

Now putting the bits togethei

with some preliminaries:

5 DEFINT A-Z
10 DIM CD(52),HD(13|,AUX(20,1)
20 CLS: REM clear screen

25 GOSUB 1000
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and we have a complete program.

Line 5 is unusual — leave it out if

your computer doesn't know about
integers being faster than real

number for arithmetic. Line 10
dimensions the card deck, a single

hand, and a little auxilliary array used
in the sort routine. Now bind or

merge the sort subroutine at 3000,
and it is finished. A complete listing

is included, and a sample of the

output — who wants a game?
What special features has the

program? Subroutines used to make
the program easier to write and
debug, and the importance of a good
data representation are the main
ideas, but I hope there are other little

quirks which are useful. The final

result isn't perfect by any means. I'm

sure it could be made a little faster,

although it isn't slow now. Aces are

still printed last in the list of cards,

rather than first as they ought to be,

and the output doesn't line up in nice

columns - a few TAB(20)s
scattered through lines 2070, 21 10
etc would help. The challenge is over

to you.

North

:

Spades 5 3 2
Hearts Q 6
Diamonds Q J 6 A
Clubs 9 6 2

East

:

Spades 10 9 8 6
Hearts 8 3 2
Diamonds K 4 3
Clubs I® 7 ft

South

:

Spades 7 4 ft

Hearts K J 9
Diamonds 10 7
Clubs 5

4 ft

West:
Spades K J
Hearts 10 7 5
Diamonds 9 8 2
Clubs K J 8 4

ST = 1

: ST = 14 :

: ST = £7
: ST = 40 :

GOSUB £000
bosub £000

: GOSUB £000
GOSUB £000

5 DEFINT fl-Z

10 DIM CD(5£),HD(i3>, AUX(£0, 1)

£0 CLS:RE:» clear screen
55 GOSUB 1000
100 N*=" North" :

118 NS = "East"
i£0 N$ = "South"
30 NS = "West"
998 END
999 HEM shuffle cards.
1000 FOR I = 1 TO 52
1010 CD<I) = I

1020 NEXT I

1030 FOR I = 1 TO 52
1040 J = INT(RND(0) * 52! +1
1050 TEMP = CD (I)

1060 CDII) = CD(J)
1070 CD (J) = TEMP
10BB NEXT
1090 RETURN
1999 REM out out a hand: oarameters N* and ST
2000 FOR I = 1 TO 13
£010 HD(I) = CD (ST +1-1)
£020 NEXT
2030 N=13
£040 CU = 1

£050 PRINT N*;":

"

2070 PRINT"Spades "

;

2080 IF HD(CU) < 40 THEN GOTO 2100
2098 N = HD(CU): GOSUB 4000
£095 CU = CU + 1 : IF CU <= 13 THEN GDTO 2080
£100 PRINT
£110 PRINi "Hearts "

;

2120 IF HD(CU) < £7 THEN GOTO 2150
£130 N = HD<CU):G0SUB 4000
2140 CU = CU + 1: IF CU < = 13 THEN GOTO 2120
2150 PRINT
21£0 PRINT"Diamonds ";

2170 IF HD(CU) < 14 THEN GOTO 2200
£180 N = HD(CU):3GSUB 4000
2190 CU = CU + 1: IF CU <= 13 THEN GOTO £170
2200 IF CU > 13 THEN RETURN
£210 PRINT
£££0 ?RINT"Clubs ";

£230 FOR I=CU TO 13
£240 N=HD(I) : GOSUB 4000
2250 NEXT
2255 PRINT: PRINT
£263 RETURN
2999 REM Quicksort subroutine
3000 IF N=0 THEN RETURN ' emoty
3010 Pfi=0:PB=0
3020 PC=1:PD=N
3030 DN=PC:UP=PD:FLAG=-1
3040 IF HD(DN) >= HD(UP) THEN GOTO 3070
3050 PR=PFH-l:FLP.G=-FLfiG
3Q63 TEtf? = HD(DN) :HD (DN) =HD (UP) :HD (UP) =TnMP
3070 IF FLAG=1 THEN DN=DN+1 ELSE UP=UP-1
3080 IF UP > DN THEN GOTO 3040
3090 IF DN ( PD - 1 THEN PB=PB+1 :P,UX (PB, 0) =DN+1 :AUX ( PB, 1 > =PD
3100 PD=DN-1
3110 IF PC ( PD THEN GO 1 3030 _ _
3i£0 IF PB=0 THEN RETURN ELSE POP.UX (PB, 0) : PD=AUX ( PB, 1 ) : PB=PB-I .-GOTO 3030
3999 REM output the value of one card
4000 IF N > 13 THEN N=N-13:G0T0 4000
4010 IF N = 1 "HEN PRINT "P. "; : RETURN
4020 IF N= 11 THEN PRIN" "J ";: RETURN
4030 IF N = IS THEN PRINT"0 "::RETURN
4040 IF N = 13 THEN PRINT "K ";: RETURN
4050 PRINT N;
4060 RETURN

A sample output from the toolbox

More
printers
next
month

BUSIIMESSPEOPLE — Get Professional Sales and

Support from Kapiti Coast's Computer Specialists

Authorised

Dealer

fl'

independent
usiness
achines

£imrted
S^»t8§a|$§s Beach Chambers. 17-19 Semriflw Rd. PO Box 1633.

Pafapwaumu Beach. Telephone: (058) 88-277.
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Using ML from BASIC
By Joe Colquitt
ML routines can be considered as

very fast "GOSUBS" which are
called in a similar fashion to BASIC
"GOSUBS". When the routine has
finished, it returns to the statement
after the one that called it.

For example. Commodore has two
keywords for using ML —

. "SYS"
and "USR". Other micros have
"CALL" or "USR". As long as you
know the BASIC syntax for your
machine, and allow for absolute
addresses, most of the routines and

explanations should be transferable.

SYS(address) will run an ML
routine starting at location (address)
and resume at the next BASIC
statement if there is an ML "return"
at the end of the ML routine. If a
"return" is omitted, problems can
occur. Unlike BASIC, which has error

messages, ML will just lock-up, go
crazy, or perform a "stop/restore".

This small program, often called a
BASIC loader, will change the border
colour on a C64:

10 FORI =0TO5 : READML : P0KE43 1 52 + I , ML : NEXT
20 SYS49152
30 DATfi 169,0, 141 ,32,208,96
The source code (ML listing) for this is:

C000 LDA#*00 ;load the accumulator with the colour
CODE

C002 STA*D020 ;3T0RE THE CONTENTS OF THE ACCUMULATOR
IN 3.D020

C005 RTS ; RETURN TO THE POINT AFTER THE CALL
INSTRUCTION

The '#$' is to show the number is a numbers greater than 255 are
value, not an address. Similarly, the
'$' denotes an address. Hexadecimal

calculated thus:

I NT <NUMBER/256 > =H I GH BYTE VALUE
NUMBER-< HIGH BYTE VALUE *256 ) =LOW BYTE VALUE

I NT < 49 1 52/256 > = 1 92 =*C0
THEREFORE 49152=*C000
INT<53230/256 > =208=*D0
THEREFORE 53280=3>D020
Commodore "USR" is an obscure,

tedious way of transferring BASIC
variables to ML routines. It can be
replaced easily by direct POKES into

43152-< 132*256)=0=*00

53280 - < 208 *256 ) =32 =*20

routines without the address setting

that "USR" requires.

The small ML routine above is the
equivalent of "POKE53280,0". To

COmPUT€R
WQRK5

Supply and support of computer

systems for Business, Trades

and Professionals.

IL kU-MQIr P"nters
dot matrix 5i daisy wheel

® SAINIYO and other top computers,

;
printers and software.

COmPUT€R
jyjC3|^|^^ MicrocowpuPers PhaPmatt business

first Ilaor. Queens flrcode, Queens Drive, lower Hutt • Phone 664944 • Box 30-669
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make the border a different coloii

the "0" can be replaced by the coi

for the new colour, eg. light red (I

'POKE49153,10:SYS49152'.
Similarly, the receiving locatii

can be changed, after calculating t

high and low bytes. "POKE4915
33:SYS491 52" makes the receivi

address the background colo

register ($D021).
Of course, this format is m

limited to colours, but can replai

any legal "POKE" statement.

The four important ML registei

are the accumulator, the X-registe

the Y-register and the stati

register. There are two others (stat

pointer, program counter), but thes

might not be used by eve

experienced programmers. I

registers except the program count!

are single-byte — they each can ho

only 0-255.
The accumulator is the busies

location in the computer. Evej

calculation, statement or operatid

uses it. Commodore users will find

at location 780 ($030C). TK

accumulator can be thought of as

sort of variable, used fo

manipulating data. It is accessib
from BASIC by POKE780, value.

you have the ML colour routine still

j

memory, try "POKE78C
4:SYS49154".

In their simplest uses, the X and
registers can also be thought of I

"variables". But their primary use

in indexing — loops, tables etj

Commodore users will find them,
781 ($030D) and 782 ($030E).
ML uses seven "flags" to indical

COMPUTER
GAMES
FOR HIRE

Games available for weekly hire

for the following computers:

• ATARI * APPLE * CAT
• TRS 80/SYSTEM 80

• COM 64 * VIC 20 • BBC

Send for catalogue and
membership details to:

COMPUTER GAME RENTALS LTD
P.O. BOX 30947, LOWER HUTT.

Name

Address

Type of Computer
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if certain things have happened. The
flags are 1) carry 2) zero 3) interrupt

4) decimal 5) break 6) overflow and
7) negative. The flags, each
allocated one bit, are stored in the
status register.

The stack is an area of 256 bytes
($0100-$01FF) used for storing

return address, temporary values
etc. by the computer, but also

available to the user for the same
purpose. The stack pointer holds the
address of the next available free

byte in the stack.

The program counter is a register

which holds the address of the next
instruction to be executed.
Anyone who would like a copy of

the public domain monitor,
"Supermon", for the C64, send a

cassette or disk and a stamped
return envelope to:

J. Colquitt,

6 Martin Ave.,
Mt Albert,

Auckland.

Following films

At a recent trade show in London,
software houses announced games
based on Paul McCartney's feature

film, Give My Regards to

Broadstreet, the Steven Spielberg

film, Gremlins, the offbeat Rocky
Horror Picture Show, and even one
based on Frankie Goes to

Hollywood's best selling record,

Relax.

Part of the reason for the current

spate of film tie-ins is the huge
success of Activision's Ghost-
busters game which has been a

consistent chart topper.

Commodore has announced a

game called Jack Attack featuring a

squat toughy not unlike former
Commodore boss, now Atari head
man. Jack Tramiel.

Changing computers
By Gordon Findlay

Eventually, the hard decisions have to

be made. And one of the hardest of all is

the decision to change computers. The
time must come though when changing
computers seems the only way out, and
when that time comes, there are no easy
options. Let's look at some of the issues
in upgrading.
Computers, like clothes, can be

outgrown. The amount we expect from
our computers increases steadily, and
what used to seem like a frill becomes an
essential. Not that long ago, few
hobbyists thought they would ever need
a disk drive. Now they are finding there
are a lot of advantages other than just
speed to a disk drive, and lots of
software which will work with one. Only
a matter of months ago, a 10 megabyte
hard disk was regarded as enormous —
now it's becoming a standard for small
business machines.

Like clothes, computers are subject to
fashion trends. New models come and
old ones go. Often the newer ones are
more powerful; sometimes they are just

flashier. But an old model, particularly
one which is no longer manufactured,
can pose a risk as far as support,
maintenance and the like is concerned,
and no new software will be obtainable.
When was the last time you saw a
software release for the Compucolor?
The hardware is still as good as ever but
software developers stopped working
with it years ago.
The need for more room, bigger disks,

better graphics, or newer software will

often dictate a change. The change will

obviously cost money for new hardware
and software, but there are less obvious
costs as well.

Useless software
Changing computers can render all

your existing software useless. A
computer Is its software, and the cost of

the software can easily exceed the cost
of the hardware. The need to replace or

rewrite software, at great expense of

time and money, is the single largest

barrier to upgrading.
Loss of access to data is another major

cost. If the new computer runs the same
programs as the old, for example by
sharing the same operating system,
there is no guarantee that the new one
can read the data files, such as word
processor files, spreadsheets,
accounting records, produced by the old.

The third major loss is knowledge.
Only some of the skills, facts and
techniques learnt with the old computer
will be transferable to the new. Much of

the detail will need to be relearnt, and
while the relearning will be much easier

than the original grappling, it will still

mean an investment of time and effort.

This makes it sound as if there are no
advantages to changing, and of course
there are. The new machine will

undoubtedly be more up-to-date, an
advance in technology, more powerful,
and capable of running much more
interesting software. It will almost
certainly be much more interesting as
well, if only for the novelty!

Three options are open to the user
about to upgrade. The first is to add on to
the existing system. This is the least

painful in terms of software replacement
and relearning. It probably doesn't
increase the level of the technology
used, or give access to more modern
software. It becomes a limited option
once the heart of the system is

discontinued — the expansions stop
being produced eventually too.

This is a strong possibility with the
right basic machine — witness the
number of System 80s still being
expanded in RAM size, and the number
of disks being added. The reason for the
continued expandability of the System
80 is the large, even vast, software
base, and the involvement of many
knowledgeable hobbyists with the
machine from the early days.

Expansion of some machines isn't

feasible on cost grounds — adding a full

complement of RAM and one disk drive
might cost five times the original

machine — or because the additional

•IN STOCK!*
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components aren't produced at all.

A second option is to upgrade to a

similar machine, with at least some
degree of compatibility. The classic

example of this is the new IBM AT,
which is a logical upgrade for an
IBM PC. Much of the existing software
— although not all - will still be useful,

and provision has been made to carry
many of the accessories of the PC across
to the AT. This is an upgrade path done
properly.

Upgrading from an Apple 11+ to a lie

makes sense in that new software
becomes available, as does some
increase in the level of technology, and
the machine is noticeably more up to

date with little penalty in obsolescence.
The step-up here is much smaller than in

the IBM example, but so is the outlay.

Dog to tail

A danger here is that one can become
so wedded to a machine that upgrading
becomes a matter of adding a dog to a
tail. The apocryphal (we hope) stories of

a ZX81 with a 30 megabyte hard disk
attached illustrates this. Here the
peripheral must spend a lot of time
waiting for the central computer to catch
up.

The third and hardest option is to bite
the bullet and replace from scratch. This
is sensible if the step-up required is large
or if the first machine was used as a

learning tool. This is the route for those
with small games machines, for

example, who decide to get seriously

into computing or to introduce the
computer into a business. It is also the
only answer for those of us who have
left replacement so late that our existing

machine is several generations of

equipment behind the frontier.

What can be done with the old

machine? One obvious alternative is to
sell it second-hand. A strong second-
hand market is developing in computers,
and while prices are only a fraction of the
new prices, half a loaf is better than no
bread. Often it will be worth keeping the
old machine, initially at least, to access
existing data, and use existing software.

For the home user, upgrading mostly
means a substantial outlay, and the loss

of favourite software which is usually
easily replaced with equivalent
programs. But for the business user,
upgrading may incur substantial costs in

recreating data files. Imagine the
difficulties faced by a business whose
entire accounting data must be
transferred.

If the new or upgraded machine uses
the same operating system, such as
CP/M or MS-DOS, as the old, it may be
possible to have the data and programs
transferred to disks in the format of the
new machine. A number of firms offer

this "disk-making" service. Transfer, of
data files anyway, may be possible using

a serial - RS-232 - link between i

two computers. Certainly, the transfer

systems will be one important factor

discuss when buying a new machj
and in all probability it will be necess
to run the two in tandem for some tim

Post your

subscription

today
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ZX81

Caterpillar

By Michael Pointon
In this 1 6K game, you are a caterpillar,

and must move around eating dots

without colliding with you own tail or a

wall. You use the arrow keys to move.
Note that it is possible to crash by
moving back into yourself. You could

add a pause command by inserting this

line:

1012 IF l$= "P" THEN PAUSE 65000
Then if you press P, the game will

pause until you press another key. You
can make dot-eating faster by adding
these lines:

1201 FAST
1265 SLOW

I lci ha-w
4. PRINT "PRES ANY KEY TO STfl

5 IF INKEY*="" THEN GOTO 5
6 C1_S
7 PRINT RT 5,5; "

.

lO FOR N = l TO 21 _ ,._
£0 PRINT RT N,0; "",-RT N,31; "
30 NEXT N
40 FOR N=l TO SO _5© PRINT fiT 1,N; "•; RT S1,N;"I
60 NEXT N
70 PRINT RT 0,0; "SCORE 00000";

RT 0,17; "HI SCORE 0O0000"
ea LET DF=PEEK lssas+asetPEEK

16397+1
90 LET S=0
120 PRINT RT 0,12-LEN STR* S; S;

RT ©,32-LEN STR* HS, HS
14.0 DIM T(60O,2)
ISO LET PT = 1
160 LET ENCPTsS
170 LET T (1, 1) =15
160 LET T <1 .21 =10
190 Lci 7(^,1) =1S
20O LET T (2,2) =11210 LET DIR=-1
.228 PRINT RT 15 , 10; "B" ; RT 15,11

JS J-S LET IS =INKEY*
^?iS ?E~.XS5"" THEN GOTO 10221020 LET BIR=-S.*«I*= ".S") -I**I*="
1022 LET Y=T<PT,1)
1024. LET X=TtPT«ai1030 PRINT RT V«Xi"B"104.0 LET PT=PT-1 '

J2?2 iP PT =0 THEN LET PT=ENr>RT10&© PRINT RT T(PT,1) ,T<PT,S)7"

CO/V\/V\ODOR€ 64

Function List & Run
By Daniel Moore
This machine code utility allows the

two most commonly-used keywords
(RUN and LIST) to be produced with a

single key-press. Enter the listing exactly

as given and save it. Run it, enter NEW,
and continue as normal. To list a

program, press F1 , and to run a program,
press F3. You can deactivate the routine

with Runstop/Restore and reactivate it

with SYS 49152.
5 REM F1=LIST.F3=RUN. RUN/RESTORE =DEACTIU
ATE.SYS49152=REACTIUATE.
6 :

7 :

10 F0RX=49152T049232:READA:T=T+A:P0KEX,A
:NEXT
20 IFT<>9654THENPRINT"ERR0R IN DATA " : END
100 DATA120. 169, 13. 14 1,20, 3, 169, 192, 141

110 DATA21 ,3.88.96.165.197,201.5
120 DATA208 , 19 , 169 ,3 , 133 , 198 , 169 ,82
130 DATA141 ,119.2,169,213,141 ,120,2
140 DATA1 69. 13, 14 1.121 ,2, 165. 197. 201
150 DATA4 ,208 ,33 , 169 .3 , 133 . 198 , 169
160 DATA76,141,119,2,169.201 ,141 ,120
170 DATA2, 169, 13, 141 ,121,2,160,0
180 DATA162, 0.232, 224, 0,208, 251 ,200
190 DATA192 ,0,208,244.76,49,234,239,

READY

.

10 70
IR
1OS0
IR/2
10-30
111©
1120
1138
1140
11SO
1150
1200
1202
1204
1206
1208
1210
1
1220
1230

IF BBS DIR=1 THEN LET X =X+D

IF RES DIR=a THEN LET Y=Y+D

LET P=PEEK. U>F+33*Y+XJ
IF P=12S THEN GOTO 1300
IF P =27 THEN GOTO 1200
LET T (PT, 1) =Y
LET T (PT ,2) =X
PRINT RT Y ,X; "B"
GOTO 1010
LET ENDPT=ENG'PT + 1
LET F=0
IF PT=1 THEN LET F=l
LET R=T (EMOPT-1 , 1)
LET B =T IENDPT - 1 , 2 1

FOR N=ENDPT TO PT+F STEP -

LET T (M , li =T (N-l, 1)
LET T It!, 2) =T (N-l, 2)

.v^v.v-V'.-..^v-'-vw.v.%^--y/....^y..>v.>y-v:.W.,.i:«MWm«^

1240 NEXT N
1243 IF F=0 THEN GOTO 12SO
1246 LET T /I, 1) =R
1248 LET T(l,2)=6
1250 LET S=Stl0
1251 LET U=l
1S52 LET fl=RND*a=+l
1254 LET 6=RND*lS+2
1256 IF PEEK tDF+33*B+R> C >0 THEN
GOTO 12S2
1257 PRINT RT B,fi;"."
1256 LET V=VJ-1
1259 IF U=0 THEN GOTO 1252
1260 PRINT RT 0,12-LEN STR* SJ

5

1270 GOTO 1130
1300 IF S<=HS THEN GOTO 2
131© LET HS=5
1320 PRINT FIT 0,32-LEN 5TRS HS; H

1330 JOTO 2

FIViMEWOWi
"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY"
Demonstration Disc Offer.

Framework is the only
integrated Software that

contains a programming
language. This means that

you can use the language to
create special applications

which use all the features of

Framework.
For the first time user you

will find it easy to design
custom programs which let

you outline, write, work with
data and create graphs for

your own special

requirements and use all

Framework's functions with
a single set of easily learned
commands.

Requires 384 K.RAM

A limited facility

Demo Disk plus a
tutorial disk of
FRAMEWORK is

available for $50.00.
Should you then

decide to purchase
Framework we will

credit the cost of the
demo disk and
tutorial, provided you
purchase Framework
within 60 days.

Full price $1556.
Prices subject to

currency fluctuations.

Available only for

IBMPC and
Workalikes.

Dealer Enquiries welcome.

Send to Computer Store Please send me demo discs

FREEPOST 907 of Framework at $50.00 each.

P.O. Box 31-261 I use a CPU DOS
Auckland, 9. Enclosed is my cheque for $
Ph. (9) 499-458

NAME . . .

ADDRESS PHONE
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Asian pirates crack Apple He
By John MacGibbon
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Asian hardware pirates have finally

cracked Apple's major line of defence for

the Apple II series: they have cloned the

Me model. Previous Apple II clones

originating from Asia have been based on
the older II Plus series.

Rumours of the "breakthrough" have
been circulating for a few months, and
the development is confirmed in a

circular we've seen from a Taiwanese
company. In typically quaint Asian
business language, the circular

announces: "Now we start to offer the

Apple lie for exporting now."
The address is just a "room" in a

Chung Chung Road building, and the
supplier is undoubtedly one of a number
of back-room companies hawking the

product.
FOB prices for individual sales of 64K

computers, with an 80-column card,

range from $US220 for a one-piece

model to $US250 for a model with a

separate keyboard. Quantity discounts

are offered, and there is also a "main
board" model selling for $US160.
We have heard of similar offers by

other Taiwanese exporters. One is

represented in New Zealand by an agent
who offers to take a customer's money,
and send it, with an offer, to the Taiwan
exporter.

The goods are mailed direct to the
customer who is responsible for clearing

it through customs. The Kiwi agent loads

the price by 25%, to cover time and
effort, and to finance a "guarantee".

Disk drives and a monitor would have
to be bought separately. However, there

is no shortage of perfectly adequate
third-party equipment already on the
New Zealand market.
Japanese Apple-compatible disk

drives can be had for about $400, while

monitors sell for as little as $300.
Extended 80-column cards (which
expand memory to 128K) have been
available for about $180.

In New Zealand, a genuine 64K/80
column Apple lie (without disk drive or

monitor) retails for more than $NZ3000:
eight times the Taiwanese FOB level.

(However the more economic way to

buy a 64K Apple he/e is bundled with
one drive, 80-column card and a

monitor, for $4055.)
Apple will presumably be somewhat

miffed about the Taiwanese lie. One
reason why it developed the lie, which
contains many custom chips, was to foil

the hardware pirates. The strategy

worked for two years, and gave valuable
breathing space while Apple worked
through the failure of its Apple III and
Lisa range, and established the
Macintosh.

However, Apple's bread and butter

still comes from its Me and lie models.

And one thing that has really helped
promote these computers, both to first

time buyers and to owners of older

Apples, has been the availability of the

popular integrated AppleWorks program.
AppleWorks, and a number of other

important programs, will not run on older

Apples, Franklins or earlier Asian clones.

But the new Taiwan clone can handle

AppleWorks. Or so the circular claims]

Would-be buyers should heed
number of factors, not least the ethifj

implications of the whole deal. Th

should also remember the typical

failure rate of Asian "Apples", tB

problems of servicing them, and t»

possibility they may not be compatibl

with further developments in the Apple]

world.
Caveat Emptor!

Ch • IIsing a
Payroll System
r— Read this before you decide -

• The T.C.S. PAYROLL provides detailed reporting

on each employee, detailed reports lor each
pay run. detailed reports tor employers for M.T D.

and Y.T.D. totals.

• the T.C.S. PAYROLL is extremely flexible

providing lor multiple hourly rates, unit rales,

extras and deductions.

• The I.C.S. PAYROLL calculates all tax

deduclions ond retains totals tor quick,

accurate printing ot IR1 2 tax torms.

•The T.C.S. PAYROLL provides lor bolh active and
non-active employees.

.

T*""

• The T.CS PAYROLL allows lor a mixture ot

ditlerent pay Irequencies between employees.

• The T.C.S. PAYROLL calculates cash
breakdown and banking splits

• The T.CS PAYROLL provides lor rounding ol pay
il required.
• The T.C.S. PAYROLL was completely written in

N.Z. and is fully supported in N.Z.

• The purpose of this Payroll system is to provide

quick, accurate Payroll calculations, keep
accurate records of employee totalsand retain

employer totals lor necessary lax returns

what you've been
looking for ?

;

•;.

: . -;:,
.

.. - .

at only£499
:;>-**

'

SPECIFICATIONS
• Runs undot MS-DOS 2 Available .or IBM PC ana

compatibles, also Sanyo 550 series. (Commodore
versions available)

• 12flk memory lor 200 employees
• 256k memory lor 320 employees

• Hardware requirement.
Minimum 128k RAM Micro Computer (MS-DOS 2|

— One 36DK Disk Onve
— 80 column printer

there really is

no choice!

PAYROLL
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:—

THAMES COMPUTER SERVICES.
PO. BOX 527 THAMES N.Z. — «
PH (0843) 86 893 #'
OR RETURN COUPON
TO ABOVE _^
ADDRESS

lhames Compuler Services

A division ol James [leclionics lla
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Mousing about
By Pip Forer

Undoubtedly, the chic peripheral of

1984 was the mouse: not a wee,
timorous, cowering beastie but the slick,

seductive desktop pointing aid brought
into prominence by the Apple Lisa and
Macintosh and quickly copied by
everyone in sight. Mice started out life

with Xerox and caught the public's gaze
working for 16-bit business machines.
The AMX mouse is a new option aimed
at the eight-bit BBC, although it should
work with additional second processors
of great power.
A mouse is fundamentally a small box

(about the size of a bar of soap) with one
or more buttons attached to it and linked

to the computer by a cable. On their

underside most mice have a single,

rotating ball set into a mounting. When
moved over a desktop, the ball turns and
the mouse senses and reports this

movement to the computer. In its turn,

the computer notes these movements
and translates them into movement of a

pointer (or cursor) on the screen.

Thus, hand movements get translated

into the ability to point at objects on the
screen. The mouse is argued to be
nimbler than joysticks, cheaper and less

bulky than bit pads, and more reliable

and convenient than most light pens. In

the classic Macintosh implementation,
the mouse is used to link to icons on the
screen, each icon a symbol for a

command or object.

The AMX mouse clearly owes a great

deal to the Apple initiative, although one
must stress for the unfamiliar that it

lacks the integration with the operating
system — crucial to more advanced
systems' success.

It comes as a package consisting of a

mouse (with three buttons), a ROM, two
manuals and a disk. The mouse plugs
into the user-port underneath the BBC.
The disk contains software for designing
icon symbols and a program called AMX
ART which offers some of the features

associated with the Macintosh and
(more limited) Apple II mice, in particular

pull-down menus and easy sketching.
Two screens produced with AMX ART
are shown below. Since this is the first

thing the user looks at after the very
simple installation procedures (and
features heavily in AMX advertising), we
might consider this first.

The whole program is mouse driven

and options for drawing are selected by
pointing at the particular symbol: paint

[roller to fill a' shape, eraser to remove
[points etc. In addition, the user can
[select options (such as style of text) by
[pointing at one of the headings in the top
Icommand line. A pull-down menu of

loptions, from which choices can be
Imade, then appears. When finished with,

the menu disappears and the pre-existing

portion of the screen is reinstated. The
second figure shows the menu option at

work, as well as some of the fill patterns

Available to the user. AMX ART works in

(two colour) mode four and the pictures

produced can be saved as standard
screen images on disk.

AMX ART is an example of what the
mouse can do. Also on the disk is a

program for editing and creating icon

symbols.
As such, both programs are fair pieces

of software comparable to many
features on the Apple II mouse.
However, they are a little limited when
set against stronger stuff and one feels

AMX ART tries too hard to pretend it is

more than it really is. The close aping of

the Macintosh MacPaint screen layout is

inappropriate, given the inevitable

limitations of eight-bit processor and
memory space. Notwithstanding this,

the features it offers are produced
smoothly and quickly.

The AMX mouse is far more
impressive for the facilities it makes
available for programming the mouse
and icons from normal BASIC or other

languages, and even for integrating the
mouse into commercial programs. This

comes about from facilities offered by
the ROM through a variety of

commands.
Some of these commands (such as

"WINDOW to create working windows)
are easily implemented on the BBC by
any hacker via VDU calls (and the
commands don't include the screen
handling needed for pull-down menus),
but other commands are really very

handily packaged. Two allow mouse
movements to be turned into cursor

(arrow) keypresses. After *MCURSOR
ON, moving the mouse has the same
effect as using the arrow keys. In a

wordprocessor, this command before
entry to the wordprocessor would allow

editing, using the mouse as a pointing

device rather than the keys.

Alternatively, the mouse movements
can be used to directly drive a graphics

cursor on the screen. Under this mode,
the programmer can select an icon

as a pointing device and use
'MOVEPOINTER to translate mouse
movements into a smooth movement of

the pointer on the screen. A command to

the operating system then allows the
pointer's position to be read back BOTH
as text locations AND in terms of

graphics co-ordinates. The state of the
buttons can also be read. Commands
exist for making the buttons

automatically equivalent to certain

keyboard keystrokes such as (RETURN].
These commands allow simple

programming of a pointer on the screen.
Others allow for the definition and
display of icons. The icons here are

symbols 16 dots by 16 dots, composed
in reality from a two by two character
matrix. In fact, .the ROM uses the BBC's
font redefinition facility to create new
characters and then just handles the
maintenance of these in groups as icons.

The available commands allow icon
creation, loading (in groups of 32) and
display. Apart from 32 icons in ROM,
you can also create your own sets in

RAM.
What you are left with is the ability to

place icons and point at the screen or
move a cursor over it with great
simplicity. The option of letting mouse
movements replace editing keystrokes is

a bonus immediately apparent when
copying and editing a BASIC program.
These options provide a programmer
with a useful tool for producing
programs that are easy to use.
The BBC is particularly well suited to

many of these uses and the strength of
the AMX mouse, compared with other
eight-bit mice, is its ease of integration

with other programs. Unlike one mouse
environment, for instance, it doesn't
save its picture images in a different

manner to normal images. The mouse
can also be used in any mode. Although
AMX ART is the part of the product that
strikes you first, it turns out to be the
least significant part.

The real query with the AMX mouse is

how widely it will be used. The really

successful uses of mice occur when the
product is integrated with the machine's
operating system and there is a wide
base of users to encourage mouse-driven
software. The full complexities of a

mouse-driven environment cannot be
implemented on a BBC, but neat new
programs can. If you buy an AMX
mouse, you get a new tool for writing
friendlier programs without altering the
fundamental BBC environment. And for

that, it works very neatly and can be well
recommended.

Pass Bits & Bytes

to a friend

- - - SPECIAL OFFER - - -
Buy a Dick Smith 'CAT' Computer, Disk Drive and Controller (Normally S2Q39.95),
and get the EMULATOR CARTRIDGE (worth $149.95) FREEH! - Plus, since we prefer
round figures, our price to you is just $2000.00
CALL OR WRITE TO:

KANE AGENCIES LTDMasL™
Orders despatched promptly, FREIGHT FREE. Visa, Bankcard Accepted.
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As an importer of Clare's

BetaBase, it is of importance to me
to have the opportunity to reply to

Bernard Gunn's review (Bits & Bytes,

April 1985). He makes a few
misleading points, possibly because

he has not actually used the system.

"If at this stage, there is not

enough room on a disk, you would

have to delete some old unused files

to make room. To do this . . . "If

indeed one was using BetaBase

"seriously", one would hardly be

likely to have "old unused files" on
current disk. But if one should find

there was insufficient room for the

size of file required, the answer is

simply to place a new formatted disk

in the drive you wish to have the file

in and then nominate this drive as the

new file drive. Should you find there

is no unused formatted disk

available, the answer to the

program's question: "Do you have
enough records available?" would
still be"Y".
The program would then generate

a file to the length of space available.

Then all you do is redefine that file by
use of the "Redefine" function and
nominate, a new disk for this file. As
you can see, not "unfortunate" as

was stated.

Mr Gunn goes on to say: "other

90 Page Software Catalogue
for TRS-80ISystem 80 Users!

as we publish new software we send you free UPDATES.
Our offer is to keep you informed of NEW products,

NEW services and our regular special prices.

Fill in the coupon and return to:

Molymerx Ltd.
J"

P.O. Box 60-152 1

Titirangi,

AUCKLAND
NEW ZEALAND

(817) 4372

Bankcard/Visa accepted

enclose $ at $5.00 per copy
TRS.80 Catalogue

Name
Address

Phone

Dealer enquires welcome

COMPUTER BOOKS
NEW AND PROVEN SELLERS

CP/M For Kaypro (with an intro lo dBase II)

Perry / McJunkins
Easy to follow guide lo using CP/M & dBase II with your

Kaypro, boih for first time and experienced users.

Reston S50.S5

Z-80 Assembler For CP/M
Gordon King
This guide describes the assembler starting from general

descriptions of methods & algorithms and proceeding

gradually 10 more detailed explanations.

Reston S74.85

C Reference Manual
Harbison / Steele

This book begins with an overview of the C language and

the enviromenl in which C programs arc compiled and
executed.

Prentice-Hall S59.85

Commodore 64 Game Construction Kit

Rupp / Hartman
This book will teach you how lo program your own games.

Reston 544.85

dBase II Guide For Small Business
Schadewald / Dickey
This book is an excellent "starter kit" for any entrepreneur

interested in automating his or her general office tasks

from accounting and inventory to customer list

maintenance.

Reston S74.85

Guide to Apple Writer 11

Allen /Ayes
This book leads you through the commands you need lo

lype and print a brief passage. Pari II gives you a
comprehensive overview of all the Apple Writer II

commands.
Prentice Hall 556.85

Illustrated MS DOS Wordstar Handbook
R. A. Stultz

The author translates jargon into plain English and

includes a description of each function, its application and
a typical operation providing exact key strokes.

Prentice • Hall S44.85

Commodore 64 Logo Primer
Bitter/ Watson
Discover how easy il is lo learn Logo. The Commodore 64
Logo primer leaches anyone — novice or advanced user
— how exciting useful and creative Logo can be.

Reston 550.85

dBase II For Beginners
Tony Lima
Provides a practical approach for beginners to learn the

popular dBase II database management program. It

explains what you need to know to use dBase II a step at a
time.

Prentice - Hall 544.85

Order through your local bookseller.
Computer Shop or Bits and Bytes.
Wholesale terms available to trade outlets.

Distributed by Whitehall Books Ltd.

P.O. Box 38-694. Petone.

Send for information /catalogues

Name: . .

Address:

database managers show the field

underlined". Perfectly true, as is,

other database managers have fixed

field length. "Unfortunately, this is
|

not the same as a name which has

been typed "Smith". I, for one,

should hope not as when I search for
|

"SMITH", I expect "SMITH" not I

"Smith" which is of course entirely

different. A decided advantage,
would think. Apart from the fact that

BetaBase will search for and hold

500, not "300 files", this is an

indictment of the BBC not BetaBase,

as search files are limited by the

amount of memory available in

which to store the temporary file

while it is being worked on. Strange

as it is that one cannot do a sort until

the search file is created, is it such a

decided weakness to have to wait 60
seconds longer to sort 500 fields to a

depth of five search criteria?

I am very surprised Mr Gunn uses

disks to store data and yet does not

keep back-up copies! I don't know of

a system in use that does not corrupt
|

data when for instance, while writing

to the disk, a power surge/spike

failure occurs.

I use BetaBase daily to keep a track
|

of repairs carried out in the

workshop, and to date have found

nothing to come near it, let alone

equal it. And I have tried many. As to

it being "too frail for serious work," I

find that in use it has the most
powerful and fastest search and sort

facilities at present available for the

BBC and now because of the falling

New Zealand dollar at $93, excellent

value for money.
- BRIAN MYCROFT (Tokoroa).

Order please!

We got a bit out of order in our BBC
column last month. The section between
the headings, "At the chalkface" and
"How it works", should have appeared
before the heading, "Great claims".

Leaving's easy
Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd hasl

ordered Sperry's Departure Control

System (USA*DCS) to broaden it!

existing Sperry software andj

hardware systems.
The system incorporates

passenger check-in, aircraft load!

planning and weight-and-balance.
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Music macro language
By Barbara Bridger
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The Spectravideo is well equipped in

the sound department — it can produce a

variety of sound effects and three part
melody. The programmable sound
generator (PSG) has 16 registers which
can be accessed through the PLAY and
SOUND statements and also by the BEEP
command. The PSG can continue to
produce sound, while the CPU is carrying
on with the program sequence provided
the queue of instructions to it is not too
long. A string of 21 notes appears to be
the limit before program execution is

slowed down. This is reduced if the
string contains rest, length, or octave
instructions.

As the name suggests, the BEEP
command produces a beep sound and
may be used in a program to remind the
user that more input is required, the
previous input is incorrect or at any stage
of the program that interaction is

required. A string of beeps produced by
FOR 1 = 1 TO 10:BEEP:NEXT
is less likely to be missed than a single

beep. BEEP has the effect of setting all

SOUND and PLAY parameters to the
default options. This must be kept in

mind if BEEP is used in a program where
these parameters have been modified.
The SOUND command allows the

programmer direct access to the PSG
registers and is very useful for

generating special sound effects. The
PLAY command is more suitable for

producing music. It is similar to the
DRAW command in that a series of
instructions is placed within a string to

achieve the desired result. This article

concentrates on the commands available
in this "music macro language".

Notes can be named as standard in

music — CDEFGAB with # or + used to

indicate a sharp, — to indicate a flat, (the

sharp or flat indication trails the note it

refers to rather than preceding it as in

sheet music), and O(n) to indicate the
octave. There are eight possible octaves,
numbered one to eight, and 04 is the
default octave. It is also possible to name
the note by number using N(n). This
makes it easier to transpose a set of
notes up or down a number of

semitones. Here, n may have values
from to 96 inclusive with NO giving a

rest.

PLAY '04CDEFGABO5C or PLAY
'N36N38N40N41 N43N45N47'
will both give the first octave of the C
major scale.

A word of warning if you are planning
to use your Spectravideo to accompany
a musical instrument. The pitch of the
Spectravideo is a full tone below a piano
tuned to A (440Hz). This table, compiled
by John Bridson of the Wellington Users
Club, shows the translation necessary to
bring your Spectravideo into tune.

Piano Computer Computer Computer
Note Note Note Octave
Name Name Number Number
A+, B- C 36

B C+ , D- 37

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

MIDDLE C D
C+. D- D+. E-

D E

D+, E- F
E F+ , G-
F G

F + , G- G +.A-
G A

G+, A- A + .B-
A (440 B
HZ)

The frequency of the A above middle C
has been used as the standard of
reference for some centuries but it was
not until the 1 8th century that the tuning
fork was invented to give a readily

available standard. Previously, each
village took its A from the local village

organ with the result that the note, A,
might be several semitones different
from the A in another town. The
frequency of A standardised initially at
415 to 428Hz, but over the years
increased until in 1953, the International
Standards Organization recommended
the adoption of A 440Hz as the standard
frequency throughout the world. Some
orchestras still tune to A 442 or even A
444 to get a "brighter" tone but this

poses problems for the instruments
which lose quality of sound.
The length of the notes, in relation to

each other, is set by the command L(n)
where n may range from 1 to 64 with the
default value being 4. The actual length
of the note is equivalent to 1/n —
doubling n halves the length of the note.
When the length is to be altered for only
one note, n can be placed after the note
name without using the L command. For
example,
PLAY 'L2AAL8BL2GG'
and
PLAY 'L2AAB8GG' give the same result.

The length of pauses or rests is given by
R(n), where n may take the same values
and has the same effect as in L(n).

The length of notes or rests may also

be adjusted by using a dot (or dots) after

a note or rest. Each dot increases the
length by 3/2 times, exactly as for a

dotted note in sheet music.
The overall speed or tempo of the

music is set by T(n). Here n may range
from 32 (the slowest) to 255 (the

fastest) with the default value for n being
120.
The output volume is set by V(n)

where n may range from to 1 5 and the
default value is 8. The sound level you
hear is of course ultimately determined
by the volume control knob on your TV
or monitor.

As for the DRAW command, the
versatility of the PLAY command is

greatly increased by the option to use
variable names instead of n to set the
various parameters. It is also possible to
include a substring using the command
x substring ; which is very useful
when it is desired to repeat the same set
of notes within a piece of music.
A semicolon is required to separate the

commands when variable names of X
(substring) are used. For example,
10 AS= 'cdefgab'
20 FOR 1=1 TO 7
30S=I"32
40 PLAY T=S; 0=1; XA$';
50 NEXT I

The Spectravideo has three sound
channels which means three notes can
be played simultaneously allowing for
three part harmony.
PLAY XS, Y$, ZS
The chief difficulty is keeping the three

channels in time with each other which
can be done only by keeping a careful

check on the length of notes and rests in

each of the three strings. Each channel
can have different tempo and volume
settings.

The final two parameters of PLAY, S
and M, are the least straightforward to

make use of but permit many interesting
uanatmno

COMPUTER BASED TRAINING
FROM A.T.I.

For Spreadsheets,
Word Processors, DBMS, Operating
Systems and even some Computers

ssj&e GUT. from AJ.I.

THE FASTEST WAY TO MAXIMISE
YOUR COMPUTER INVESTMENT

Enquiries and mail orders from:

__ TOTAL
NOW AVAILABLE FROM COmDUtCr

YOUR COMPUTER DEALER Iservices
LIMITED

Authorised
N.Z. Distributor.

P.O. BOX 1509. DUNEDIN,
PHONE (024) 773-944
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Player's choice
The Games Creator — Mirrorsoft.

Distributed by Fountain Marketing.
$29.95. Reviewed by Andrew
Mitchell.

"The Games Creator is designed to
allow you to easily make your own
games. No special knowledge of
machine code or programming
experience is necessary."

That's the promise made at the start of
the handbook that goes with this

program and it keeps its promise.
This program will allow you to design

your own aliens, tune, sound effects,

scenery and sprites and the rules that
govern their movements and abilities.

It's very good value for money.
On loading, an impressive menu

appears in the form of a simple maze or'

branching system. Some choices have
further choices within them and you
guide your cursor with joystick or cursor
keys through the maze to your selection.
I will deal with each of the choices you
have from the main menu.

The choices
• Play: puts you into whatever game is

currently held by the Games Creator.
You can then play the game with
whatever rules and characters you have
invented.

• Load or Save: are two separate
choices with obvious functions. The
Games Creator comes with three ready-
made games — Bouncer resides within
the program when you load; Hawk Patrol

and Snake Pit are on the second side of

the tape and can be loaded using the
command. These three programs are
very different and truly show off the
capabilities of the program. Just a note
here: all games created by this program
can be used only with the Games Creator
in memory.

• .Change: Where the fun starts. Down
this branch in the maze lie all the options
for changing the game resident in

memory or creating your own completely
new one. I decided to invent my own
game and see how long it took to master
the system. I managed to get a playable

game going from scratch in about four
hours. It still needs refinement, and is not
as complicated as the sample games, but
I am well pleased.

What's possible
• Aliens: This means anyone who is not
the Player. For example, in Bouncer, one
of the "aliens" is a key you have to
reach to progress to the next level. This
branch has two further choices:
— Movement: You can decide the

amount and direction of random
movement, the pattern or path any
particular alien will have on the screen
and position from which it will start.

— Rules: Each alien has certain rules it

must obey while on the screen. These
include the speed it will animate (refer

sprites below), the speed while on the
screen, whether it can shoot or not,

what happens if it collides with the

player, and several others.

• Sound: Two choices here:
— Tune: You can write any tune you like

as long as it is shorter than 22 bars
and written in the key of C. The
writing has been simplified very much
and if you are not musically inclined,

you can easily copy your favourite
sheet music. You have a choice of

five instruments to play it on and the
option of having it during the game,
only at the end, both, or not at all. A
criticism here is that you cannot enter
this branch simply to alter your music.
To choose this branch is to wipe your
previous efforts and start again. I

think that's a shame — especially if

you've written 21 bars of music that
has some small part you don't like.

— Effects: There are seven occasions
which can have sound effects, player

dying, player shooting or jumping and
the five aliens dying. You are able to
choose which waveform you want
and its attack, delay and frequency.
There's plenty of variety for

everyone's taste.

• Graphics: Two choices again:
— Scenery: The screen size is 40 x 24

(one line is used for scoring) and you
can design the background. Therefore
you have up to 960 blocks to use at

your leisure. These can be designed
on an eight by eight palet (the number
of pixels in a block) and there are
numerous aids to get the designs you
want. There are three types of blocks
to design — those that the player can
pass over; those that stop the player;

WE REPAIR: C64 SX64 VIC20 1515 1520 1525 1540 1541

ALIGNMENT OF DISK DRIVES

Grundmann Electronic Service & Development Ltd

P.O. BOX 143 WAIKANAE PH. (058)34291
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and those which kill the player on
contact. Having designed the scenery
you can place it on the screen in any
of 1 6 colours.

— Sprites: Perhaps the most important
part but with one of the smallest
sections in the manual. Your
imagination can really run riot here.
You can design the player and up to
five aliens as well as the player's
bullet, alien's bullet, three animations
of the alien dying and four animations
of the player dying. Each alien can
have four animations and the player
can have eight.

But animations, I mean the different
parts of movement. Bouncer for example
runs across the screen and this is

achieved by flicking through the slightly
different animations at the speed
determined by you, to give the effect of
running. The same holds for the aliens
and their movement.
Each sprite can be up to three colours

(two common to all other sprites) and as
you design the sprite on a pallet which
fills nearly half the screen. An actual-size
sprite also appears to show you what
you are creating.

• Player: Really the player rules
section, this gets the start position for
the player, the keys required for
movement (needed even if using a
joystick), whether a player continues to
move after the key or joystick is

released, and whether it is a jumping or
shooting game.
Just in case you are a little concerned

about all the apparent violence, let me
reassure you. The terms used are well
known to everyone but do not
necessarily have to be taken in the literal

sense. The game I wrote, for example,
was a non-violent game about the
shuttle collecting space garbage, such as
dead satellites, from outer space.

I am very impressed with this program.
It comes in a large plastic wallet with a

reasonably comprehensive book of

instructions. There are one or two gaps
in the book which could have been filled

(I'm still not quite sure about the aliens'
]

movement and their reappearance after

they are shot). But to have written a

manual that covered every single detail

would have made the project larger than
necessary and increased the price. I think
this is a well thought out program which
must have taken months of continual
work to get to where they have. I think it

is exceptional value.

Pass Bits & Bytes
to a friend
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"You pays your money, and you takes your choice." That was really the
essence of the three tape games Fountain Marketing gave our Andrew
Mitchell to review.

Shades of Michael Jackson
CHILLER Mastertronic $9.95

This game, inspired I'm sure by the
Michael Jackson video, "Thriller", is a

good game for those with little to spend
and not too particular about quality

graphics. The graphics tend to be
uninspiring, especially the hero, whose
role you take.

The music however, makes up a little

for this, and is helpful to the game play in

a peculiar way. The response to the
joystick is fractionally slow and the
graphics sometimes appear to have the
hero standing in mid-air without support.
The aim of the game is for the hero to

rescue his loved one from the haunted
house. To get there, you have to pass
through various obstructive screens,
including a "perilous forest" and a

"ghostly ghetto". Having rescued the
victim, you both have to return through
the same five screens in reverse order.

You control both characters (hero and
loved one) — but only at a time!

You start off with a certain energy
level which is reduced in proportion to
the movements you make (climbing uses
energy faster than walking). It is also
reduced if any of the various meanies
touch you; they are not out to get you
specifically, but they often get in the
way. The longer you touch one, the more
energy you lose. Energy can be regained
by eating the magic mushrooms that
grow on some of the screens — but
beware of the deadly toadstools.

Although, by no means a great game,
all the aspects of Chiller fit together

nicely and would certainly keep a

dedicated game player happy for a while.

Karate knockout!
Bruce Lee U. S. Gold $29.95

What can I say! Few games have got me
so interested so quickly that I sit down
and almost miss "Alio, Alio".

The cover of the cassette gives very
full instructions as to what you can do as
the character, Bruce Lee, karate expert.

You (he) can run, kick, chop, leap, jump,
climb and duck — all using the joystick

and fire button.

The graphics are superb, and the use
of only three main characters makes the
action smooth and joystick responsive.
The action is fast and with your wits

about you, you'll soon progress into the
20 screens of challenge.

Your aim is to find the wizard deep in

the fortress's ruined chambers and to

claim his wealth for yourself. During the

Unfulfilled promise

first six screens, you are pursued by ninja

and green yamos (only one of each at a
time, fortunately). They can both be
karate kicked or chopped out of
existence.

However, the ninja have bokken
sticks, and the karate kicks of the green
yamo are as deadly as yours. You collect

lanterns in each room to prograss to the
next, but some rooms overlap and you
can pass back and forth at will until all

the Interns are collected. This can be
very handy, but you'll have to play to

find out why.
The only criticism would be that the

music gets a little monotonous. But there
is always the volume control. Top of the
range in price and quality.

Tales of the Arabian Nights
Interceptor $19.95

This cassette comes in an attractive

package rather larger than the normal
cassette case. The cover boasts "contains

NEW UNIVERSAL PARALLEL
GRAPHICS INTERFACE

• Built-in selt-lesl with status report
• Optional RAM printer buffer
• Provides virtually total emulation of

Commodore printers tor compatibility
with popular software

• ASCII conversion, total test, Emulate
and transparent mode

• Fully intelligent interface that plugs into

standard Commodore printer socket
• Exclusive graphic key-match function
• Switch selectable Commodore

graphics mode for Epson, Star-

Micronics, C.ltoh. Prowriter. Okidata.

Seikosha, Banana. BMC. Panasonic,
Mannesman Talley and others

Micrografix MW-350 $129.00
MW-302C Printer Interface also
available at S79.95

COMPUTER CRAFT LIMITED
Sales and Consultants in Home and Business Computers
P.O. Box 1 5-202 Phones: (09) 871-700
3049 Great North Road, New Lynn, Auckland. 876-608

SPEECH no hardware required." The
speech is hopeless; you wouldn't even
know what was being said it it weren't
printed on the screen in front of you.
The attract mode takes you quickly

through each of the eight screens, giving

you an idea of what is ahead. The graphics
quality is good and the music makes good
use of the registers. However, it does get a

little tedious after a while. Both "speech"
and music can be turned off.

You take the role of Prince Imrahil, out to

rescue your sister from the evil cluthces of

the Sultan Saladin. To do this requires a
journey through various hazardous areas.

But here the plot falls down. In half the
screens, you have to collect golden jugs on
which are engraved a letter of the alphabet.
These have to be collected in the right

order to spell "ARABIAN" — it seems
rather silly to me. Why not collect

something to enhance the plot, rather than
this seemingly irrelevant diversion.

It's a very frustrating game. On the first

screen, you are obstructed, either

randomly or deliberately by two octupii, a

gun firing shots, and two birds, one ofl

which seemed to have a fairly accurate
|

knowledge of your whereabouts. This isI
succeeded on following screens by
wizards throwing spells, flying rocks,!
crocodiles and evil genies. It took me some

|

time to get past the first screen.
A good game technically, but I feel the I

complexity and storyline are not of a I

consistent quality. For me, it was not full of
]

Eastern promise!
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Moving pictures Part 2
By Joe Colquitt

To continue with drawing sprite

shapes, here is the most common way of
drawing sprites.

A sprite shape is a block of 64 bytes in

memory which is displayed on the

screen. The dots which make up the
sprite are the bits in those 64 bytes
(63*8=504 dots). Here is a graphical

representation of the layout of a sprite

shape.

BYTE 1 BYTE BYTE 3

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
3YT
F-m

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

IS

13
.'. B
23

25
28
3!
34
3?
40
43
de

49
52
55
58
61

•• »••••••• ••••••• BYTE
•• •••••••• •••••••• BYTE
•• •••••••• •••••••• BYTE 1£
•• •••••••• •••••••• BYTE 15
«• •••••••• ••••••• BYTE 18
•• •••••••• •••••••• BYTE £1
•• •••••••• ••••••• BYTE 24

•••••••• •••••••• •••••••• BYTE 27
»"«*•«»• a»o«8«« ••••••• BYTE 30

seai

B*\

• ei

6

3

SD-ll

*©<

BYTE 33
BYTE 36
BYTE 39
BYTE 42
BYTE 45

JIM fE 48

am
BYTE 51
BYTE 54
BYTE 57
BYTE 60
BYTE 63

As I hope you can see, to draw a
shape, you need to turn individual dots
(bits) on or off.

You could do this on paper, by drawing
a 24 x 21 grid and filling in the squares

that represent "on" dots. Next, you
need to work out what each byte
contains. As an example, say you
wanted a picture of plane:

••••••a. 0,255,0
. . . •• 0,24,0
.•••••• 0,126,0
•••••••• 0,255,0

•••••••.

•••••.

••••.

. •«.

0,255,0
0,255,0
127,255,254
255,255,255
255,255,255
127,255,254
31 ,255,243
0, 126,0
0, 126,0
0, 126,0
0,60,0
0,60,0
3,255,192
7,255,224
3,255,192
0,60,0
0,24,0

In this picture '.' is off (0),
'•'

is on
Using rows 1 & 2 as an example:

••••••••.

Taking the dots in groups of eight (a

byte) from the left, you note the dots on.
The first group of eight produces
00000000, so that byte has a value of 0.
The next group of eight produces
11111111, so that byte has a value of:

2t7 + 2t6+2t5+2t4+2t3 + 2f2+ 2t1 +-

2f0=128+64+32+16+8+4+2+1 =
255
The next eight produce also. The next
three bytes come out as
0,00011000=24, and 0. Work down
the shape like that, and in the end, you'll
have 63 numbers representing it.

Now you need to put those numbers in

memory so that the sprite can use them.
If you are working in bank 0, any block of
64 free bytes (page) in the memory range
0-16384 can be used. Note the "free".
There are some pages which may appear
free, but are used by the operating
system. Pages to avoid like the plague
are 0-10,12,16-32, and 64-127. Page
1 1 is in the input buffer, 13-15 are in the
cassette buffer, and<S3- are in basic
memory space.
Make sure your drawings are stored

well past the end of your basic program,
to stop variables and arrays overwriting
them. Pages 64-127 are obscured by
the character images in ROM. In this
case, I'll store the shape at page 255
(16320-).

10 for l=0TO63:READD:POKE16320-
+ I,D:NEXT
15 V =53248:POKEV+21,1:POKEV,-
160:POKEV+1,140:POKE2040,255
30 DATA0,255,0,0,24,0,0,1 26, 0,0,2-
55,0,0,255,0,0,255,0,0,255,0
40 DATA127, 255, 254,255, 255, 255,-
255,255,255,127,255,254,31,255,2-
48
50 DATAO, 126,0,0, 126,0,0, 126,0,0,-
60,0,0,60,0,3,255,192,7,255,224
60 DATA3,255,192, 0,60,0,0,24,0,0

That extra '0' at the end of the data
statements is to make up the 64 bytes,
as the sprite uses only 63. Different
sprites can access the same page at the
same time. Add this line to the program:
25 POKE2041,255:POKEV+2,100:
POKEV+3,140.
And change POKEV+ 21,1 in line 10 to
POKEV+21 ,3 to enable sprites & 1

Each sprite has its own colour register,

as well as three registers that control
overall multicolour. The individual sprite
colour registers are at V+39 to V+46,
and are quite simple to use. Add this line
to the program above:
20POKEV+39,12:POKEV+40,7
The planes are now grey2 and yellow. To
change them, put the appropriate colour
codes into V+39 & V+40.
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Multicolour is a little bit tricky. To help demonstrate, type in this smalt program:

10 V=53243:POKEV+32,0:POKEV+33,0
20 POKEV+21 ,3!P0KEV, 100:POKEV+1 , 140 :P0KEV+2

,

160SPOKEV+3, 140

30 FORI=0TO20:POKE12288+I ,35: NEXT
40 FOR 1=0TO20: POKE 12303+ I , 15: NEXT
50 FOR I =0TO20 : POKE 1 2330 + 1 , 1 70 : NEXT
60 POKE2040,1S2:POKE2041 , 132

70 P0KEV+28..2-.P0KEV +37, 1 : POKEV+38 ,2 : REM V+28 IS

MULTICOLOUR ON/OFF

30 POKEV+33,7:POKEV+40,6

brotherwp-600
Personal Word Processor

The Brother WP-600 puts a complete word
processing system in your briefcase. Not a
computer, not just a portable electronic

typewriter, but a fully functional word
processor that incorporates many of the

advanced features found on desktop
models.
Such functions as find and replace, join,

copy, right margin justification and automatic
carrier return make text editing a breeze. A
hardcopy printout can be produced on the

WP-600's full-size built-in printer. The 24 x
1 8 dot matrix printing provides sharp, clear

characters as close to letter quality as you
can get. A data communication function lets

you use WP-600 as a versatile

communication terminal for sending and
receiving information via a built-in RS-232C
type interface.

For large volume jobs, WP-600's 9-file,

1 4.3K memory is infinitely expandable with
the FB-1 00 optional 3.5" floppy disk drive

unit. And there is no need to limit your
movements to a length of electrical cord.

Both WP-600 and the floppy disk drive unit

are battery operated!
The WP-600 personal word processor.

Another fine innovation from the experts in

efficiencv at Brother.

$1495

CASH with Order PLEASE
Please make your cheque out to:

Post to: Business Electronics Ltd
61 Hobson ST. P.O. Box 588,

Auckland. Ph. 799-480

Packing & Postage

Total
Cheque herein

$3 00
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The yellow sprite is in hires, and its

colour is determined only by V + 39. The
right-hand sprite is in multicolour. The
colour bands, from top to bottom, are

controlled by V+37.V +38 and V+40.1
Both sprites are set to the same page,

but because bit 1 in V +28 has been set

to 1, sprite 1 is in multicolour. The bands
are caused by the state of "bit pairs".

Each byte is made up of four bit pairs like

this:

If only the left dot is on, both dots

appear in V+40 colour; if only the right

dot is on, they appear in V+37 colour; if

both dots are on, they appear in V+38
colour; if neither dot is on, they appear in

V+ 33 (background) colour.

That's the reason multicolour sprites are

only half the resolution of hires sprites.

Next time, more commands and a bit of

machine-coded graphics.

If you would like a copy of Alpine

Computing's latest sprite editor,

complete with full instructions, sample
files, programs and printouts, send

$24.95, with your address to:

Joe Colquitt,

6 Martin Ave.,
Mt Albert,

Auckland.
State whether you want a cassette or

disk version.

Right lines

The last few lines of the Commodore
64 program, "Machine Language to Data

Statement Converter" in our April issue

were wrong. Here is the correct version.

40, 00, 30, 01, 01, 00, 00, 146
1581, REM END OF NECESSARY DATA
1590 DATA141, 146

READY

Buu computer
books today

COMPUTERS
FOR PEOPLE

SANYO MBC
SALES AND SUPPORT
35 Taranaki St, Wellington
Phone 847-668. 847-628

69a Rutherford St, Lower Hutt

Phone 664-069
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It was my pleasure to recently attend a

computing course at Awaken School,

near Whakatane, being organised by

the school's Principal, Mr Robin
Clegg. The course was held in the

library of the school and pupils from
the Primary Schools in the area were

invited to attend, being billeted in the

evening.

Mr Clegg, who has recently returned

from a teaching exchange in Australia,

organised an excellent programme of

computer education running for the

whole week. The programme covered

keyboard skills, typing, general

computer awareness, LOGO, word
processing, logic and adventure games,
simulations and project work.

The class of 25 worked on 12

Commodore 64 computers connected

by the new MULTILINK network.

Teachers and parents from the schools

involved were able to attend during the

week and observe how to conduct a

course of computer education

instruction.

I attended for two days and saw a

motivated team of students making
excellent progress, being creative,

expressive and having a ball. It was
easily the most effective way of

training teachers in the art of

presenting a computer education

course.

Another development of interest

within the world of Commodore
Education is the specialised software

recently developed by Geoff and
Stephanie Williams.

Geoff Williams was attending Waikato
Universtiy last year doing research into

computers in Education. Part of his

study led him to investigating the part

that educational software plays in the

learning process. Having searched

extensively he was not able to locate a

lot of evidence collected from the

research of good educational software.

This prompted Geoff to write his own
software and then to give it to his wife

Stephanie to use within her classroom

of Primary students. The results were

very interesting and once the final

paper has been written some
conclusions concerning 'good'

educational software will be drawn.

The programs that Geoff and
Stephanie used cover Addition,

Subtraction and Basic facts and will

soon be available from Commodore as

part of the Learning is Fun series of

software.

As I travel around the country visiting

schools with or without Commodore
computers it has been interesting to

note the trends.

Three years ago everyone was 'into'

Computer Awareness and the

computing programme usually

included a Form 7 computing option

with a general introduction to

computers being presented in the

Junior School. Slowly but surely the

emphasis has moved away from
computers in their own right and onto

computers as learning or productivity

tools. In most secondary schools that

have been 'computing' for some years

the main usage is no longer within the

Mathematics Department but rather

the English and Economics
Departments. Word processing,

accounting skills, and economic
simulations have opened the door
allowing these disciplines entry into the

computer world. It is very interesting

to note that girls become involved with

computers when they see them as a

useful processing tool — like word
processing to complete assignments.

The more practical the application the

more interested the girls become.

Today the majority of the established

computing Secondary schools are

offering a very wide computer literacy

programme covering all areas of
awareness, business applications, aided

instruction and aided learning. As the

software continues to improve the

teacher is beginning to realise the

computers potential as a 'teachers aid'

as part of the learning process.

Developments within Primary schools

are also moving along with several

schools chancing their arm and
introducing the new technology. The
ones that have been 'brave' don't

appear to have any regrets — they have
the advantage of learning from the

"Secondary school's" experience. The
emphasis being made by the Primary
schools — as outlined in the Awakeri
example — is on word processing,

creative writing, Logo and exciting

simulations.

The final trend is occurring within the

home. Many parents buy a home
computer to assist their youngsters

with the learning process to make sure

that they aren't disadvantaged. The
software is now available to actually

assist in the learning process and many
parents are taking advantage of this

new technology. The important factor

is being able to offer a 'balanced' diet

of computing experience. A balance

between entertainment, education and
business.

Overall, therefore, a lot is happening in

the world of computer education and
the technology boom is spreading into

all areas of school, home and business

life. The gap between those who 'do'

and those who 'don't' compute is

closing as the jargon is set aside.

People are now becoming interested in

what the computer can do and not so

much in how it does it. This trend of

"back to reality" is a healthy sign

within the jungle of computer
education theories.
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Gary Parker takes a look at some recent Spectrum
software.

Personal banking system
Having had bank account programs

before, I know that such programs will

never be used if the effort involved in

loading them is greater than the benefit

gained from using them. A bank account
program has to do more than mimic
pencil and paper if it to be used.

Reading the manual which comes with

PBS, from Sandfly Software, suggests it

is a good program. While programs
which keep track of your bank balance

are available as magazine listings, PBS
does more than just form an electronic

version of the cheque stubs. It allows

you to correct mistakes, including those
items which you entered months ago and
have only just discovered are wrong.

After making the correction, the

program is intelligent enough to modify
all later entries and update the balance.

You can give standing orders, where the
program will debit or credit your account
on specified dates. You can search for

particular entries. You can reconciliate

your PBS records with a bank statement
- the program compares the statement
with its records and allows you to

correct accordingly.

Okay, so the manual looks good. Now I

load the program. First, up comes a

screen picture telling me what I am
loading, in large letters. Cute, but that

adds to the loading time, and I suspect I

will get pretty sick of seeing that screen
for the thousandth time when I load PBS
just to add a couple of items. Then I wait

for the program to load . . . and wait . . .

and wait. PBS takes a long time to load

off tape. Of course, loading time won't
be a problem for the minority of

Spectrum owners who have a

microdrive. Finally, the menu appears. I

take a look at the example supplied,

which gives an account of Clive

Sinclair's wheelings and dealings.

PBS uses Myrmidon's Microprint utility

(try saying that 10 times fast!) to

produce 51 characters across the
screen, and this gives excellent results.

The font is better-looking than the
normal Spectrum font, and doesn't have
the cramped appearance of the
64-column text seen in Tasman
Software's Taswide. I alter an entry, and
wait while PBS updates the balance.
Since the program is written in BASIC,
changes such as this take a little time.
But a test of the search facility proves
this to be reasonably fast, and overall,

the speed of PBS is acceptable.

After using PBS for a while, I can say
the program is well-written and useful.

However, before you leap up and buy it,

consider what it is like to use in real life.

Say you want to add a few items to your

records. You turn on your Spectrum,
load PBS, load your data file, add the

items, save the new data file, verify it,

and turn the computer off. Wouldn't that

have been easier with pencil and paper?
Yes it would have - even if you use
microdrives.

So PBS is really useful only when you
want to use its more advanced features.

With simple account records, that won't
be very often. But with more elaborate

accounts, you might use them quite a

lot, in which case PBS would be
invaluable.

PBS is produced in New Zealand under

licence by Sandfly Software (P.O. Box
45, Te Anau). The 48K Spectrum version

costs $29.95. (A 16K ZX81 version is

also available for $19.95, and a BBC B
version for $29.95).

Guy computer
books today

Don't worry.
Since developing the first commercial computer tape

in the early 1950's, 3M hasn't stopped looking at ways

to anticipate users needs and initiate meaningful

product improvements. The 3M diskette of today is

the logical result of that quality tradition.

If you're seeking unexcelled diskette reliability, you've

found it.

3M diskettes are on sale now. They're certified 100%
error-free. Guaranteed for life. Tested 327 ways. And
available for most computer systems.

Contact: 3M N.Z. Ltd. P.O. Box 33-246, Auckland 9.

Telephone: 444-4760.

One less thing to

worryabout:
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Ultimon
The manual which comes with Ultimon

has the dubious distinction of having the

smallest type I have ever seen. The
letters are less than 1mm tall! Can I be-

bothered reading such tiresome text?

Luckily I could, because Ultimon turns

out to be a good product.
Ultimon is a monitor and disassembler,

allowing you to edit machine code
programs and disassemble code into

assembly language. After looking at

quite a few such programs, I have a fair

idea of which features are the real test of

a quality monitor. Can it set breakpoints?

Does it have trace commands? Does it

have some sort of conditional execution

vX-X'X'X'X'i'K-w-ww:-:-:-:-

commands? Ultimon has all these

features, and quite a few more.
Ease of use is important in this type of

program, but is difficult to gauge from
advertisements. Ultimon has some good
user-friendly features. It uses a "hot
keyboard" system, where only valid

characters are accepted, delimiters are

unnecessary, and use of the ENTER key

is often unnecessary. Switching
between running of the program being

tested and Ultimon is easily done, and
output from one won't spoil the other,

since a separate screen is kept in

memory for Ultimon's output

So is Ultimon the ultimate monitor?

Cassette magazine
A type of software new to New

Zealand is the cassette magazine - a

collection of articles, tips, reviews, and
programs on cassette which you load

into your computer to read and use. The
main advantage is that you don't need to

type in program listings.

I have seen several British cassette

magazines of varying quality. Since they
are rather more expensive than ordinary

magazines, you expect to get some
useful programs. This is not always the

case, although there are some good
cassette magazines around. Now, the

New Zealand Spectrum and QL
Computer Club is bringing the cassette

magazine to New Zealand. It has a

monthly newsletter and a quarterly

cassette magazine. I took a look at the

February 1985 cassette and the idea

looks very promising.
The cassette begins with a

professional looking title screen and
introduction, and a note of new
commercial programs available. Then it

has some classified advertisements and
an excellent low-res game of laserbikes.

Next on the tape is an alternative

character set you can use in your own
programs. The letters use two-pixel-

thick lines, and are probably the best I

have seen on the Spectrum.
There is a good hangman game with a

cartoon-like man giving comments as his

fate nears, and some software reviews
of the latest games by Ultimate, showing
actual screen shots from the games. This

is an excellent way to review a game,
although without any movement, it is

still difficult to visualise the real game.
Finishing off the tape is a text adventure
game, The Adventure of Nolb.

If you like the idea of a cassette
magazine, this one is definitely worth
consideration — although, of course, the
quality is dependent on contributions

from members and so may vary. A
year's subscription including monthly
newsletter and quarterly cassette is

$29.95 for the Spectrum (or $23.35 for

the QL if you supply your own microdrive
cartridge). The address to write to is NZ
Spectrum & QL Computer Club, 37
Sunbury St, Dunedin.

TANDY
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Characters in inverse
By James Brundell

This program, which is written for a

16K System80, is a machine-code utility

which inverses all the graphics

characters on the screen. To get the

SBMPLE

program working, type it in, RUN it, and
then whenever you want to inverse the
screen type in FIELD.

(Note that this will not work with disk.)
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Well, some of the monitors which come
as a package with an assembler are at

least as good, so I wouldn't go that far.

But if you already have an assembler,

and want a separate monitor/

disassembler, Ultimon is certainly worth

considering.
Ultimon for the 48K Spectrum costs

around $59.90, and is produced under

licence by Paragon Software (16

Archibald St, Dunedin).

Stretch your SPECTRUM to the limits

with

BETA BASIC 1.8
The only true BASIC extension.

$35.00 +$1.50 p + p

Please supply Q More details

Ll Beta Basic

I enclose cheque/money order

for$

7/<j/l *r</yi Or M//r//iM

__ __ OAffj /r4r/ri// . __

Arriving in July— SAGA 1 EMPEROR
Keyboards $150.

AMSTRAD & SPECTRUM SOFTWARE
As advertised in overseas magazines the

best in BRITISH is now available in N.Z.

MASTERFILE (Database) $59.95
TASWORD 464 (Amsword) $49.95
TASPRINT $29.95
TASCOPY $29.95
MASTERCHESS $19.95
PYJAMARAMA $24.95
EVERYONE'S A WALLY $29.95

Plus many more arriving June al prices which can
not be beaten.

OVER 1 00 TITLES FOR THE SPECTRUM, C64,
BBC and ELECTRON COMPUTERS.

NEW SPECTRUM HARDWARE AT
UNBEATABLE PRICES.

THE GAMES PLAYER: Nol only a joystick

interlace but also a games speed controller With

a simple turn ol the knob you can slow the games
down to your level or even freeze the Irame. This

makes all other Joystick Interlaces Obsolete.

Great Value at S72.95

CENTRONICS INTERFACE: The World Famous
Tasman Interlace now comes complete with Free
Tascopy Software worth S30.00. The best and
cheapest on the New Zealand Market al $1 45.00
with Optional Monitor conneclof and lead only

$160.00
Printers also available at competitive prices.

MICRODRIVE CARTRIDGES FOUR PACK $48.50
SINGLE S14.95

MODEMS FOR SPECTRUM. AMSTRAD, BBC.
COMMODORE 64, ELECTRON

The Cheapest Acoustic Modem on the Market.

(No approval necessary). Price on request.

Available at leading retailers or order by enclosing
cheque'postal order to:

Soltware Supplies P.O. Box 865 Chrlstchurc

Full catalogue available by sending S.A.E. to above address.

Trace Enquiries Welcome
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Beaut double trouble
By Michael Fletcher

One of the newest games I have
recently acquired from the US games
house, Synapse, is none other than Blue

Max. The now immortal World War I

flying game.
Blue Max is a very impressive game.

As soon as it's loaded, the player is

greeted by the rhythmic melody of Rule

Britannia, and an extremely good graphic

drawing of a countryside hangar, with

the Blue Max aircraft of the legendary

British air ace. Max Chatsworth, sitting

comfortably outside.

This is where you come in: you, as

"The Blue Max", take over the

commands of a Royal Air Force Sopwith
Camel fighter/bomber. Your mission is to

pulverize enemy airfields and destroy as

many aircraft, buildings and ground
forces as possible. This task is not easy

against the might of the Axis Alliance

which has sworn to destroy the legend

of "The Blue Max" once and for all.

These are the ingredients of Blue Max.
Thrown together with outstanding
graphics and an excellent soundtrack,
you have one of the most entertaining
games of this year.

The action is fast and furious. Once
the start button is depressed, you soon
find your extremely fragile aircraft

taxiing along the runway. Timing is very
important. As soon as you reach
100mph, push forward on the joystick,

and your aeroplane will slowly rise. It is

good strategy in this game to keep your
altitude around 40 feet where there is

little chance of ploughing into trees.

Once you are in the air, you discover
your two main armaments — machine
guns and bombs. The joystick controls
There are four basic functions for which
you can use the joystick. To move up,

Nashua
DEAL DIRECT FROM NASHUA

FOR HIGH QUALITY NASHUA DISCS

Description
Cash
Price

Price per 1

with Sales Tax
Qty

Price
Extn

51/4" Discs

MDI (SSSD) 48 TP1 40 Tracks, 1 250,000 Bytes Cash Price 39.62
MDID(SSDD), 48 TP1 , 40 Tracks, 250,000 Byles Cash Price 46.69
MD2D (DSDD|, 48 TP1 , 40 Tracks, 500,000 Bytes Cash Price 63.67
MD2D FLIPPY, 48 TP1 , 40 Tracks, 500,000 Bytes Cash Price 73.51

MD2F (DSOD), 96 TP1 , 80 Tracks, 1 ,000,000 Bytes Cash Price 79.23

8" Discs

FD1 (SSSD), 48 TP1, 77 Tracks Cash Price
79.59
83.12FD1 D (SSDD), 48 TP1 , 77 Tracks Cash Price

FD1 20 (DSDD), 48 TP1 , 77 Tracks Cash Price 88.43
PLEASE ASK FOR OUR SPECIAL PRICE ON 1 00 LOTS.

CASH with Order PLEASE
Packing & Postage

TOTAL

.95

Cheque herewith

Please make your cheque out to:

Nashua
COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION

Post to:

Nashua Discs Ltd.

3 Osterley Way
Manukau City

Telephone 278-4299
P.O. Box 76-095

push the joystick forward — you can teli

if you are rising or not by the shadow of!

your aircraft on the ground. To move!
down, pull the joystick back — often a!

dangerous manoeuvre because if thai

aircraft reaches 1 5ft altitude, it wilffl

plunge into a tree and be destroyed.!

Moving left or right causes the aircraft tol

do the same thing (move left and right).

[

There are four other functions for the!

joystick, achieved by pushing or pulling itl

in the diagonal direction causing the!

aircraft to rise or fall, while also movingl
left or right. This manoeuvre is very]

useful when attacking enemy planes]

moving faster than you and at a different]

height.

The 3D action perspective of this]

game gives a realistic approach, as in]

Zaxxon.
Once used to controlling an aircraft]

moving at 200mph, you can proceed
with your mission of destroying the main

|

axis industrial city in France.
You have many enemies to battle,

including numerous German fighter
|

pilots, armoured canal barrages, ground
forces, and anti-aircraft guns.
An excellent way to amass points in]

Blue Max is to destroy strategic points

such as bridges, barges and factories.

These factories, however, are often
guarded by hidden anti-aircraft guns
which can render one of your functions

useless (discussed later). These targets

can be annihilated only by bombing and
not by air to surface machine gun fire.

A great way of destroying enemy
ground forces is to strafe-fire the game
with your twin 20-calibre machine guns.

While this gives only 25 points for each
position destroyed, it does alleviate the
problem of anti-aircraft fire when you are

trying to bomb a strategic target. To
strafe fire, level out your aircraft at 25ft,

then push the fire button to destroy
ground targets.

There are many ways of being

destroyed in Blue Max. The most
common are smashing into the trees

through flying too low, running out of

fuel, or (rarely) being hit five times by AA
or other aircraft's machine guns. Each
time you are hit, one of your plane's

functions is destroyed. These functions
range from guns and bombs to fuel and
manoeuvrability. Your fifth hit destroys
you completely.
The furthest a player can proceed is

when faced with the task of destroying
the main axis industrial city in France. To
do this, you have to bomb three

industrial reactors along the middle of

the street. On completion of this task,

the game will end when you next land

and you will receive a rating according to

your performance throughout the game.
Overall, Blue Max is very entertaining

and good value for money. A 32K disk, it

is available from Stargate Enterprises,

P.O. Box 2240, Tauranga South,
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SEKONIC XY PLOTTER

• 6 colour automatic pen change

• On board Centronics interface

• 200mm/sec axial pen speed

• 0.1 mm step size

• 8 directional position keys

• 24 stored plotting commands
• RS232C & IEEE488 interface adaptors available

SPL-400: an extremely competitively priced digital X-Y plotter for the
home enthusiast draughtsperson or the latest in C.A.D. systems.

SOLE NEW ZEALAND AGENT

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

E.C. Gough Ltd

Auckland: Phone 763-174
Wellington: Phone 686-675
Christchurch: Phone 798-740
Dunedin: Phone 775-823

E C GOUGH
ELECTRONICS & INSTRUMENTATION DIVISION

BINDERS!
for BITS 8c BYTES

$14.95 EACH

We now have available

binders to hold your copies of BITS & BYTES.

We have opted for the same type of binder
used last year (pictured) as these provide

high quality protection in an attractive finish.

These are available in two styles.

STYLE 1: With the words "BITS & BYTES, VOL 2,

September 1983-August 1984".

(For those who have a complete volume.)

STYLE 2: With the words "BITS & BYTES" only.
(For recent subscribers or those with a mixture of volumes)

Each Binder holds 11 magazines

Order now as stocks are limited!!

Please use the book club order form in the
centre of the magazine and be sure to
note which style of wording you require.

Cost: $14.95 per binder
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COMPUTER BOOKS
PARENTS, KIDS AND
COMPUTERS.
This book is for all parents who want
their children to get the most out of

their computers. It shows how
parents can add excitement and
challenges to help their children

have fun, and learn at the same
time.

"... a wonderfully thoughtful book,
a tribute to what can be possible

between parents, children and
computers " Marilyn Brown.
Sybex. $16.95.

DOING BUSINESS WITH
VISCALC.
Using Viscalc can be as easy as

using a pocket calculator. Over 40
common business applications are

described in detail in this quick and
easy guide. Complete programs are

presented, many of them easily

adapted to meet specific

requirements.

Sybex. $49.95.

APPLE LOGO.
This unique handbook provides you
with step-by-step instructions

needed to master everything from
turtle graphics to program writing.

This book is carefully sequenced
and working through it with your
Apple will teach you to program at

your own pace through practical

exercises.

TAB. $44.50.

1001 THINGS TO DO WITH
YOUR MACINTOSH.
TAB'S all-time best selling computer
idea book now in a revised edition

for Apple's new Macintosh. A gold

mine of exciting ideas — from game
playing and hobby use to scientific,

educational and technical

applications.

TAB. $33.25.

1001 THINGS TO DO WITH
YOUR COMMODORE.
A treasure trove of ideas for getting

more out of your computer— actual

programs, printouts, flowcharts,

diagrams — more ideas than you
ever thought possible.

TAB. $33.25.

If you are interested in being
included on our mailing list

please send your name and
address to:

REED METHUEN PUBLISHERS
PRIVATE BAG
BIRKENHEAD
AUCKLAND 10.

Name: .

Address:

BOOKS
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Hard to get into

Basic Computer Simulation
by Lawrence L. McNitt,
$33.95. Reviewed by John
Durham.

Dealing with computer modelling
using the BASIC language, the book
is presented in very much a lecture

room style, with a wide variety of
programs representing various
mathematical models of subjects
from tossing a coin to the economy.
The level of discussion ranges

roughly from sixth form maths to
university computer simulation mat-
erial. The reader should be interested
in maths, statistics or simulation to
follow it in detail.

More of a reference work than a

good teaching book, I found that for
the non-mathematically inclined

person, it was difficult to get into.

The models presented are overall a
good representation of their subject
matter, but often the functioning is

somewhat cryptic, and the level of

programming well below that of the
maths involved.

Subject matter is dealt with
efficiently and concisely, but the
author does not become personally
involved with the reader, and reading
this volume requires some effort and
determination as a result.

This would make a good
coursework book because of the
variety of subjects covered, but it

will not teach you anything about
BASIC. It is about using computers
as a means of studying situations by
making models of them. It does
make an attempt to discuss other
languages used for simulation, such
as Fortran, GPSS (Genera! Purpose
System Simulation), Simscript and
Dynamo, but uses only three pages
out of a volume of 337 for this

purpose.
At $33.95, I would need a specific

reason to buy it.

Couple of serious reads
"Basic Computer Know-

ledge" by John Moss. The
Modular Computer Studies
Series, Input Two-Nine/
Hutchinson. 1978. 129pp.
$19.50. Foundations of
Programming by John Moss.
The Modular Computer Studies
Series, Input Two-Nine/
Hutchinson. 1978. 83pp.
$14.95. Reviewed by Gerrit

Bahlman.

One of the major problems in*

teaching is determining the level of

your students. Once you have the
level, the presentation and delivery
of material becomes relatively easy.
Ensuring that the students are still

with you is an ever-present concern
but animalistic behaviour and
stunned silence can both be helpful

pointers.

Writing an instructional book does
not have the advantage of real time
interaction. The problem of level

remains, especially when dealing

with a topic such as computer
knowledge. The depth, emphasis
and inclusion of topics will be
disputed by experienced readers.

The two books reviewed here,

both by John Moss, have two
different intentions but cover
material which is similar.

"Basic Computer Knowledge"
gives an introductory overview of

computer terminology and concepts
common to the technology. The level

varies from the folksy, "When I was
a boy...", to "One of the
characteristics of digital computers
as opposed to analogue machines is

the serial nature of their

processing."
The terms, "digital", "analogue"

and "serial", are explained at

particular points in the book but

UNlYEBSltl

Specialists in

COMPUTER
BOOKS
Over 1000 titles

in stock
PHONE OB

vyRTTE-VfiABANKCARO
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there is no index to help revise them.
The glossary of terms does not cover
"serial" and if you were thrown by
the sentence, very little can be done
to salvage understanding.

This example illustrates the
variation in level which can obstruct
the complete novice. If you
understand the sentence im-
mediately, the book will have little to

offer you. For the computer
salesman or novice computer user,

the book can fill in some important
gaps.
The emphasis is commercial rather

than the homeuser but it could be
used by anyone wanting an
overview.
The book itself is paperback, A4

page format with chapters that
cover: computer types and uses; the
role of information in the modern
society; units of information in a

computer system; coding; archi-

tecture; stored program concepts;
flowcharting; programming in

BASIC; data processing personnel;
software and related terms; and the
history of the computer.
An impressive list of topics but

each has to be treated simply
because of the dictates of space.
This is where the variation in level

comes in. The chapter on BASIC
attempts — in 10 pages — to
introduce loops, loop control, array
notation, and nested loops.
To give the reader an impression of

a high level language does not take
10 pages. If the intention is to
introduce the language, why not a
complete book? Further, why
BASIC? Why not provide a number
of high level languages? COBOL
would not be out of the question. I

am told that it is popular among the
commercial community.
The same criticism cannot be

directed at the "Stored Program
Concepts" chapter. This introduces
low level languages, assemblers,
etc, very well. The coding chapter
was very good. It is not an expensive
book but it is a serious read for the
novice.

The title of the second book,
"Foundations of Programming", is

misleading. It will not get anybody
started as a programmer although it

does embody some of the common-
sense techniques used by
programmers. Flowcharting, with
detailed explanations of standard
symbols and decision tables, is well

covered. Testing and documentation
are advocated with their rationale

BOOKS
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and problems explained. But the
extensive coverage of low level

languages, microprocessor arch-

itecture and operating system
functions seem inappropriate to a

book designed to discuss
programming foundations.
The book has the same layout and

presentation as "Basic Computer
Knowledge" and is an extension of
"Basic Computer Knowledge" with
an emphasis on machine code
problems. It would be of use to

someone interested in the whys and
wherefores of the hardware and how
it all hangs together. It is of little use
to the amateur programmer trying to

get a grip of programming.
The book appears dated. The

machine level emphasis is rem-
iniscent of the bad old days when
you had to know about architecture

and operation codes to add two
numbers. It can be recommended as

a general knowledge text and will fill

in the gaps for someone wishing to

master machine language
terminology.

Subscribe today

INSIDE THE PERSONALCOMPUTER
Sharon Gallagher's ingenious

pop-up guide lets you explore

your own computer. . .

For the first time, a book which combines
written instructions with working models to

show you how a computer really works.

Open this book and a computer pops up
to guide you through its inner workings.

You'll learn about hardware, software,

disk drives, chips, bits, bytes, cathode-

ray tubes and memory systems.

The three-dimensional models
demonstrate how the computer thinks,

remembers and communicates, with

straight forward explanations of com-
ponents and terminology.

An invaluable introduction to the

fascinating world of computers.

$28.95
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The BUS 6 BVTES Computer
Book Club

Heaps & heaps

of games

7

COMMODORE 64

SPECTRUM

• BBC

VIC 20

Save $2.50 on any of these this month.
Usually $17.95
Giant Book of Games for Your Commodore 64 Tim Hartnell,

Roger Bush & Roger Young
Giant Book of Games for Your BBC Micro Tim Hartnell & Ian

Hutt
Giant Book of Games for Your VIC-20 Tim Hartnell, Roger

Bush & Rogal Young
Giant Book of Spectrum Arcade Games Tim Hartnell, Raymond

Blake, Neil Pellinacci & Andrew Turner
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Our new
selection
Taking Care of Business with your
Commodore 64 David P. Dautenhahn
More than 100 brief BASIC business and financial programs,
each documented with a short explanation of what the
computer will do and a BASIC listing. A real-life scenario
follows, with a sample run and instructions on how to •

combine two or more applications. Programs include:
interest, depreciation, retailing, real estate, loan analysis,
savings, lease analysis, time value for money, stocks and

'

bonds analysis, sinking fund analysis, forecasting inventory i

needs, payroll, insurance, metric conversion.

Haydon Our price $35.60. Save $2.90

Adventures With Your Computer
L. Rade & R.D. Nelson

Easily followed activities include IB chapters of adventures
followed by 16 commeniaries. providing solutions and
guidance on how to program these solutions in BASIC.
Avoids getting machine-specific or getting involved in

dialects of BASIC. Programs usually given in flow-diagram
form, using minimal BASIC.

Penguin Our price $9.20. Save 75 cents

The Sinclair QL Companion Boris Allan
Cover's Sinclair SuporBASIC, principles of structured
programming, use of sound and graphics, and hardware
facilities. For machine code programmes, there are sections
on programming the QL's Motorola 68008 microprocessor
and an overview of the Intel 8049 support chip used to
handle peripheral devices such as the keyboard. Intended for

both beginners and experienced programmers, including a
comparison between techniques for programming the QL and
other popular micros.

Pitman Our price $18.45. Save $1.50

The On-Line Handbook Ray Hammond
Detailed guide to connecting your computer to the telephone
and the electronic information beginning to gather beyond.
Explains how to do it and what (o do once you're on-line.

Fontana Our price $20.35. Save $1.60

Handbook of Procedures & Functions for the BBC
Micro

Audrey & Owen Bishop
Vanely.ol procedures and functions thai can' .be used with
programs of all types. Description of what each does, followed
by a listing and an explanation ol how it works. Example of a
calling program showing how to incorporate each procedure or
lunction into your programs.

Granada Our price $25.90. Save $2.05

Multiplan Made Easy (Macintosh ed)

Walter A. Ettlin

AH-in-one tutorial incorporating practical applications and-
skillbuilding exercises. Covers everything from using basic Mac
commands to formatting worksheets, building formulas, and
using Multiplan's built-m functions. Fully illustrated to display the
program's visual leatures.

Osborne/McGraw-Hill

Our price $34.20. Save $2.75

The ZX Spectrum in Science Teaching

R. A. Sparkes
A source book for science teachers wanting lo use a Spectrum in
the classroom or laboratory. Examines how the Spectrum can be
interfaced with laboratory equipment, and programs show how'
the computer can be used lo tako measurements and control
experimenls. There is also an introduction to. machine code
graphics.

Hutchmspn Our price $31.90. Save $2.60

Handbook for Your IBM PC (includes XT version)
Louis E. Frenzel & Louis E. Frenzel, Jr.

Experienced users will lind it a handy reference, with a concise
summary ol key operational information and as a source book of
inlormation about non-IBM accessories. Beginners will find it

step-by-guide to using the computer and a source lor "what to

do and how to do it".

Sams Our price $35.15. Save $2.85
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Our new
selection

LOGO: A Language for Learning
Anne Sparrowhawk

Systematic introduction to the facilities and applications of

LOGO, including a thorough examination of "turtle

graphics". Covers numbers, words and lists, and writing

more complex programs.

Pan Our price $24.95. Save $2.00

An Introduction to Program Design
Rod S. Burgess

Deals with program design, particularly for data processing

applications, using the Jackson structured programming
technique. Examples of code are given in COBOL, BASIC and
Pascal. Each chapter concludes with exorcises, with

solutions at the end of the book.

Hutchinson Our price $24.95. Save $2.00

Computing for Executives John W. Chadwick
Practical programming guide for small business people. Looks
at benefits and pitfalls of programming, covers hardware
systems and applications packages for business. Designed to

give managers a quick overview to help ihem delegate work.

Includes a collection of BASIC routines.

TAB Our price $36.95. Save $3.00

Exploring Music With the BBC Micro & Electron

Kevin Jones
Explores creative ways of using the computers to make
music. Shows how to generate sounds, and combine sound
characteristics and rhythms. Covers wide range of styles —
pop, folk, classical and modern. Examines many musical
ideas and techniques.

Pitman Our price $36.00. Save $2.95

The Electron Gamesmaster
Kay Ewbank, Mike James & S. M. Gee

Programs structured so that each procedure, or modulo,

performs a distinct task, allowing variations on the "core"

program to be substiiuiod. You also loam how to customise your

own programs, improving your programming skills along (he

way.

Granada Our price $20.30. Save $1.65

Arcade Games for Your Commodore 64Brett Hale
Fifteen-year-old Victorian whizz kid, Brett Hale has put
together a collection of 1 2 extensively play-tested arcade
games which are in BASIC and can be modified. Each is listed

twice - for keyboard and joystick. Includes Tick, City Terror,

Bricklayer and Surface Lander.

Corgi Our price $10.15. Save 80 cents.

Getting the Most From Your BBC Micro
Clive Williamson

Introduction intended to complement the User Guide supplied
with the machine. Contains many hints and tips on
programming and general use. Explores many possiblo usos
and the computer's potential for expansion to suit individual

needs. Some features and accessories, undocumented in the
User Guide, are investigated, with specific advice on
connecting printers, TV monitors and disk drives.

Penguin Our price $13.80. Save $1.15

Getting the Most From Your Commodore 64
Simon Potter

Uses diagrams, colour photographs, programs and examples
to introduce you to the machine. Moves from starting through
writing programs to graphics and sound, printers, disks and
extras and troubleshooting.

Penguin Our price $12.90. Save $1.05

Using MacWrite and MacPaint
Tim Field

Easily-read lorrnat to cuslomising your Mac. text highlighting,

loimula writing, painting, report production, correspondence,
graphics design. Abundant illustrations and plenty of scope (or

our own creaiivity.

Osborne/ McGraw-Hill

Our price $27.70. Save $2.25

Brainteasers for the Commodore 64:
Programs to Puzzle & Amuse G. Ludinski

Collection ol programs buiH around competition. You are asked
questions requiring logic, general knowledge and mathematical
skills. Only your quick answers can save the woman on iho

railway track; escape with the bank takings; break open a sale
Only your powers of deduction can solve the who-dunnil; work
out the wiring on the robot; catch the car thief. All programs
exploit machine's graphics capabilities and many contain an 10
rating at the end.

Phoenix Our price $22.15. Save $1.80

You wish you knew?
Now you can.

Save $2.00 on any of these three books.

I Wish I Knew . . . about the BBC Micro & Acorn Electron

Tim Markes

I Wish I Knew . . . about the Commodore 64
Jonathan Chappie

I Wish I Knew . . . about the Spectrum & ZX81
Jonathan Chappie

USUALLY $19.'95 EACH THIS MONTH $17.95
EACH

Helps both parents and children grasp the basic ideas about computing,

and provides an elementary knowledge of programming in BASIC. Both

can learn together from a starting point which assumes no computer

knowledge. Clearly presented and easy to follow.

??»»WISH I

??*a?KNEW..,

Using Graphics on the Sinclair QL
Garry Marshall

Introduces beginners and experienced programmers to ways
of creating graphics with the QL. Examines many uses for QL
graphics, presents graphics programs and explains how they
work. Covers creation of business graphics with QL Easel and
writing programs in SuperBASIC for games, simulations and
general presentations of information.

Hutchinson Our price $27.75. Save $2.20

Database Management on the Sinclair QL
Mike O'Reilly

Introduction to Archive, the database management program
providefl with the QL. Explains basic concepts and
technology, and guides beginners through all stages to create
and maintain a database. Emphasis on practical applications,
with particular stress on design of user-friendly systems.

Hutchinson Our price $27.75. Save $2.20

Machine Code Programming on the Sinclair QL
Martin Gandoff

Offers an insight into machine code instructions which
activate the Motorola 68008. Shows how to write programs
and subroutines using QOOS and how. through knowledge of

QL machine code and how to make QDOS save program
writing time, you can improve existing programs and fully use
the QL's processing power.

Hutchinson Our price $27.75. Save $2.20

Making the Most of the Sinclair QL:
SuperBASIC & its Applications Dick Meadows
Practical guide to programming for the newcomer and
experienced user. More than 100 programs for direct use and
modification. Reviews essential QL commands and
SuperBASIC constructs used for writing programs. Practical

programs then cover wide variety of topics.

Hutchinson Our price $27.75. Save $2.20

Graphics Compendiums — editions for

Spectrum & Commodore 64 David Durang
Useful graphics designs and programs, including large library

of pre-defined graphics characters, easy-to-use programs lor

designing and loading your own graphics, special sections on
graphic effects and animation techniques. Plus a selection of
graphics games.

Pitman Our price $18.45. Save $1.50

Commodore 64 BASIC Made Easy David A. &
Marianne L. Gardner

Hands-on guide to learning BASIC and forming good
programming habits. You draw pictures, play songs, play
joystick games, draw and control the animation sprite
characters, produce a light show with colour and music,
manipulate words, do arithmetic and store programs on disks
or cassettes. Though a serious book, it sets to bo fun to use.

Prentice-Hall Our price $32.90. Save $2.70

Software Solutions for the IBM PC: A Practical

Guide to dBASE II, Lotus 1-2-3, VisiCalc,

WordStar & More
Thomas H. Willmott

Sets out to answer the quesiion: what can a microcomputer
software system do for my business' . and how do I get
started? Conversational style explains now to streamline office

procedures and solve business problems using leading software
programs. Also covers fundamenials of PC DOS IBM hardware
components. BASIC language, and the strengths and limitations

of canned software products Exercises and sample programs
throughout

Prentice-Hail $32.95. Save $2.65

Picture Perfect: Programming in Applesoft BASIC
Thomas Mason, Steve Payne & Barbara Black

Teaches you to program through the use of computer graphics
All you need to know is basic maths to discover about loading
programs Irom disk, looping; subroutines; interactive
programing; high resolution graphics and pictures There's even
an introduction to business graphics

Resion Our price $34.60. Save $2.80

Cracking the Code of the BBC Micro
Benni Notarianni

Practical guide to machine code programming introduces you to

Ihe 6502 hardware and msuuclion set, then teaches you to

combine the separate elements of machine code into the fast

code of commercial programs, You learn creation, manipulation
and the animation techniques lor arcade action graphics, Ihore is

a set ol arithmetic routines lor calculation withm machine code
programs, and appendices on the instruction set. BASIC 1

dillerences and fixes, and OSWORD calls.

Pan Our price $24.95. Save $2.00
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Business

Understanding dBase II

Alan Simpson

Clear, concise text and eye-catching graphics help you master

the basics, then guide you through programming techniques for

useful applications such as mailing label systems, graphics.

bookkeeping, pruning and formatting reports You also learn to

interlace. dBASE II with other software systems to expand its

capabilities

Sybex Our price S47.65. Save $3.85

Simply dBASE II

Barbara C. Chirlian

Straightforward guide to get you going with this database

management program. Teaches you enough so that you can use

the parts you need, and explains how d8ASE II handles

information, what the program does vvith the information to

make it useful, and how to retrieve information Lots of

illustrations and four appendices, listing — dBASE II commands,
functions, configuration parameters and glossary.

diiithium Our price S21.20. Save S1.75

Advanced dBASE II User's Guide Adam B. Green
Collection of tips, lechniques and practical problems tested and

refined over two years of seminars around the U.S A. Practical

advice on software tools; controlling program How; macros;

strings numbers; dates; relational data model, other dala

models, repairing damaged data dies; debugging; witing an
add-on; hacking, benchmarks.

Prentice-Hall

Our price S56.35. Save $4.55

Business Program Portfolio for your Apple He; An
Integrated Office System George H. Hildebrand

Collection of 61 BASIC programs covenng such of lice tasks as

interest calculation, financial analysis, depreciation, property

management and real estate, cash receipts and disbursements,

job cost, payroll. All programs documented for implementation

and modification. There is also guide to printing out business

forms, creating a menu system, and securing business records

with password programs.

Hayden Our price $36.00. Save $2.95

On-Line Computing for Small Businesses —
Silver's Wall
Maurice A. Silver, John Jeacocke & Ray Welland

Sets oui to provide managers of small businesses with a clear,

concise but non-lechnical instruction in the use oi on-line

computing based on the practical experience of the authors. No
prior knowledge of computing assumed and only essential

technical definitions are included.

Piiman Our price $9.70. Save 70 cents

Computer Basic for Managers
Ralph Morris

Demonstrates how to take charge of a computer right from the

starl, Provides practical guidance for managers on starting and
developing a profitable computer operation — and will give a

better understanding of the system. Discusses financial

implications of computers, costs of hardware; software and

porsonnel, and the benefits. Discusses the why, what and how
of both mini and microcomputers in simple language

Hutchinson Our price $56.65. Save $4.60

The ABCsof 1-2-3

Chris Gilbert & Laurie Williams
Hands-on approach using detailed, step-by-step instructions.

Lessons involve tackling projects such as building a worksheet,
displaying the worksheet as a graph, building a database,
simplifying several operations using macros, performing
calculations and printing graphs and reports. Remains a handv
reference once you are familiar with 1-2-3.

Sybex Our price $37.85. Save $3.05

Doing Business With Multiplan

Richard Allen King & Stanley R. Trost

Quick, well set out guide presenting more than 20 accounting
and management planning applications for the business user

Each is thoroughly described, and a complete template for

setting up the application m Multiplan presented. Many usable

"as is"; olhers can be modified for specific problems. Covers
record keeping, financial statement analysis, sales finance

manufactuiing, master budgeting.

Sybex Our price $46.60. Save $3.75

Symphony Encore Program Notes Dick Andersen
A computerside companion to provide help when you need it.

Offers new ideas and techniques 10 make working with

Symphony easier, more efficient and more productive. Offers

solutions to common problems and typical situations.

Practical information on tips and traps. Book is organised

according to functions such as spreadsheets, word
processing, graphics, communications and database
management. Entries are modular and there are numerous
illustrations and diagrams.

Sybex Our price $61 .00. Save $4.95

The Complete Guide to Multimate
Carol Holcomb Dreger

Comprehensive source of information for business users.

Covers features, functions and applications, and procedures

for editing, filing, copying and formatting in tutorial fashion.

Emphasis on practical applications and instructions geared to

the IBM PC and its compatibles.

Sybex Our price $44.35. Save $3.60

Databases for Fun and Profit

Nigel Freestone

For users wanting to do their own programming Provides

straightforward introduction to data processing, with

explanations of routines in BASIC Examples of system designs

lor home and business use, which you can combine and expand.

Systems fot names and addresses, catalogue index; diary, stock

control; bank account/budgeting; debtors lisl/sale/purchase
ledger, payroll

Granada Our price $18.45. Save $1.50

Microsoft Word Made Easy
Paul Hoffman

Spells out what the business person needs to know to got the

most from Microsoft Word which runs on many personal

computers, including the IBM PC, AT and T6300PC and 3B
Series, and the Tandy 2000. Covers all basic functions and
describes each option, with instructions on glossaries, style

sheets and windows, tips on the mouse, and using mail-merge.

Practical examples include screen shots and illustrations

Osborne/McGraw-Hill

Our price $34.20. Save $2.75

Language/programming
The MS-DOS Handbook

Richard Allen King

An in-depth look at MS-DOS's internal functions, showing how
to get the most out of the operating system, how to eliminate

repetitive operations and how to streamline common
procedures Covers tile structures and disk layout; changing the

meaning of keys; using serial and parallel ports, looking inside

the system with DEBUG; information for programmers using

advanced-MS-DOS functions. Covers various MS-DOS versions,

and has tables, maps and many practical examples.

Sybex

Our price $46.20. Save $3.75

Structured Programs in BASIC
Peter Bishop

Opens with a discussion ol program structure and design. The

rest of the book comprises example programs, with the

complete program design process (from initial specification to

final listing) earned out E<cellent source of programming
techniques, algorhyihms, program modules, ready-to-run

programs and ideas.

Nelson

Our price $25.65. Save $2.10

MS-DOS User's Guide
Paul Hoffman & Tamara Nicoloff

Sots out to familiarise you with MS-DOS in all its versions — IBM
PC-DOS, and Versions 1.0, 11. 1 25, 2.0 and 2.1. Covers each
computer running MS-DOS, gives the version it runs and lists

any improvements the manufacturer has made to the system.
Complete information on IBM PC-DOS. Information on software

that runs under MS-DOS and products available to enhance the

system.

Osborne'McGravv-Hill

Our price $41.60. Save $3.35

LOGO Anne Sparrowhawk
Systematic introduction to the facilities and applications of

LOGO, including a thorough examination of its famous "turtle

graphics". Explains the fundamentals and suggests how the

language can most profitably be exploited. Explores command
and syntax, and offers some ideas and projects to which LOGO
can be applied. Plenty of programs to work with

Pan Our price $24.95. Save $2.00

Armchair BASIC: An Absolute Beginners' Guide
to Programming in BASIC

Annie & David Fox
Easily-followed introduction — you don't need a computer to

learn Blends numerous examples and illustrations in a good-
humoured explanation of programming concepts- Guides you
through BASIC programming fundamentals, shows how a
computer can use your input to produce useful results, and
presents a glimpse into the computor future.

Osborne'McGraw-Hill

Our price $27.75. Save $2.20

The MBASIC Handbook Walter A. Ettlin

& Gregory Solberg

Concise, graduated tutorial to help you build programming skills

for use in business, education and personal applications. Covers
MBASIC tools, describes statements, functions, commands and

operators; works with loops, strings, arrays and subroutines,

sequential and random access files; debugging and

documenting programs. Includes five fully documented business

programs which can be customised.

Osborne-McGraw Hill

Our price $40.75. Save $3.30

Play LOGO: An Invitation to Computing for

Parents and Children John Cunliffe

Anyone who can operate a television set and a typewriter

keyboard should enjoy this book written for the young learner

and the interested adult. Tells how to choose a computer for

LOGO, how to write your own programs, and suggests projects

and puzzles. Attractive format and easy to follow.

Andre Deutsh Our price $16.20. Save $1.30

Made Easy BASIC - editions for Spectrum, BBC,
VIC-20, Electron, Commodore 64.

Garry Marshall

Each book has two aims — to provide an easily understood

introduction to BASIC, to be used with the relevant compuletj
Each book covers: features ol BASIC; first programs, writing]

stonng and displaying a crossword puzzle; displays and BASIC
functions, writing extensive programs, witting a computer
game; a space invader program; writing a database program:
aeaimg graphics and sounds.

Arrow Our price $15.50 each. Save $1.25

BBC
The BBC Micro Gamesmaster

Kay Ewbank, Mike James & S. M. Gee
Shows you how to develop your own games as you learn thej

techniques of the professional games programmers. You also

pick up the skill of solving programming problems as they arise

Programs are structured so that each procedure, or module,,
perlorms a distinct task allowing variations on the "core"
program to be written by substituting new modules. Also advice
on how to customise your programs.

Granada Our price $20.30. Save $1.65

Further Programming for the BBC Micro
Alan Thomas

Uses more than 90 programs to demonstrate the BBC's special

features. Listings accompanied by notes on points of interest

and hints on extending and improving the programs. Further

ready-to-run programs also included

Shiva Our price $23.10. Save $1.85

Spectravideo

Games For Your Spectravideo
Damon Pillinger & Danny Olesh

More than 25 programs including Minefield. Road Race. Star

Strike, Towers of Doom and High Fighter Plus a series of

graphic demonstrations and a chapter on making effective use of

the Spectravideo's sound.

Virgin

Our price $12.90. Save $1.05

Spectrum
The Spectrum Add-On Guide

Allan Scott
Non-technical language used to explain what various peripherals

do, how they work and how you can use them in your programs
. . games, programming, business, word processing or

whatever. Detailed program listings for "best buy" in each
section, and a complete adventure game that can use up to

seven add-ons, including two networked Speclrums.

Granada Our price $20.35. Save $1.60

Practical Spectrum Machine Code Programming
Steve Webb

Designed for programmers who want to wnte faster and belter

programs than they can m BASIC Assumes you have no
knowledge of machine code and works through the details to the

point where you are linking routines and using routines with

BASIC programs. Questions throughout to test progress

Virgin Our price $18.05. Save $1.45

Adventures for Your ZX Spectrum
Clive Gifford

Six ready-lo-run adventure games — Crash! Pearl Diver, The
Ring of Power, The Seven Keys of Tarkus, School's Out and

Everyday Adventure — plus advice on writing your own
adveniures and a glossary and bibliography.

Virgin Our price $13.85. Save $1.10

An Expert Guide to the Spectrum
Mike James

Practical introduction to the Spectrum's advanced hardware and

software features. Aimed at the user seeking a deeper

understanding ol the machine and its capabilities. Starts with an

inside view of the micro, then moves to a connoisseur's guide to

ZX BASIC and an introduction to the machine operating system

Covers ZX video, tape system, RS232 interface, miciodrive and

advanced programming techniques. Complete program listings

and projects for further exploration.

Granada

Our price $23.10. Save $1.85

The Sinclair User Book of Games & Programs
for the Spectrum
Sixty games and programs from the Spectrum magazine,

Sinclair User; protect your castle from invading soldiers in Siege;

lest your three-dimensional sense in Labyrinth; improve your

geography in Mapwork; face Mr Spec Trum on Wimbledon's
centre court, run your own cricket test at Lords; jump a clear

round in Olympia; play noughts and crosses against the

computer; sink a submarine in Depth Charge; tackle a crash

typing course in Touch Type.

Penguin Our price $12.90. Save $1.05

Cracking the Code on the Sinclair ZX Spectrum
John Wilson

Practical machine code programming guide allowing thG user to

harness the full power of the Spectrum's hardware and escape

the confines of BASIC. You are introduced lo Z80 instruction set

and learn to combine the various elements of machine code in

commercial-like programs. Annotated example programs allow

you to enter and use fast screen handling routines and sorts in

your own programs, debug them with the trace facility, and run

them with the on-screen clock Covers ROM routines, interrupt

handling and programming principles

Pan Our price $24.95. Save $2.00
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IBM PC Programming
Richard Heskell & Glenn A. Jackson

Hands-on, step-by-step approach tor beginning and advanced
programmers Uses actual photographs taken !rom the
computer screen in graphic examples to develop many
fundamental piogrammmg concepts. Includes information on
stung variables and functions; IBM PC DOS: numerical variables

and arithmetic, expressions, sound elfeels; medium icsolulton

graphics, loops and subroutines, bar graphs, animated graphics

Prentice-Han Our price $27.10. Save S2.20

The IBM PC-DOS Handbook
Richard Allen King

A complete guide intended to give vou confidence to be creative

with your computer's capabilities Reveals features and
functions made PC-DOS, what you can do with them, and how
they go together. Second half ol book shows how to become
adept at using PC-DOS's more advanced features.

Sybex

Our price $20.30. Save $1.65

The IBM PC Connection James W. Coffron
From the author of the popular Apple Connection, VIC-20
Connection and 280 Applications, this book shows how easy it is

to use your computer with common household devices. Explains
techniques lor setting up your IBM to control a home socunly
system, home temperature control system, voice synthesiser to

make your computer talk, as well as other home appliances.

Sybex Our price $22.70. Save $2.25

Data File Programming on your IBM PC
Alan Simpson

Presents the techniques for writing BASIC programs for mailing
list systems, grade books, library referencing system, graphic
displays Covers adding files, searching, sorting, editing and
printing formatted reports.

Sybex Our price $32.30. Save $2.65

Your IBM PC Made Easy Jonathan Sachs

Covers the fundamentals and details major features of the

system, including coverage of DOS 2.0 and the PC XT Step-by-

step operating instructions, and a guide to resources - what

you need to know about dealers, software, services and

accessories Reference guide to operations and troubleshooting

for common problems

Osfaoi no /McGraw-Hill

Our price $29.55. Save $2.40

Apple

Getting Started With ProDOS
B. M. Peake & D. Rorke

Aimed at Apple II and He users, this is miendod for someone
familiar with the existing Apple DOS 3 3 systems

Comprehensive guide to ProDOS, with exercises lor practice.

Reference section goes over commands and comments on their

use, and there is a discussion of the advantages and
disadvantages of the system A list of further references is

included.

Bluewatei Press Our price $6.45. Save 50 cents

Applesoft Basic: A Teach-Yourself Introduction

B. M. Peake
Second edition revised to cover the Apple II Plus and lie, A
manual for New Zealanders to learn BASIC with the Apple.

instead of picking information from two or three sources includes

model answers Enquiries for class sets welcome

Mclndoe Our price $12.90. Save $1.05

Fun, Games & Graphics for the Apple II, lie & He.

Paul Garrison

Collection of more than 75 ready-to-run programs which you

can use, study, modify, combine and experiment with. Complete
hsimgs written in standard Applesoft BASIC and CP'M-supportod

BASIC-80. and explanations. More than 20 financial and record-

keeping programs, and a wealth of graphics and education

programs, a word processing |. ogram and some small-scale

database programs.

TAB Our price $39.75. Save $3.20

Apple Logo Programming Primer

Donald Martin, Stephen Pyata &
Marijane Axtel Paulsen

Provides a format lor learning Logo. The various elements of the

language are presented m readable style, and each chapter

includes practice exercises to reinforce learning Concentrates
on breaking concepts down to workable modules and a chapter

is devoted to "humanising" programs so that they are more
user-friendly Develops Hangman and States and Capilals in

detail

Sams Our price $43.95. Save $3.55

Games

Tim Hartnell's Giant Book of Spectrum Games
More than 80 programs covering just about every sort of game
imaginable — arcade action, mind benders, chance and skill,

adventure, space, board and card. fun. simulations And there

are utility and demonstration programs, games to convert notes
on error trapping and a glossary.

Collins Our price $13.85. Save $1.10

The Big Fat Book of Computer Games
Tim Hartnell

Contains 34 games written in the most general form of BASIC,

making ihcm suitable for most computers Includes board,

adventure and space games, bram teasers, simulations — and

some just for fun Spread over 389 pages, programs are clearly

printed and accompanied by notes

interface Our price $27.70. Save $2.25

Virgin Computer Games Series

Edited by Tim Hartnell
Each book contains a selection of more than 20 games which
allow you to hone programming skills as well as nave plenty of

fun Contains brief dictionary of computer terms, bibliography
and hints on how to imp'ovc and extend some of (ho p'ogran-s

Commodore 64 edition $ 1 1 .05. Save 90 cents
Spectrum, ZX 81, TRS-80, VIC 20, Oric,
Dragon, Atari, BBC editions $8.30. Save 75
cents

Atari 600XL edition $14.75. Save $1.20

Tim Hartnell's Giant Book of Computer Games
More than 40 games compatible with Microsoft BASIC able to

run on most micros, including BBC, VIC 20. One, Apple II and
Me. Commodore 64, Dragon 32, Tandy Color, IBM PC. Laser.

TRS-80, PET, MZ80K and Spectrum. Range covers board, dice,

space, brain and advenlure gomes, simulations, artificial

intelligence, and some just for fun

Coiims Our price $13.80. Save $1.15

Commodore 64
Cracking the Code on the Commodore 64

John P. Gibbons
Introduction to 6510 instruction set and how to combine the
elements of machine code into commercial-style speed. Full

machine code monitor with 14 commands gives you the tools to
interface with the 64's architecture. Learn good programming
practice and trade tricks while using the sprite, sound and hi-res

graphics, and get to grips with interrupt handling for multiple

sprites and smooth screen scrolls.

Pan Our price $24.95. Save $2.00

Your Commodore 64: A Guide
John Heilborn & Ran Talbott

Fully illustrated teaching guide with information for all levels For

the beginner, step-by-step operating instructions and a complete
introduction to programming in BASIC, plus information on
tapping the C64's graphics and sound capabilities. For the more
advanced user, detailed coverage of BASIC statements and
functions, an extensive memory guide indicating the most
usable memory locations with explanations of what each does
and how it works, and a special section on advanced colour
graphics and sprite graphics.

Osborne/McGraw-Hill

Our price $34.20. Save $2.75

Commodore 64 Machine Language Tutorial

Paul Blair

Get to grips with the intricacies of machine language
programming, helping you overcome the demanding, exacting

and sometimes exasperating requirements. But master it and
tasks such as sorting, searching and some graphics become
much Quicker Judicious use of machine language also allows

you to use larger and moro complex programs. Demonstration
program provided, with examples of short machine language
routines.

Holt-Saunders Our price Book & disk $53.20.
Save $4.30

Book & cassette $50.85. Save $4.10

The C64 Program Factory

George Stewart
Programs which will put your C64 to work as an entertainer.
puzzle generator, teacher and creative assistant The 20
programs contain puzzles, games and simulations, education
and self-tmprovement. creativity and art. and handy tools Each
accompanied by description of programming methods or

techniQuos, computer requirements, suggestions for entering
programs

Osborne/McGraw-Hill

Our price $29.60. Save $2.35

First Steps in Machine Code on Your C64
Ross Symons

Cleat, concise explanation of machine code introduction to

the disassembler and its use, instructions for the 6510 chip with
the aid of a demonstration progiarn; discussion of the kernal
operating system and Its applications such as printing,

input/output devices and scanning the keyboard. Two complete
machine code games show you how to create your own high

speed, animated arcade-like games.

Ccj Our price $12.00. Save 95 cents

Data Handling on the Commodore 64 Made Easy
James Gatenby

Data processing — sorting raw facts to produce useful

inlormation - can be just as rewarding as playing games.
Explains how to use the Commodore 64 to process information

for the home and small business. Uses straightforward examples
to demonstrate storage of large quantities of data, attractive and

readable on-screen display, and searching and pcmi-outs.

Granada

Our price $20.30. Save $1.65

The club: how it

works and what you
get

All you have to do to join the club is

buy a book. Just pick out the books you
want, fill in the coupon in the middle of
the magazine, and post it in FREEPOST.
We offer savings on the cash price you

pay for each book

Please allow two or three weeks for

orders to be processed and the book
distributors to get the books to you.

The Commodore 64 Experience

Mike Dean Klein

the many and varied uses of a home compute i programs for

(ho home I recipes, shopping, phone books, kitchen metrics,

oudgetingl; education programs (maths, geography, spelling,

languages, graphics), cniertainment programs, business
programs (appointments, cash Mow. interest, cheque books,
inventory!; utility programs (sprue creation, character design,

memory loader, saver and cleat, disk menu, menu ideasl All

programs can be tnoUiVd

Reston Our price $31.80. Save S2.60

The Basic Explorer for the Commodore 64
Lee Berman & Ken Leonard

Written as a suspense novel and an instructional text, this

teaches introductory programming m BASIC Through the
adventures of three modern-day explorers, the authors introduce
both the elements o! C6-S BASIC and the thought processes that

go into designing a computer program lo solve a problem.

Osuorne'McGraw-Hill

Our price $27.75. Save $2.20

Basic Subroutines for Commodore Computers
Eddie Adams

Easy-to-use manual which offers access to more man 300
BASIC subroutines — powerful building blocks vou can combine
and adapt to create programs for a wide range of business,
educational and personal applications Explanations for each
subroutine with suggestions for modifying it to your needs Each
program is ready to run on any Commodore system.

W.iey & Sons Our price $29.55. Save $2.40

Commodore 64: Basic Programs in Minutes
Stanley R. Trust

Collection of versatile, ready-to-enier programs for more than 65
homo and business tasks on the Commodoie 64. Programs foi

home finances, business calculations, real estate, data analysis

record keeping and education. No knowledge of BASIC
programming needed to use programs which can be entered and
ready lo run m less than 10 minutes

Sybex

Our price $26.80. Save $2.15

How to Program the Commodore 64 — if you've
never programmed a computer before

Robert Young
Afler an introduction to the bits and pieces nt the 64, you move
to the process of learning to progrgn on the keyboard
Concentrates on the key words and techniques to have you
writing programs as quickly as possible, then allows you to refine

the process at your leisure,

Interface Our price $21.20. Save $1.75

How to Use The Commodore 64 Jerry &
Deborah Willis

Introduction to the computer and its basic components, explains
what the components do and how they work together, step-by-

step instructions on setting up and installation, show;
load and save programs on diskette or cassetes, tells how to type
in, use ana modify programs, presents other sources of

information

diinhrum Piess Our price $8.30. Save 65 cents

Keyboarding

Keyboarding for Information Processing

Robert Hanson
Enables a person to develop basic touch keyboarding skill m a
minimum time The puison who completes the book will be able
to key in alphabetic, numeric and symbol information; input

numbers on a separate 10-key pad, keyboard information
quickly and accurately; understand some of the basic vocabulary

used in keyboarding Can be used for classroom or individual,

sell-instruction.

Osboino'McGraw-Hili Our price $8.85.
Save 70 cents

Quick Keyboarding Vonnie Alexander
Sub-tilled "Competent Keyboarding in 6 Hours", this book by
New Zealander Vonnie Ale«ander has a unique method for

teach-yourself competent keyboarding. A wall chart of finger

positions is included

i Our price $6.45. Save 50 cents
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Acoustic coupler: Connects the RS232 part of a
microcomputer to a telephone handpiece.

Algorithm: A list of instructions for carrying out some
process step by step.

Applications program: A program written to carry out
a specific job, for example an accounting or word
processing program.

Array: A data type found in high level languages,
which is stored in a contiguous block of memory.
Accessed by the array name and an index making
it easier to process groups of data in many
situations.

ASCII: American Standard Code for Information
Interchange. An 8-bit code.

BASIC: Beginners' All-purpose Symbolic Instruction

Code. The most widely used, and easiest to
learn, high level programming language for

microcomputers.
Baud: Speed of transferring data, measured in bits

per second.
Bidirectional: A printer that prints when moving left

as well as when moving right.

Binary: The system of counting in Vs and O's used
by all digital computers. The 1's and O's are

represented in the computer by electrical pulses,
either on or off-

Bit: Binary digit. Each bit represents a character in a
binary number, that is either a 1 or 0. The number
2 equals 10 in binary and is two bits.

BASIC: Beginners' All-purpose Symbolic Instruction

Code. The most widely used, and easiest to
learn, high level programming, language for

microcomputers.
Baud: Speed of transferring data, measured in bits

per second.
Binary: The system of counting in 1's and O's used

by all digital computers. The 1's and O's are
represented in the computer by electrical pulses,
either on or off.

Bit: Binary digit. Each bit represents a character in a
binary number, that is either a 1 or 0. The number
2 equals 10 in binary and is two bits.

Block graphics: Chunky graphics, built up in small
blocks rather than fine points.

Boot: To load the operating system into the
computer from a disk or tape. Usually one of the
first steps in preparing the computer for use.
Short for bootstrap.

Buffer: An area of memory used for temporary
storage while transferring data to or from a
peripheral such as a printer or a disk drive.

Bug: An error in a program.
Bus: Also called a trunk or highway - a path on

which several parts of a computer system may
be connected so that signals can be passed
between them.

Byte: Eight bits. A letter or number is usually

represented in a computer by a series of eight

bits called a byte and the computer handles these
as one unit or "word".

CAL: Computer Aided Learning CAL programs are
written to take different actions on different

student answers.
Card: In hardware, a circuit board.

CCIT: An abbreviation for International Telegraph
and Telephone Consulting Committee. A
standard maker.

Chip: An integrated circuit on a single crystal of semi-
conductor, far smaller than fingernail size.

CMOS: Transistor technology — when a pair of
transistors of opposite type are used together
Means low power use.

Computer language: Any group of letters, numbers,
symbols and punctuation marks that enable a
user to instruct or communicate with a
computer.

Courseware: Name for computer programs used in

teaching applications.
cpi: Means character per inch. A common way of

describing character density, i.e.. how close
together characters are in printers.

CP/M: An operating system for Z80 based machines.
It is by far the most widely used DOS for Z80
based machines and there is an extremely large

software base for it. Sec also disk operating
systems,

cps: Characters per second. A common way of
describing speed in printers.

Cursor: A mark on a video that indicates where the
next character will be shown, or where a change
can next be made.

Daisywheel printer: A printer in which the letters are

formed by impact of a letter on a disk rotated

until the required character is in position.

Daisywheel printing is close to traditional typing
in appearance.

Data: Any information used by the computer either

I/O or internal information. All internal
information is represented in binary.

DC: Direct coupling (telecomputing); or direct
current.

Disk: A flat, circular magnetic surface on which the
computer can store and retrieve data and
programs. A flexible or floppy disk is a single 8
inch or 5 'A inch disk of flexible plastic enclosed in

an envelope. A hard disk is an assembly of
several disks of hard plastic material, mounted
one above another on the same spindle. The hard
disk holds up to hundreds of millions of bytes -

while floppy disks typically hold between
140,000 and three million bytes.

Disk drive: The mechanical device which rotates the
disk and positions the read/write head so
information can be retrieved or sent to the disk by
the computer.

Diskette: Another name for a 5% inch floppy disk.
Disk operating system; A set of programs that

operate and control one or more disk drives. See
CP/M for one example. Other examples are
TRSDOS (on TRS 80) and DOS 3.3 (for Apples).

DOS: See disk operating system.
Dot matrix: A type of print head, made up of a matrix

of pins, e.g. 8x8. When a character is to be
printed the appropriate pins push out and strike

the ribbon to paper forming the character.
Dot graphics: These graphics are individual screen

pixels. Used by either turning on or off one pixel.

Double-density: Floppy drives that store twice the
standard amount of data in the same space.

Dump: Popular term for sending data from a
computer to a mass storage device such as disks
or tape.

EPROM: Erasable, user-programmable, read-only
memory.

Execute: A command that tells a computer to carry
out a user's instructions or program.

File: A continuous collection of characters for bytes)
that the user considers a unit (for example on
accounts receivable file), stored on a tape or disk
for later use.

Floppies: Thin plastic disks with a magnetic coating
used for storing information. Called floppies
because they are flexible.

FORTH: A compact language. The programmer
extends the language as he programs.

Friction feed: A type of paper-feeding system for,

printers: normal paper in a continuous sheet is

gripped between two friction rollers as on a
typewriter.

Hardware: The computer itself and peripheral
machines for storing, reading in and printing out
information.

Hex: Abbreviation for hexadecimal notation, a
base- 16 numbering system convenient to use
with computers.

High-level language: Any English-like language, such
as BASIC, that provides easier use for untrained
programmers.

IEEE: A standardisation based on the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

Ink-jet printer: These printers form images by
spraying droplets of ink on to paper. Each droplet
is electrically charged and is deflected into the

required position by magnetic plates.

Input: Any kind of information that one enters into a

computer.
Interactive: Refers to the "conversation" or

communication between a computer and the
operator.

Interface: Any hardware/software system that links

a microcomputer and any other device.
I/O "Input/output".
Inverse video: When the background is coloured; e.g.

on a black and white screen white becomes
background and characters are written in black.

Justified: Printing is justified when the lines are flush

on the left and right sides.

K: The number 1024. Commonly refers to 1024
bytes. Main exception is capacity of individual

chips, where K means 1024 bits.

Kilobyte (or K): Represents 1024 bytes. For example

5K is 5120 bytes (5 x 1024).

LCD: Liquid-crystal display.

Line feed: A control code character found in the

ASCII character set. Its normal purpose is to

move the cursor down one line Ion screen) or

move paper up one line (on printer). Does not

return the cursor to the left-hand margin.

Lower case: Non-capital alphabetical letters.

Machine language: The binary code language that a

computer can directly "understand".
Mainframe: The very large computers that banks and

other large businesses use are called

mainframes. Also in microcomputers the term is

sometimes used to describe the core of the

machine, i.e. the CPU plus memory.
Mass storage: A place in which large amounts of

information are stored, such as a cassette tape or

floppy disk.

Megabyte (or Mb): Represents a million bytes.
Memory: The part of the microcomputer that stores

information and instructions. Each piece of
information or instruction has a unique location
assigned to it within a memory.

Memory capacity: Amount of available storage
space, in Kbytes.

Menu: List of options within a program that allows
the operator to choose which part to interact

with (see Interactive). The options are displayed
on a screen and the operator chooses one.

Microcomputer: A small computer based on a
microprocessor.

Microprocessor: The central processing unit or

"intelligent" part of a microcomputer. It is

contained on a single chip of silicon and controls
all the functions and calculations.

Minicomputer: Originally a computer that went with
a single equipment cabinet. Now a computer
between a microcomputer and a mainframe.
Note that the boundaries between mini's and the

classes on either side of it are unclear.

Modem: Modulator-demodulator. An instrument thai

connects a micrncomputer to a telephone and
allows it to communicate with another computer
over the telephone lines.

Mother board: A large circuit board that has other
boards attached to it.

Network: An interconnected group of computers or
terminals linked together for specific

communications.
Output: The information a computer displays, prints

or transmits after it has processed the input. See
input and I/O.

Parallel interface: A type of communications
interface used mostly for printers. It sends a
whole character of data down eight (commonly)
lines, one bit down each line. The most common
type of parallel interface for printers is the
Centronics interface.

Pascal: A high-level language that may eventually
rival BASIC in popularity. It incorporates the form
of structured programmes.

PEEK: A command that examines a specific memory
location and gives the operator the value there.

Peripherals: All external input or output devices:
printer, terminal, drives etc.

Pinfeed: (also called sproket feed). A method of

paper feed in printers using sprockets.

Pixel: Picture element. The point on a screen in

graphics.
Plotter: An output device for translating information

from a computer into pictorial or graphical form
on paper or a similar medium.

POKE: A command that inserts a value into a specific
memory location.

Program: A set or collection of instructions written in

a particular programming language that causes a
computer to carry out or execute a given
operation.

RAM: Random access memory is the very fast

memory inside your computer. The access time
for any piece is the same. Your program and run-

time data arc usually stored in RAM.
REM statement: A remark statement in BASIC. It

serves as a memo to programmers, and plays no
part in the running program.

Resolution: A measure of the number ol points
(pixels) on a computer screen.

ROM: Read only memory. Any memory in which
information or instructions have been
permanently fixed.

Serial interface: A type of communications interface

used for a wide variety of purposes (printers,

terminals, telephone correction etc.). It uses a
minimum of two wires, and sends the data one
bit at a time down one wire. The most common
type of serial interface is RS232C.

Sheet feed: A type of paper feeding system normally
used for high-quality document printers. A
special device picks up a sheet of paper and
feeds it into friction rollers.

Software: Any programs used to operate a
computer.

SP: Second processor.
Sprocket feed: See pin feed.

System: A collection of hardware and software
where the whole is greater that the sum of the

parts.

Tractor feed: A type of paper feeding system for

printers. Special computer paper with holes along
both sides is fed by the tractors gripping these
holes.

Word: A group of bits that are processed together by
the computer. Most microcomputers use eight or
1 6 bit words.

WP: Word processor.



New Zealand Software Award
Winners Announced
A small Auckland software company
was the overall winner of the
inaugural New Zealand
Microcomputer Software Awards
presented on May 10 by the Minister
of Overseas Trade and Marketing (Mr
Mike Moore).

The awards for excellence in New
Zealand written computer programs
were sponsored by Bits & Bytes, New
Zealand's personal computer
magazine, Imagineering Ltd, a local

software company and the New
Zealand Technology Advancement
Trust. They were presented at an
industry dinner held in conjunction
with PC85.

Cadpic, a computer aided design
package that allows the user to draw
art-like pictures on a computer screen,
entered by Kiwisoft Programs Ltd,

was named 1985 New Zealand Micro
Computer Software of the year.

Cadpic which is already being
exported to several overseas
countries, also won the category for

education and recreational software.

The program took Mr Harold Salive of
Kiwisoft a year to develop and write
and the $2,000.00 winner's prize will

be used to further perfect and
enhance Cadpic and related products.

The winner of the business and farm
software category of the awards, was
Beancounter, a complete accounting
package entered by Interactive
Applications Ltd.

Mr Phil Normans, General Manager of
Interactive Applications announced
Beancounter is to be launched in the
competitive United States software
market next week.

In all, 35 entries were received for the
awards which are aimed at
encouraging New Zealand program
writers with a view to achieving
substantial export sales in the rapidly
growing world-wide micro computer
software market.

The finalists in the education and
recreational category were, Cadpic, a
computer aided design and graphics
package that has complete facilities

for drawing, painting and printing.

Proforma, an authoring program to
be used by someone who wants to
write educational software. In other
words a program that allows you to
more easily write a number of

educational programs for specific

tasks. This program was entered by
M.J. Collett.

Robotics, an obstacle course type
game that uses high resolution
graphics. This program was entered
by Castle Software which consists of

three 15 year old Auckland
schoolboys.

Tat Menu, a program to help even

incorporates a high degree of

flexibility in keeping those employee
records.

The Charter Series, another complete
accounting package available for a
large number of microcomputers.
This series has already achieved
substantial export sales. This
program was also entered by
Interactive Applications Ltd.

severly disabled people to

communicate using a computer. Even
disabled people who cannot move
can use this program with the aid of
microswitch connected to their

eye-brow. This program was entered
by the Technical Aids Trust and is

unusual among the entries in that it is

available free of charge.

The finalists in the business and
farming category were,

Farmfax, a complete farming package
with versions available for different
types of farming and horticulture.
Each module in the package
intergrates with other modules. This
program was entered by Fieldcraft

Systems Ltd.

Beancounter, a complete accounting
package, with integrated modules
that are relatively easy to learn and
use. This program was entered by
Interactive Applications Ltd.

Payroll, a payroll system that allows
for up to 320 employees and

/©ftujoie
Specialists in home Computer

Software and Peripherals

SPECTRUM
Joystick Interfaces
High-quality keyboards
18k Upgrades

S 59.95
$215.00
$125.00

New ULTIMATE Games
Sabre Wulf
UndcrWurlde
Knight Lore
Al :en S

$ 11.95
$ 19.95
S 19.95
$ 19.95

CBM 61
The Staff of Karnath $ 19.95

For a complete catalogue of

software and peripherals for the
Spectrum and CBM 61 computers,
please write to:

PARAGON SOFTWARE
16 ARCHIBALD STREET

DUNEOIN.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

V
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MICRO MOMENTS BY MATT KILLIP

SUE WANTS TO KNOW
MORE AB3UT YOUR
SPECIAL CM RAMS <# i

•-tV

BEFORE YOU BUY
ANOTHER PIECE
OF SOFTWARE
CONSULT THIS BUYER'S GUIDE

Sifting through the myriad of

new software packages to

select the systems,
programmes, or games for your
personal computer can be an
ordeal.

That is why MICROPOST
have introduced an exciting new
concept into the New Zealand
micro computer marketplace.

The MICROPOST
SOFTWARE BUYER'S GUIDE
is an all new quarterly catalogue
providing a comprehensive
index of software for

microcomputer users.
Compiled by independent

professionals in the software
industry, and featuring more
than 500 software packages
for MS—DOS, CP/M and Apple
systems, the Guide offers

software in the following

categories:

* Word Processing Packages
* Spreadsheets and Financial

Management Systems
* Database management
systems

* Education and Games
and all at very competitive

prices!

Informative descriptions,

product reviews and an easy to

understand software
comparison chart makes the

MICROPOST SOFTWARE
BUYER'S GUIDE the new
definitive guide to micro
software in New Zealand today.

AUTUMN 1985

|
micro

J Software & Supplies Umtlod

Software Buyer's Guide

If you own an IBM PC, an
Apple or a CP/M based
micro computer and you
need software for

business, educational, or

recreational use — then

take the ordeal out of

shopping for software

save time and money
and get the best package
for your system
at the best price.

The introductory edition

of the MICROPOST
SOFTWARE BUYER'S
GUIDE is available FREE —
so order yours TODAY!!
Simply clip and return Ihe

coupon below. If someone
else has already used the
coupon write for your copy
of the Guide to

MICROPOST SOFTWARE
& SUPPLIES LIMITED,
PO Box 10-083, Wellington

WANTED TO BUY: Logo and/or Pilot suitable

for Aiari 800XL. Contact Robert Sutton, 17

Tamaki Grove, Turangi.

BUY, BORROW OR SWAP: Software ftl

Aeorn Atom. FORTH language especial.)

wanted. Contact Tony Dale, 30 Cuffs Rd

Christchurch 6. Ph: 897-913.

DUE TO UPGRADING our syslcm we have fori

sale a TRS80 Model III 64K Computer with an]

Koh C80 Printer. Suit hobbyist. S3200.0
negotiable with finance available. Deli\cry]

arranged. Please phone (070)777033 Bus.

Advertiser index
AVM Electronics 10
AWA 17
Auckland University Bookshop 68

Bell Tech Books 34
Business Electronics 54

Commodore Computers 11,63
Computer Craft 60
Computer Game Rentals 50
Computer Store 53
Computer Works 50
Computers for People 30, 52, 62
Concord Communications 44
Control Microcomputers 70
Custom Computers 33

Dick Smith Electronics

Einstein Scientific

Fountain Marketing

Genisis Systems
Grandstand Electronics

Grundman Electronics

James Electronics

Harris Electronics
Hitec Micro

ITT

Kane Agencies
Kapiti Business Systems
Kiwi Computer Services

MCP Applications
MDL
MEC
Manukau Computers
Micro Software Hire Club
Micropac
Microstyle

Microware
Molymerx
Montek Casio

NCR
Nashua Disks

Otakou Software

PC Power
Penguin Booksi^micro[oxg)@0l^j p r

,

™ni
Publishing

Software Buyer's Guide Reed Me,hven Publishers

POBoi 10-083 Wellington- Mnrac House. 105 The Ter'ace. Wellington — Phona; 720*902 S.D. MandenO
»»«» Silkwood ManufacturingW kWl Please rush me my FREE copy of the Sirius Systems

•k-wP • MICROPOST SOFTWARE BUYER'S GUIDE. Software Supplies
Southmark

Name Supatech Electronics
TiltefPosition in Company

3M
Company Name

Address Total Computer Services

Verbatim
Type of Microcomputer UsedfPlanntd _

Warburton Franki

Wellington Computer Show
Westbridge Computers
Whitehall Books

9

13, 67

37. 38, 39, 40

27
l/F, 1

58

62

14
B/P

31

55
49

32. 34

l/B

21
29
51
48
45
42
30

12. 56
23

6
66

46

36
69
14
41

68

8
52
43
65
19
15

64

57

75

2
59
65
56
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MC-P APPLICATIONS MC-P APPLICATIONS

WHY PAY MORE
COMPARE OUR PRICES

SOFTWARE

Symphony S 1732.00
Lotus 1-2-3 $ 1234.00
FRIDAY $ 495.00
d Base II $ 780.00
d Base III $ 1363.00
FRAMEWORK $ 1396.00
KnowledgeMan $ 995.00
OPEN ACCESS $ 1219.00
Quick Code $ 572.00
Crosstalk $ 425.00
REVELATION $ 1600.00
Condor 3 $ 1165.00
Peter Norton Utilities $ 215.00
WORDSTAR $ 610.00
Mailmerge $ 365.00
Spellstar $ 365.00
MULTIMATE $ 1227.00
MULTIMATE Training $ 220.00
P. F. S. File $ 345.00
P. F. S. Report $ 312.00
P. F. S. Graph $ 355.00
P. F. S. Write $ 355.00
P. F. S. Proof $ 240.00
P. F. S. Access $ 215.00
Microsoft Word $ 800.00
Microsoft Chart $ 550.00
Microsoft Project $ 550.00

MONITORS and COMPUTERS
SCREENS
Taxan — Green $ 432.00
Taxan — Amber s 446.00

COMPUTERS
IBM PCG CALL
IBM PC XT CALL
BM PC AT CALL

HARDWARE

EXPANSION CARDS
PC Turbo with daughter board S 3460.00
Blossom Multifunction Expansion Card s 816.00
Oubie 6pak plus Multifunction Expansion Card S 925.00
Short Memory Card CALL
64K Memory upgrades s 130.00
256K Memory upgrades s 360.00
8087 Co Processor s 525.00
80 287 Co Processor s 975.00
COMMUNICATIONS
5251 Local $ 1880.00
5251 Remote s 2483.00
AST S. N. A. $ 2287.00
CXI 3275/79 Coaxial Modem $ 2482.00
IRMA $ 2795.00
IRMALINE $ 2985.00
IRMALETTE s 1097.00
GRAPHICS
Hercules Graphics s 1116.00
Colman Adapter s 171.00
Mono/Colour Combo Card s 1485.00
Colour Card s 745.00
Short Colour Card s 519.00
DISK DRIVES /BACKUP
Tandon Disk Drive 360K s 625.00
Santa Clara 1 8 Mb/6 $ 7310.00
Santa Clara 38 Mb/6 $1 1135.00
Santa Clara 36 Mb/6 $1 1032.00
Santa Clara 32 Mb/Mag Tape S1 1032.00
Santa Clara 57 Mb/Mag Tape S15102.00
Santa Clara 73 Mb'Mag Tape S 17102.00
1 Mb Internal Drive s 3250.00
Magnetic Tape— 45 Mb $ 138.00
Magnetic Tape— 60 Mb $ 160.00
NETWORKING
Santa Clara PC Terminal 256K S 4265.00
Diskless Boot Prom s 260.00
PC-Net Starter Kit s 2943.00
Additional Stations s 1352.00
Novell Netware Operating System s 2925.00

Corporate, Dealer, and Government
Enquiries Welcome

SPECIAL OFFER THIS MONTH ONLY Prices: Subject to Change
Terms: Nett Cash 7 days from

receipt of goods
Delivery

Costs: Extra

Lotus 1 -2-3 plus Graphics Card $2045
d Base II Database plus MultiMate

Word Processor $1 800

r

F

1

/

vIC-P Applications
r
irst Floor

O'Connel Street
\UCKLAND

P.O. Box 5056
Wellesley Street
AUCKLAND
Telephone: (09) 34-545

MC-P APPLICATIONS MC-P APPLICATIONS



ACCUTRACK FLEXIBLE DISKS

'DISKS

'

fEN5\';;MARRAN
TY

LIFETIM
e WARF

SoiflACKS

Engineered
for critical accuracy

and reliability.

Available at leading computer outlets

throughout New Zealand.

Made in the U.S.A. with a lifetime warranty.


